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Chapter!1:!!Introduction!
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1.1!!Chromatin!and!the!CHD!family!!Chromatin!remodellers!alter!chromatin!structure,!which!regulates!DNAEdependent!processes!such!as!transcription,!DNA!replication!and!repair.!The!first!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodeller!was!discovered!in!1984!in!two!separate!screens!for!regulators!of!matingEtype!switching!and!of!sucrose!fermentation!in!yeast!(Stern!et,al.,!1984,!Neigeborn!and!Carlson,!1984).!Subsequently!four!main!families!of!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!were!discovered:!SWI/SNF,!ISWI,!CHD!and!INO80.!The!CHD!(Chromo!Helicase!DNAEbinding)!family!was!discovered!in!a!mouse!cDNA!screen!for!DNAEbinding!proteins!(Delmas!et,al.,!1993).!CHD!proteins!appear!to!be!present!in!the!vast!majority!of!eukaryotes.!Whilst!S.cerevisiae!has!only!one!CHD!protein!(Chd1),!mammalian!systems!have!nine,!split!into!three!subclasses.!The!action!of!CHD1!has!been!extensively!studied!and!has!been!well!established!as!being!involved!in!transcriptional!elongation!(Stokes!et,al.,!1996,!McDaniel!et,al.,!2008).!It!is!thought!to!replace!nucleosomes!after!the!transcriptional!machinery!has!passed!through!the!gene!(RadmanELivaja!
et,al.,!2012,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012).!!!Study!of!the!CHD!proteins!has!been!limited!in!general!and!study!of!the!CHD!family!in!higher!multicellular!eukaryotes!has!thus!far!been!even!more!limited!because!many!of!the!mutants!are!embryonically!lethal!(Khattak!et,al.,!2002,!Hurd!
et,al.,!2007,!Bosman!et,al.,!2005).!Lethality!of!mutants!and!the!disorders!that!accompany!mutations!in!CHD!proteins!(e.g.!CHARGE!syndrome!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004),!neuroblastoma!(Thompson!et,al.,!2003))!highlight!their!importance!in!growth!and!development.!Comprehensive!studies!of!the!CHD!family!in!
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development!and!the!specificity!of!individual!CHD!proteins!have!not!taken!place.!
Dictyostelium,was!previously!identified!as!having!three!distinct!CHD!proteins!(Rogers,!2010,!Platt!et,al.,!2013).!Dictyostelium,fills!the!complexity!gap!between!unicellular!yeast!and!more!complex!multicellular!eukaryotes,!providing!strong!established!genetic!tools,!a!small!complement!of!CHD!proteins!and!a!multicellular!developmental!cycle.!The!aim!of!this!study!is!to!use!the!simple!but!animalElike!organism!Dictyostelium,discoideum,to!investigate!roles!of!CHD!proteins!in!development,!regulation!of!gene!expression!and!nucleosome!positioning.!!!
1.2!!DNA,!histones!and!chromatin!structure!!The!double!helix!structure!of!DNA!was!first!described!by!James!Watson!and!Francis!Crick!in!1953!(Watson!and!Crick,!1953)!but!it!was!not!until!1974!that!the!accepted!structure!of!the!nucleosome!was!established!(Kornberg,!1974,!Olins!and!Olins,!1974).!The!nucleosome!consists!of!~147bp!of!DNA!wrapped!1.7!times!around!the!protein!core,!commonly!called!the!histone!octomer!(Figure!1.1),!which!is!made!up!of!two!copies!of!each!histone!(H2A,!H2B,!H3!and!H4).!The!nucleosome!is!the!basic!repeating!unit!of!chromatin!in!eukaryotic!cells.!The!nucleosome!provides!protection!to!the!DNA!and!has!the!ability!to!form!complex!higherEorder!structures!(Figure!1.2)!to!compact!large!amounts!of!genomic!DNA!into!the!nucleus!whilst!providing!a!system!for!accessibility!(Woodcock!and!Dimitrov,!2001).!As!well!as!packaging!and!protecting!the!DNA,!the!structure!of!chromatin,!and!individual!nucleosome!positions,!provides!a!regulatory!function,!controlling!the!access!of!binding!proteins!to!the!DNA!sequence!and!therefore!
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impacting!on!transcription,!DNA!repair,!recombination!and!replication!(EhrenhoferEMurray,!2004).!!Individual!nucleosomes!are!separated!by!linker!DNA,!forming!what!is!known!as!the!10nm!fibre,!which!explains!the!beadsEonEaEstring!structure!as!observed!in!vitro!by!electron!microscopy!(Olins!and!Olins,!1974).!The!linker!DNA!length!varies!widely!between!organisms!and!even!in!different!tissues!of!the!same!organism!from!10!to!80bp!(Felsenfeld!and!Groudine,!2003,!Valouev!et,al.,!2011).!The!core!histones!(H2A,!H2B,!H3!and!H4)!are!highly!conserved!throughout!eukaryotes!(Baxevanis!and!Landsman,!1996).!All!contain!the!highly!conserved!CEterminal!histone!fold,!a!‘helix!turn!helix!turn!helix’!structure!that!allows!for!dimerisation!(Arents!and!Moudrianakis,!1995,!Baxevanis!et,al.,!1995).!The!core!histones!have!long,!unstructured!NEterminal!tails!that!protrude!from!the!nucleosome!core;!these!tails!can!be!covalently!modified!and!interact!with!other!nucleosomes!and!other!nuclear!proteins!(Wolffe!and!Hayes,!1999).!There!are!also!H1!and!H5!histones!that!are!known!as!linker!histones.!H1!has!been!shown!to!bind!the!entry!and!exit!sites!of!the!DNA!on!the!nucleosome,!allowing!the!formation!of!higherEorder!structures!that!eventually!form!the!classic!mitotic!chromosome!(Allan!et,al.,!1981,!Carruthers!et,al.,!1998).!There!are!other!nucleosomes!known!as!nonEcanonical!histones!that!are!variations!on!the!core!nucleosomes!and!have!a!specific!function!and/or!chromosomal!location.!The!H3!variant!CENPEA!replaces!one!or!both!of!the!H3!histones!only!at!centromeres.!It!contains!an!NEterminal!domain!which!allows!kinetochore!binding!(Sullivan!et,al.,!1994).!H2!variant!H2AX!is!used!as!a!marker!of!doubleEstranded!DNA!breaks!
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(Rogakou!et,al.,!1998).!H2AZ!is!found!in!nucleosomes!at!the!promoter!of!genes!(Mavrich!et,al.,!2008).!!!Chromatin!has!been!described!as!being!divided!into!two!broad!types,!heterochromatin!and!euchromatin.!Euchromatin!is!a!very!open,!accessible!form!of!chromatin,!containing!genes!that!are!being!expressed!as!well!as!genes!that!are!not,!and!is!thought!to!be!mainly!in!the!10nm!fibre!structure!(Grewal!and!Jia,!2007).!Whereas!heterochromatin!is!a!tightly!packed,!inaccessible!structure,!containing!repressed!genes,!and!is!made!up!of!higherEorder!chromatin!structures!(Grewal!and!Jia,!2007).!Both!euchromatin!and!heterochromatin!are!actively!maintained!in!these!states.!As!well!as!higherEorder!packing!of!nucleosomes,!the!position!of!individual!nucleosomes!can!also!affect!DNA!accessibility!and!gene!expression.!The!DNA!is!so!tightly!wrapped!on!the!nucleosome!that!it!is!inaccessible!to!some!factors,!thus!nucleosome!positions!can!affect!activities!such!as!transcription!factor!binding!(MartinezECampa!et,al.,!2004,!Boeger!et,al.,!2004).!!
Figure 1.1: The nucleosomeEight histones make up the core histone octomer: two copies of H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. The nucleosome consists of ~147bp of DNA wrapped around the histone octomer 1.7 times. The unstructured N-terminal histone tails protruding from the core are able to interact with other nucleosomes and proteins. Protein Data Bank ID: 1AOI, (Luger et al., 1997).
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Figure 1.2: Chromatin structure from DNA to metaphase chromosomesDNA is wrapped 1.7 times around the nucleosome. This makes up the 
ͳͲǦǦǦϐǤϐ
͵ͲϐǤ	compacted state during metaphase in mitosis. Adapted from Jakovcevski and Akbarian, 2012.
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1.3!!Chromatin!remodelling!!Chromatin!can!be!physically!changed!or!modified,!altering!the!access!of!DNAEbinding!factors!to!the!DNA!sequence,!converting!between!euchromatin!and!heterochromatin,!moving!nucleosomes!or!recruiting!factors!to!a!region!of!chromatin.!This!is!important!for!regulation!of!DNA!replication!and!repair,!production!and!maintenance!of!gene!expression!patterns!during!differentiation,!as!well!as!dynamic!regulation!of!other!genes.!There!are!two!broad!ways!in!which!chromatin!can!be!remodelled:!1)!Covalent!histone!modification,!whereby!the!NEterminal!tails!of!histones!are!subject!to!postEtranslational!modifications!(acetylation,!methylation,!phosphorylation,!ubiquitination,!ADP!ribosylation,!SUMOylation)!by!specific!enzymes!(Strahl!and!Allis,!2000),!2)!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodelling,!where!complexes!slide!or!evict!nucleosomes,!loop!DNA!off!the!nucleosome!or!exchange!core!histones!for!nonEcanonical!histones!(Clapier!and!Cairns,!2009).!See!Figure!1.3.!
Figure 1.3: Mechanisms of ATP-dependent chromatin remodellingATP-dependent remodellers are recruited to chromatin and use the energy from the hydrolysis of ATP to physically alter chromatin structure. This can be achieved by sliding nucleosomes along the DNA, evicting the nucleosome in its entirety from the DNA, looping the DNA that is on the nucleosome off or by exchanging canonical histones for non-canonical histones. This impacts on DNA accessibility or, in the case of histone exchange, the interaction with other proteins.
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1.4!!Covalent!histone!modification!!Specific!enzymes!target!and!modify!specific!amino!acid!residues!in!the!NEterminal!histone!tails.!Currently!known!modifications!include!acetylation,!methylation,!phosphorylation,!ubiquitination,!ADP!ribosylation!and!SUMOylation.!These!marks!are!added!or!removed!from!histone!tails!by!different!enzymes.!These!modifications!can!either!change!intraE!or!interEnucleosomal!interactions.!Acetylation!of!lysine!residues!neutralises!the!histone’s!positive!charge,!loosening!interactions!with!the!negatively!charged!phosphate!backbone!and!making!the!DNA!wrapped!around!the!nucleosome!more!accessible!(Hong!et,
al.,!1993).!Hyperacetylation!of!histone!tails!is!associated!with!actively!transcribing!genes!(Allfrey!et,al.,!1964,!Dion!et,al.,!2005).!Some!marks!are!generally!thought!to!be!repressive!marks!(H3K9me3)!and!some!activating!(H3K4me3).!Although!contrary!to!previous!ideas!of!activating!and!repressive!marks,!genomeEwide!analyses!have!started!to!show!that!this!may!not!be!completely!the!case.!In!fact,!the!state!of!the!chromatin!or!the!activation!of!a!gene!may!be!much!more!complex!dependent!on!the!combination!of!histone!marks!present!at!a!particular!region,!which!is!termed!the!‘histone!code’!(Strahl!and!Allis,!2000,!Wang!et,al.,!2008,!Bernstein!et,al.,!2012).!!!Histone!modifications!can!also!be!used!as!molecular!marks!or!‘flags’!to!recruit!other!proteins!to!the!chromatin.!These!secondary!proteins!can!then!have!a!further!function!either!to!repress!or!open!up!the!region!of!chromatin!they!are!associated!with!(Bhaumik!et,al.,!2007).!Histone!marks!are!bound!by!specific!proteins!that!contain!appropriate!binding!domains.!Bromodomains!can!bind!
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acetylated!histone!marks;!chromodomains!can!bind!methylated!histone!marks.!Differences!in!the!binding!pockets!of!domains!allow!them!to!bind!different!residues.!The!chromodomain!in!heterochromatin!associated!protein!1!(HP1)!binds!H3K9me2/3!(Lachner!et,al.,!2001,!Bannister!et,al.,!2001),!whereas!the!chromodomains!of!the!human!CHD1!protein!bind!H3K4me2/3!(Flanagan!et,al.,!2005).!!
1.5!!ATP@dependent!chromatin!remodelling!!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!use!the!energy!from!the!hydrolysis!of!ATP!to!physically!move!the!nucleosome!position!or!change!the!structure!of!the!nucleosome.!These!remodelling!complexes!can!alter!or!remodel!nucleosomes!by!sliding!or!evicting!nucleosomes,!looping!DNA!off!the!nucleosome!or!exchanging!core!histones!for!nonEcanonical!histones!(Figure!1.3).!These!chromatin!remodellers!are!most!commonly!the!core!of!a!much!larger!complex!containing!the!ATPase!domain.!These!complexes!can!be!in!excess!of!1MDa!in!size,!containing!other!binding!proteins!and!catalytic!proteins.!The!SWI2/SNF2!complex!is!~2MDa!in!size!(Carlson!and!Laurent,!1994).!The!CHD3/4!proteins!are!part!of!the!NuRD!(Nucleosome!Remodelling!and!histone!Deacetylase)!complex,!which!also!contains!histone!deacetylases!that!remove!acetyl!groups!from!histone!tails!(Tong!et,al.,!1998,!Wade!et,al.,!1998).!!!The!first!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodeller!to!be!discovered,!SWI2/SNF2!was!identified!in!Saccharomyces,cerevisiae!in!two!separate!mutation!screens!for!aberrant!matingEtype!switching!(SWI)!and!sucrose!fermentation!(Sucrose!
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NonFermentable)!(Stern!et,al.,!1984,!Neigeborn!and!Carlson,!1984).!SWI2!was!responsible!for!regulating!expression!of!HO,!an!endonuclease!required!for!matingEtype!switching,!and!SNF2!was!responsible!for!regulating!expression!of!SUC2,!an!invertase!involved!in!sucrose!metabolism.!Once!sequenced,!SWI2!and!SNF2!were!found!to!be!the!same!gene!(Peterson!and!Herskowitz,!1992),!thus!it!is!referred!to!as!SWI2/SNF2.!Experiments!revealed!that!SWI2/SNF2!has!DNAEdependent!ATPase!activity!(Laurent!et,al.,!1993)!that!has!the!ability!to!alter!histone–DNA!interactions!(Hirschhorn!et,al.,!1992).!Further!experiments!determined!SWI2/SNF2!to!be!the!core!of!a!2MDa!protein!complex!with!other!SWI!and!SNF!proteins!(Cairns!et,al.,!1994,!Peterson!et,al.,!1994).!The!complex!was!later!found!in!humans!(Khavari!et,al.,!1993,!Wang!et,al.,!1996)!and!is!conserved!in!eukaryotes.!!!Since!the!discovery!of!SWI/SNF,!other!families!of!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!have!been!discovered.!The!ISWI!family!was!first!discovered!in!
Drosophila!embryo!extracts!using!an!in!vitro!transcription!factor!accessibility!assay!(Tsukiyama!and!Wu,!1995).!It!was!named!imitation!switch!(ISWI)!because!of!the!similarity!of!the!core!ATPase!domain!to!that!of!SWI2/SNF2!(Tsukiyama!and!Wu,!1995).!The!CHD!(ChromodomainEhelicase!DNAEbinding!protein)!family!was!first!identified!in!a!mouse!cDNA!screen!for!DNAEbinding!proteins;!the!CHD1!protein!was!identified!as!having!features!of!SWI2/SNF2!and!Polycomb/HP1!proteins!(Delmas!et,al.,!1993).!The!fourth!and!most!recent!family!to!be!discovered,!INO80!was!identified!some!time!after!the!first!three!families!in!
Saccharomyces,cerevisiae!as!it!was!found!to!be!required!for!activating!
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transcription!in!response!to!low!inositol!levels!(Ebbert!et,al.,!1999).!It!was!also!identified!independently!through!similarities!to!ISWI!(Shen!et,al.,!2000).!!The!four!families!share!the!common!SNF2!ATPase!domain!and!display!high!sequence!similarity!in!this!region!(Gorbalenya!and!Koonin,!1993,!Clapier!and!Cairns,!2009).!What!defines!the!different!families!is!the!presence!of!different!key!characteristic!domains!(Figure!1.4)!outside!of!the!SNF2!ATPase!region!(Clapier!and!Cairns,!2009).!SWI/SNF!contains!a!DNAEbinding!HSA!(helicaseESANT)!domain!and!a!CEterminal!bromodomain,!which!binds!acetylated!histone!tails!and!is!in!a!complex!of!8!to!14!subunits!(Hassan!et,al.,!2002).!ISWI!contains!CEterminal!SANT!and!SLIDE!(SANTElike!ISWI!domain).!Jointly,!the!two!domains!together!bind!an!unmodified!histone!tail!and!DNA!respectively!(Grüne!et,al.,!2003).!ISWI!is!found!in!the!smallest!complexes!containing!only!2!to!4!subunits!(Corona!and!Tamkun,!2004).!The!CHD!family!contains!characteristic!NEterminal!double!chromodomains,!which!in!human!CHD1!bind!methylated!H3K4!(Flanagan!et,al.,!2005)!and!often!a!DNAEbinding!domain!(Marfella!et,al.,!2006).!Depending!on!the!family!member!and!species,!CHD!proteins!act!alone!or!in!a!group!of!up!to!10!subunit!protein!complexes!(Clapier!and!Cairns,!2009).!The!INO80!family,!which!includes!SWR1,!also!contains!a!HSA!domain,!but!its!defining!feature!is!the!‘split’!ATPase!domain,!the!ATPase!domain!consists!of!two!parts,!DExx!and!HELICc!domains,!which!in!the!INO80!family!are!split!by!a!much!larger!distance!than!in!the!other!families!(Ebbert!et,al.,!1999,!Mizuguchi!et,al.,!2004).!This!‘insertion’!contains!the!binding!site!for!other!proteins,!whilst!maintaining!ATPase!activity,!and!unlike!the!other!families!shows!strong!ATPase!activity!in!the!absence!of!DNA!(Shen!et,al.,!2000).!INO80!can!be!found!in!large!complexes!(>10!proteins)!with!various!actinErelated!proteins!(Shen!et,al.,!2000).
Figure 1.4: ATP-dependent chromatin remodeller familiesThe four main families are SWI/SNF, ISWI, CHD and INO80. All have a central 
ǤͺͲϐby having a longer insertion between the two. Each family has unique domains that are labelled HSA (helicase-SANT), Bromo (bromodomain) and Tandem-chromo (pair of chromodomains).
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1.6!!Studying!nucleosome!positions!!Shortly!after!the!isolation!of!histones!their!modification!was!shown!to!be!important!in!regulating!gene!expression!(Allfrey!et,al.,!1964).!Then!after!the!discovery!of!the!‘beads!on!a!string’!(Olins!and!Olins,!1974,!Oudet!et,al.,!1975,!Woodcock!et,al.,!1976)!and!the!repeating!structure!of!the!nucleosome!with!DNA!wrapped!around!(Hewish!and!Burgoyne,!1973,!Kornberg,!1974),!interest!gathered!on!the!positions!of!nucleosomes!and!their!impact!upon!higherEorder!packaging!of!chromosomal!DNA,!transcription,!replication!and!repair!of!DNA.!Nucleosomes!were!found!to!inhibit!transcriptional!initiation!by!RNA!polymerase!in!vitro!(Knezetic!and!Luse,!1986,!Lorch!et,al.,!1987).!Initial!studies!utilised!nuclease!digestion!of!DNA!and!radiolabelling!on!extrachromosomal!fragments!in!vitro.!Micrococcal!nuclease!(MNase)!is!an!endonuclease!that!can!only!cut!linker!DNA!between!nucleosomes.!The!nucleosome!provides!protection!from!MNase,!thus!producing!a!‘footprint’!of!where!the!nucleosome!was!(Axel,!1975).!MNase!digestion!and!indirect!endElabelling!became!a!standard!way!to!map!nucleosomes!in!vivo!on!individual!loci!(Kent!and!Mellor,!1995,!Wu!and!Winston,!1997).!With!the!advent!of!highEthroughput!approaches,!microarrays!were!used!to!map!nucleosomes!at!10–20bp!resolutions!(Yuan!et,al.,!2005,!Lee!et,al.,!2007,!Whitehouse!et,al.,!2007,!Ozsolak!et,al.,!2007).!Subsequently!highEthroughput!sequencing!approaches!were!then!used!to!map!nucleosomes!at!up!to!1bp!resolution!and!genome!wide!on!a!variety!of!organisms:!S.cerevisiae!(Albert!et,al.,!2007),!C.albicans!(Field!et,al.,!2009),!S.pombe!(Lantermann!et,al.,!2010),!
D.melanogaster!(Mavrich!et,al.,!2008),!H.sapiens!(Schones!et,al.,!2008),!C.elegans!(Valouev!et,al.,!2008),!D.discoideum,(Chang!et,al.,!2012,!Platt!et,al.,!in!
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preparation),!A.thaliana!(Chodavarapu!et,al.,!2010),!M.musculus!(Li!et,al.,!2011)!and!P.falciparum!(Westenberger!et,al.,!2009).!!!Nucleosomes!are!globally!phased!relative!to!the!5’!start!of!genes,!in!the!majority!of!organisms.!The!+1!nucleosome!is!the!most!positioned!with!each!subsequent!nucleosome!less!so.!NucleosomeEfree!regions!exist!at!the!5’!and!3’!end!of!most!genes!and!generally!intronic!and!intergenic!regions!have!lower!nucleosome!occupancy!levels!than!exonic!regions!(Andersson!et,al.,!2009,!Schwartz!et,al.,!2009,!Tilgner!et,al.,!2009).!Nucleosomes!show!preference!for!certain!sequences!over!others;!in!particular!nucleosomes!are!unable!to!form!on!top!of!stiff!stretches!of!homopolymeric!poly(dA:dT)!(Nelson!et,al.,!1987,!Segal!and!Widom,!2009).!It!has!been!suggested!that!DNA!sequence!plays!a!significant!role!in!nucleosome!positioning!(Segal!et,al.,!2006,!Kaplan!et,al.,!2009).!Although!DNA!sequence!alone!is!not!enough!to!reconstitute!nucleosome!patterns!in!vitro,!only!nucleosomeEfree!regions!were!reconstituted!via!salt!dialysis!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011).!Whole!cell!extract!and!ATP!are!required!to!recover!nucleosome!patterns!in!vitro!(Zhang!et,
al.,!2011).!These!experiments!demonstrate!that!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!are!essential!for!establishing,!maintaining!and!enabling!dynamic!movement!of!the!nucleosome!positions.!Zhang!et,al.!(2011)!were!able!to!reconstitute!nucleosome!positioning!in!vitro!suggesting!transcription!and!DNA!replication!are!not!necessary!for!nucleosome!phasing!on!genes.!!GenomeEwide!nucleosome!mapping!of!chromatin!remodeller!mutants!has!begun!to!dissect!the!roles!of!individual!and!combinations!of!chromatin!remodellers!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011)!in!nucleosome!positioning:!ISW2!is!important!for!+1!
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nucleosome!placement!(Whitehouse!et,al.,!2007),!ISWI!is!involved!in!the!positioning!of!nucleosomes!in!the!coding!region!(Tirosh!et,al.,!2010)!and!Chd1!is!involved!in!the!replacement!and!positioning!of!nucleosomes!over!the!gene!body!(see!section!1.10.1).!As!yet,!no!nucleosome!map!of!any!of!the!other!CHD!family!members!has!been!produced.!!
1.7!!CHD!family!
!CHD1!was!first!identified!in!a!mouse!cDNA!screen!for!DNAEbinding!proteins!(Delmas!et,al.,!1993).!It!was!identified!as!having!features!of!SWI2/SNF2!(the!ATPase!domain)!and!features!of!Polycomb/HP1!proteins!(the!chromodomains),!as!well!as!a!DNAEbinding!domain.!Uniquely!it!contained!double!chromodomains,!a!feature!only!found!in!CHD!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers.!Subsequently!CHD!proteins!were!found!in!a!variety!of!eukaryotes!(Hall!and!Georgel,!2007).!There!are!nine!CHD!proteins!in!mammals.!They!are!divided!into!three!subfamilies:!subfamily!I!contains!CHD1!and!CHD2!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997);!subfamily!II!contains!CHD3,!CHD4!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997)!and!CHD5!(Thompson!
et,al.,!2003);!subfamily!III!contains!CHD6!(Schuster!and!Stöger,!2002),!CHD7!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004),!CHD8!(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006)!and!CHD9!(Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005).!The!subfamilies!are!divided!based!on!their!accessory!domains!outside!the!core!CHD!domains!(Hall!and!Georgel,!2007).!Subfamily!I!is!the!archetypal!CHD!protein,!containing!the!three!original!domains!–!tandem!chromodomains,!ATPase/helicase!domain!and!a!DNAEbinding!domain!–!as!well!as!a!DUF4208!(Domain!of!Unknown!Function)!domain!(Marfella!and!Imbalzano,!2007).!Subfamily!II!is!characterised!by!having!NEterminal!PHD!(Plant!HomeoDomain)!
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domains,!some!of!which!have!been!shown!to!bind!histone!tails!(Musselman!et,al.,!2011,!Oliver!et,al.,!2012,!Paul!et,al.,!2013).!Subfamily!III!is!a!more!heterogeneous!class;!they!are!generally!larger!than!the!proteins!in!the!other!groups.!Most!contain!a!SANT/SLIDE!domain!that!is!thought!to!interact!with!histone!tails!and!DNA.!CHD7,!8!and!9!all!have!a!BRK!domain!(Marfella!and!Imbalzano,!2007),!another!domain!of!unknown!function!only!found!in!these!CHD!proteins!and!BRG1,!the!human!ortholog!of!SWI2/SNF2.!BRK!is!found!exclusively!in!metazoans!(Allen!et,al.,!2007).!
!
1.8!!CHD!Core!domains!
!
1.8.1!!Double!chromodomains!
!The!chromodomain!(chromatin!organisation!modifier)!was!originally!characterised!in!HP1!and!polycomb!(Paro!and!Hogness,!1991).!The!chromodomain!is!a!50a.a.!sequence!that!is!evolutionarily!conserved!and!found!in!proteins!involved!in!processes!connected!with!chromatin.!The!double!chromodomain!is!characteristic!of!CHD!proteins!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!!Chromodomains!can!recognise!methylated!lysine!residues!in!histone!tails!(Yap!and!Zhou,!2011).!Human!and!D.melanogaster!CHD1!bind!to!H3K4me2/3!but!
S.cerevisiae!Chd1!does!not!(Sims!et,al.,!2005,!Flanagan!et,al.,!2005,!Flanagan!et,al.,!2007).!Although!the!chromodomains!in!D.melanogaster!CHD1!are!not!important!for!localisation,!they!are!required!for!enzymatic!activity!(Morettini!et,al.,!2011).!Crystal!structures!of!S.cerevisiae!Chd1!suggest!that!the!chromodomains!inhibit!
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ATPase!activity!by!only!enabling!activation!in!the!presence!of!nucleosomes!but!not!naked!DNA!(Hauk!et,al.,!2010).!The!chromodomains!of!MiE2!(CHD3/4)!in!
D.melanogaster!do!not!bind!H3K4!and!are!implicated!in!binding!DNA!(Bouazoune!
et,al.,!2002).!It!has!been!suggested!that!the!CHD!proteins!can!be!grouped!based!on!sequence!differences!in!their!chromodomains,!which!impact!on!their!function!(Flanagan!et,al.,!2007).!
!
1.8.2!!ATPase!domain!!The!ATPase!motor,!the!SNF2!domain!named!after!the!first!chromatin!remodeller!studied,!is!well!conserved!though!evolution!(Winston!and!Carlson,!1992).!The!energy!provided!by!the!ATPase!activity!is!used!to!slide!nucleosomes!or!displace!histones!(Becker!and!Hörz,!2002,!Durr!et,al.,!2006).!ATPase!activity!in!CHD!proteins!is!stimulated!by!either!nucleosomes!or!DNA!or!in!some!cases!both,!and!activity!has!been!shown!in!CHD1!(Tran!et,al.,!2000),!dMiE2!(Bouazoune!et,al.,!2002),!CHD6!(Lutz!et,al.,!2006),!CHD8!(Thompson!et,al.,!2008)!and!CHD9!(Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005).!Recent!work!has!shown!that!the!other!domains!in!the!CHD!protein!act!to!regulate!the!ATPase!and!nucleosome!sliding!ability!of!the!SNF2!domain!(Hauk!et,al.,!2010,!Ryan!et,al.,!2011,!Patel!et,al.,!2011).!
!
1.8.3!!DNA@binding!domain!
!The!DNAEbinding!domain,!once!thought!to!be!unique!to!subfamily!I,!has!been!shown!to!be!made!up!of!a!SANT!and!SLIDE!domain,!two!related!DNAEbinding!domains!(Ryan!et,al.,!2011).!Combinations!of!SANT!and!SLIDE!domains!have!
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been!found!in!the!other!CHD!subfamilies!(Ryan!et,al.,!2011).!In!fact!the!SLIDE!domain!of!the!CHD1!homologue!in!Dictyostelium!is!more!closely!related!to!metazoan!CHD1!than!fungi!is!(Supplemental!Figure!6,!Ryan!et,al.,!2011).!The!DNAEbinding!domain!of!CHD1!has!been!shown!to!have!little!sequence!specificity!but!displays!a!preference!for!ATErich!DNA!(Delmas!et,al.,!1993,!Stokes!and!Perry,!1995).!CHD9!also!binds!ATErich!DNA!(Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005).!It!was!suggested!CHD1!binds!to!the!minor!groove!of!DNA!(Stokes!and!Perry,!1995,!Ryan!
et,al.,!2011),!although!crystal!structure!of!the!DNAEbinding!domain!with!DNA!suggests!it!may!bind!either!major!or!minor!grooves!(Sharma!et,al.,!2011).!Extranucleosomal!DNA!is!required!for!binding!in!CHD1!(Ryan!et!al.,!2011,!Sharma!et,al.,!2011).!The!DNAEbinding!domain!of!Chd1!increases!the!efficiency!of!nucleosome!sliding!(Ryan!et,al.,!2011).!Work!from!others!also!showed!the!DNAEbinding!domain!was!required!to!increase!efficiency!and!directionality!of!nucleosome!sliding!(McKnight!et,al.,!2011).!!!
1.9!!CHD!expression!and!developmental!role!
!
1.9.1!!CHD!subfamily!I!
!CHD!subfamily!I!is!the!most!studied!subgroup.!For!the!most!part!research!has!focused!on!CHD1!and!most!progress!has!been!made!in!S.cerevisiae,!which!has!only!one!CHD!protein.!In!S.cerevisiae!a!knockout!of!chd1!was!viable!and!produced!no!growth!phenotype,!although!it!did!have!a!minor!resistance!to!6Eazauracil!suggesting!its!involvement!in!transcription!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997,!Tsukiyama!et,
al.,!1999).!Deletion!of!CHD1!in!Drosophila!was!also!nonElethal!but!did!cause!a!
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wing!margin!phenotype!and!infertility!in!both!males!and!females!(McDaniel!et,
al.,!2008).!Human!CHD1!and!CHD2!mRNA!was!expressed!in!all!major!tissues!tested!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!Mouse!CHD2!was!also!highly!expressed!in!heart!tissue!(Marfella!et,al.,!2006).!!CHD1!is!upregulated!upon!reprogramming!of!fibroblasts!into!pluripotent!stem!cells!(iPSC)!and!shRNA!knockdown!of!CHD1!in!these!cells!decreases!the!efficiency!of!reprogramming!(Grskovic!et,al.,!2007,!GasparEMaia!et,al.,!2009).!Knockdown!of!CHD1!resulted!in!loss!of!pluripotency!in!embryonic!stem!cells!(ESC)!and!increases!in!heterochromatic!regions!(GasparEMaia!et,al.,!2009).!!Deletion!of!the!DNAEbinding!domain!of!CHD2!in!mice!results!in!perinatal!death!in!homozygotes.!Heterozygotes!had!decreased!neonatal!viability!and!an!increase!in!nonEneoplastic!lesions!to!major!organs!(Marfella!et,al.,!2006),!demonstrating!CHD2!is!vital!for!proper!organ!development.!No!mouse!CHD1!knockout!has!been!reported.!
!
1.9.2!!CHD!subfamily!II!
!This!subfamily!was!originally!discovered!when!the!MiE2!protein!was!identified!as!an!autoantigen!of!the!human!disease!dermatomyositis!(Seelig!et,al.,!1995).!Human!CHD3!mRNA!was!expressed!in!most!tissues!studied!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!In!situ!hybridisation!in!mouse!neonates!found!CHD4!mRNA!expressed!in!the!thymus,!kidney,!hemopoietic!foci!in!the!liver,!specific!areas!of!the!brain,!mucosal!epithelium!and!in!hair!follicles!(Kim!et,al.,!1999).!CHD3!was!found!in!the!
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same!tissues!at!a!lower!level!(Kim!et,al.,!1999).!D.melanogaster!Mi@2a,(CHD3)!Mi@
2β,(CHD4)!mRNA!were!both!present!in!the!embryos,!Mi@2a,in!the!early!to!mid!stages!of!development!(0E9H)!and!Mi@2β,in!the!mid!to!late!stages!(3E24H)!and!both!are!present!in!the!ovary.!Mutants!were!embryonic!lethal!(Khattak!et,al.,!2002).!Analysis!of!C.elegans!CHD3!and!CHD4!demonstrated!both!are!essential!for!development!and!are!partially!redundant!(von!Zelewsky!et,al.,!2000).!!!Expression!of!CHD5,mRNA!was!limited!to!neuralEderived!tissues!(fetal!brain,!total!brain,!cerebellum)!and!the!adrenal!gland.!Expression!was!absent!in!all!other!tissues!(Thompson!et,al.,!2003).!!CHD5!was!originally!identified!as!the!tumour!suppressor!in!neuroblastoma!(see!section!1.11),!a!tumour!of!the!peripheral!sympathetic!nervous!system!frequently!affecting!infants!and!children!(Thompson!et,al.,!2003).!Human!CHD5!is!sometimes!placed!in!subfamily!III!despite!containing!characteristic!PHD!domains.!
!
1.9.3!!CHD!subfamily!III!
!The!third!subfamily!is!the!most!diverse!group.!CHD6!mRNA!was!found!expressed!in!cancer!cell!lines!originating!from!a!variety!of!different!tissues!(Schuster!and!Stöger,!2002)!and!enriched!in!various!parts!of!the!mouse!brain!(Lathrop!et,al.,!2010).!Homozygous!deletion!of!one!exon!encoding!part!of!the!ATPase!domain!of!CHD6!in!mice!produced!viable!fertile!offspring!with!only!mild!behavioral!defects:!impaired!coEordination!and!balance!(Lathrop!et,al.,!2010).!!!
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Mutations!of!CHD7!are!found!in!CHARGE!syndrome!(see!section!1.11),!a!severe!developmental!disorder!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004).!CHD7E/E!mice!are!embryonic!lethal!(Hurd!et,al.,!2007,!Bosman!et,al.,!2005).!CHD7!is!ubiquitously!expressed!in!the!developing!human!fetus!by!22d,!further!into!development!becoming!more!specific!to!the!CNS!and!reducing!to!tissues!affected!in!CHARGEEsyndrome!(Sanlaville!et,al.,!2006).!Using!an!in!vitro!model!for!human!neural!crest!cell!migration!and!differentiation,!knockdown!of!CHD7!was!shown!to!be!important!for!neural!crest!cell!formation!and!migration!(Bajpai!et,al.,!2010).!CHD7!is!critical!for!olfactory!neural!stem!cell!proliferation!and!regeneration!of!olfactory!sensory!neurons!(Layman!et,al.,!2009).!Inactivation!of!CHD7!in!adult!neural!stem!cells!in!mice!reduces!neurogenesis!(Feng!et,al.,!2013).!CHD7!is!also!initially!expressed!ubiquitously!in!the!zebrafish!embryo,!with!expression!later!in!development!persisting!only!in!the!brain!and!retina!(Patten!et,al.,!2012).!!CHD8!is!expressed!in!a!variety!of!tissues!in!the!adult!mouse!(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!It!is!involved!in!the!function!of!the!H19!DMR!insulator!required!for!the!imprinted!expression!of!IGF2,(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!CHD8!is!also!involved!in!modulating!the!βEcatenin!signalling!response!(Thompson!et,al.,!2008).!A!fragment!of!the!NEterminal!end!of!CHD8!called!Duplin,!which!contains!the!double!chromodomain,!was!shown!to!be!highly!expressed!during!early!mouse!development!but!low!in!newborns!and!DuplinE/E!mice!died!in!early!embryogenesis!(Nishiyama!et,al.,!2004).!!CHD9!(or!CReMM),!originally!cloned!from!mesenchymal!stromal!cells!(Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005),!interacts!with!skeletal!tissueEspecific!promoters!–!CBAF1,!
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biglycan,!collagenEII,!oesteocalcin!and!myosin!–!in!a!differential!manner!(Shur!et,
al.,!2006).!A!study!in!bone!marrowEderived!osteogenic!cell!line!showed!that!CHD9!was!robustly!expressed!in!proliferating!cells!(Marom!et,al.,!2006).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Table!1.1:!Summary!of!the!expression!and!developmental!roles!of!CHD!
proteins!in!different!organisms!
! Organism! Expression/Phenotype!
!
Chd1!
,
S.cerevisiae! !6Eazauracil!resistance!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!!
CHD1! D.melanogaster! Wing!margin!phenotype!and!infertility!in!males!and!females!(McDaniel!et,al.,!2008).!
CHD1! H.sapiens! mRNA!widely!expressed!in!all!tissues!tested!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!Required!for!reprogramming!of!fibroblasts!into!iPSC!and!maintaining!pluripotency!in!ESC!(Grskovic!et,al.,!2007,!GasparEMaia!et,al.,!2009).!!
! , !
CHD2! H.sapiens! mRNA!expressed!in!all!tissues!tested!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!!
CHD2! M.musculus! Homozygous!deletion!of!DNAEbinding!domain!results!in!perinatal!death!(Marfella!et,al.,!2006).!
! ! !
CHD3! H.sapiens! mRNA!expressed!in!all!tissues!tested!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997).!
Mi@2a! D.melanogaster! mRNA!present!in!the!embryo!and!early!to!mid!stages!of!development.!Mutant!was!embryonic!lethal!(Khattak!et,al.,!2002).!
CHD3! C.elegans! Essential!for!development!and!partially!redundant!with!CHD4!(von!Zelewsky!et,
al.,!2000).!
CHD3! M.musculus! mRNA!expressed!in!the!thymus,!kidney,!hemopoietic!foci!in!the!liver,!specific!areas!of!the!brain,!mucosal!epithelium!and!in!hair!follicles!(Kim!et,al.,!1999).!
! ! !
Mi@2β ! D.melanogaster, mRNA!present!in!the!embryo!and!mid!to!late!stages!of!development.!Mutant!was!embryonic!lethal!(Khattak!et,al.,!2002).!
CHD4! C.elegans, Essential!for!development!and!partially!redundant!with!CHD3!(von!Zelewsky!et,
al.,!2000).!!!!!
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!
CHD4! M.musculus, mRNA!expressed!in!the!thymus,!kidney,!hemopoietic!foci!in!the!liver,!specific!areas!of!the!brain,!mucosal!epithelium!and!in!hair!follicles!(Kim!et,al.,!1999).!!
CHD5! H.sapiens, mRNA!limited!to!neuralEderived!tissues!(Thompson!et,al.,!2003).!
!
!
, !
CHD6! H.sapiens, mRNA!expressed!in!a!variety!of!different!cancer!cell!lines!(Schuster!and!Stöger,!2002).!
! , !
CHD7! H.sapiens, Ubiquitously!expressed!in!22d!fetus,!becoming!more!specific!to!the!CNS!!later!(Sanlaville!et,al.,!2006).!Important!for!neural!crest!cell!formation!and!migration!(Bajpai!et,al.,!2010).!!
CHD7! M.musculus, Homozygous!knockout!is!embryonic!lethal!whilst!heterozygote!recapitulates!CHARGE!symptoms!(Hurd!et,al.,!2007,!Bosman!et,al.,!2005).!Inactivation!of!CHD7!in!adult!neural!stem!cells!in!mice!reduces!neurogenesis!(Feng!et,al.,!2013).!
CHD7! D.rerio, Ubiquitously!expressed!in!the!embryo,!with!expression!later!in!development!persisting!only!in!the!brain!and!retina.!Knockdown!recapitulates!CHARGEElike!symptoms!(Patten!et,al.,!2012).!
! , !
CHD8! H.sapiens, Required!for!the!imprinted!expression!of!
IGF2,(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!Modulates!the!βEcatenin!signalling!response!(Thompson!et,al.,!2008).!
CHD8! M.musculus, Expressed!in!a!variety!of!tissues!in!the!adult!mouse!(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!Duplin!the!NEterminal!end!of!CHD8!is!highly!expressed!during!early!mouse!development!and!DuplinE/E!mice!die!in!early!embryogenesis!(Nishiyama!et,al.,!2004).!
! , !
CHD9! H.sapiens, Interacts!with!skeletal!tissueEspecific!promoters!(Shur!et,al.,!2006).!Osteogenic!differentiation!(Marom!et,al.,!2006).!
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1.10!!CHD!function!
!
1.10.1!!CHD!subfamily!I!!Early!work!showed!despite!having!chromodomains!like!HP1,!CHD1!did!not!bind!heterochromatic!regions!(Stokes!and!Perry,!1995)!and!the!D.melanogaster!homologue!was!shown!to!localise!to!interbands!and!chromatin!puffs!(decondensed!regions!and!sites!of!highly!active!transcription)!in!polytene!chromosomes!(Stokes!et,al.,!1996).!CHD1!also!coElocalises!with!elongating!(phosphorylated!at!ser2)!RNA!polymerase!II!(McDaniel!et,al.,!2008).!S.cerevisiae,Chd1!binds!a!variety!of!transcriptional!elongation!factors!(Simic!et,al.,!2003),!fitting!with!the!observed!resistance!to!6Eazauracil!that!initially!suggested!an!involvement!in!transcription!(Woodage!et,al.,!1997,!Tsukiyama!et,al.,!1999).!A!role!for!Chd1!in!transcriptional!termination!has!also!been!demonstrated!(Alen!et,
al.,!2002).!!Chd1!has!been!shown!to!be!able!to!slide!nucleosomes!(Stockdale!et,al.,!2006),!assemble!nucleosomes!and!form!regularly!spaced!nucleosome!arrays!in!vitro!(Lusser!et,al.,!2005,!Pointner!et,al.,!2012).!Sliding!requires!linker!DNA!and!slides!nucleosomes!towards!the!middle!and!not!to!the!end!of!a!piece!of!DNA!(Stockdale!
et,al.,!2006,!Hauk!et,al.,!2010).!The!DNAEbinding!domain!is!thought!not!to!be!essential!for!sliding!but!determines!the!direction!Chd1!slides!a!nucleosome!(McKnight!et,al.,!2011).!!
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GenomeEwide!nucleosome!mapping!in!S.cerevisiae!chd1Enulls!shows!loss!of!nucleosome!phasing!within!the!gene!body!but!the!+1!nucleosome!remains!unaffected!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011).!Similar!results!were!found!in!S.pombe,(Pointner!et,al.,!2012).!Limited!changes!in!gene!expression!accompany!nucleosome!changes,!although!an!increase!in!antisense!transcription!is!observed!in!mutants!for!chd1,!more!so!in!double!isw1!and!chd1!mutants!(Cheung!et,al.,!2008,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012)!and!in!the!S.pombe,homologues!(Pointner!et,al.,!2012,!Shim!et,al.,!2012).!Chd1!is!thought!to!be!responsible!for!replacement!and!stabilisation!of!nucleosomes!in!the!gene!body!after!transcription,!preventing!cryptic!transcription!(RadmanELivaja!et,al.,!2012,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012).!!Early!Chromatin!ImmunoPrecipitation!(ChIP)Echip!studies!in!S.cerevisiae,and!
S.pombe!showed!Chd1!binding!at!promoters!and!over!the!open!reading!frame!of!transcribed!genes!(Simic!et,al.,!2003,!Walfridsson!et,al.,!2007).!A!more!recent!ChIPEchip!experiment!in!mouse!embryonic!stem!cells!found!binding!at!active!promoters,!which!overlapped!with!polII!binding!(GasparEMaia!et,al.,!2009).!A!ChIPEseq!experiment!in!S.cerevisiae,found!Chd1!binding!to!NFR!and!gene!bodies.!They!found!no!relationship!with!steadyEstate!gene!expression!levels!but!did!find!a!positive!correlation!of!binding!with!histone!turnover!and!active!transcription!rate!suggesting!the!high!histone!turnover!is!a!consequence!of!transcriptional!elongation!(Zentner!et,al.,!2013).!Although,!another!recent!ChIPEexo!(ChIPEseq!with!an!exonuclease!digestion!step)!study!in!S.cerevisiae!was!unable!to!determine!binding!sites!(Yen!et,al.,!2012).!!!
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The!double!chromodomain!in!human!CHD1!binds!the!H3K4me!mark!suggesting!a!mechanism!for!recruitment!to!active!genes.!However!chromodomains!in!
S.cerevisiae,Chd1!do!not!bind!H3K4me!(Sims!et,al.,!2005)!and!D.melanogaster!CHD1!chromodomains!are!not!important!for!localisation!to!sites!of!active!transcription!but!are!required!for!enzymatic!activity!(Morettini!et,al.,!2011).!In!
S.cerevisiae,it!has!been!suggested!that!Chd1!is!recruited!to!transcribed!genes!by!its!interaction!with!the!PAF!complex,!which!interacts!with!polII!and!regulates!initiation!and!elongation!(Simic!et,al.,!2003).!The!crystal!structure!of!S.cerevisiae,Chd1!suggests!that!the!chromodomains!inhibit!ATPase!activity!only!enabling!activation!when!a!nucleosome!is!present!rather!than!naked!DNA!(Hauk!et,al.,!2010)!with!the!former!being!the!preferred!substrate!(Tran!et,al.,!2000)!having!~10!times!higher!ATPase!activity!(Hauk!et,al.,!2010).!!!A!wealth!of!information!points!to!CHD1!being!involved!in!transcriptional!!elongation.!Other!studies!have!shown!it!may!have!other!roles.!Human!CHD1!has!been!shown!to!bind!transcriptional!repressors!NCoR!as!well!as!histone!deacetylases!(HDAC)!(Tai!et,al.,!2003).!Chd1!was!also!found!to!interact!with!components!of!the!mRNA!splicing!complex,!and!overexpression!of!Chd1!affects!alternate!splicing!(Tai!et,al.,!2003).!In!humans!CHD1!is!also!important!for!deposition!of!CENPEA!at!centromeres!(Okada!et,al.,!2009).!S.pombe!Chd1!(Hrp1)!was!shown!to!be!involved!in!histone!CENPEA!placement!at!centromeres!during!early!SEphase!(Walfridsson!et,al.,!2005),!although!ChIPEseq!of!Chd1!showed!that!it!doesn’t!bind!at!the!S.cerevisiae!centromere!(Zentner!et,al.,!2013).!CHD2,!which!is!absent!in!S.cerevisiae,,has!remained!understudied.!
!
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1.10.2!!CHD!subfamily!II!
!One!or!both!of!CHD3!and!CHD4!(D.melanogaster!dMi2!α/β)!are!found!in!the!NuRD!(Nucleosome!Remodelling!and!histone!Deacetylase),!a!repressive!complex!that!also!has!histone!deacetylase!(HDAC)!activity!(Tong!et,al.,!1998,!Wade!et,al.,!1998,!Zhang!et,al.,!1998,!Xue!et,al.,!1998).!The!NuRD!complex!contains!proteins!that!are!associated!with!repressive!functions:!HDAC1,!HDAC2,!MBD3!(MethylECpG!Binding!Domain),!RbAp46,!RbAp48!(Retinoblastoma!Associated!proteins),!MTA1,!MTA2,!MTA3!(Metastasis!Associated!proteins).!It!is!thought!that!different!NuRD!complexes!occur!with!different!subunits!present!(Bowen!et,al.,!2004).!The!ATPase!activity!of!CHD3/4!in!D.melanogaster/X.laevis/H.sapiens!is!stimulated!by!chromatin,!not!by!DNA!or!histones!alone!(Wade!et,al.,!1998,!Brehm!et,al.,!2000,!Wang!and!Zhang,!2001).!dMiE2!has!been!shown!to!bind!nucleosomes!and!to!be!able!to!slide!nucleosomes!in!vitro!towards!the!middle!of!a!piece!of!DNA!(Brehm!
et,al.,!2000,!Guschin!et,al.,!2000).!Subfamily!II!CHD!proteins!are!characterised!by!their!dual!PHD!domains.!The!PHD!domains!of!CHD4!also!bind!histone!H3!tails!bivalently.!Each!PHD!domain!binds!a!separate!H3!tail,!and!this!binding!is!required!for!repression!by!CHD4!(Musselman!et,al.,!2011).!The!PHD!domains!and!the!chromodomains!both!regulate!ATPase!activity!of!human!CHD4!(Watson!et,al.,!2012).!
!CHD5!has!been!observed!in!a!NuRDElike!complex!(Potts!et,al.,!2011).!ChIPEseq!revealed!60%!of!CHD5!binding!sites!occur!within!2Kb!of!the!transcription!start!site!(TSS)!(Paul!et,al.,!2013).!Mutations!in!the!PHD!domain!prevented!binding!and!repression!of!selected!cancer!progression!genes!(Paul!et,al.,!2013).!The!PHD!
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domains!of!CHD5!have!also!been!shown!to!bind!unmodified!histone!H3!tails!(Oliver!et,al.,!2012,!Paul!et,al.,!2013).!!!
1.10.3!!CHD!subfamily!III!!CHD6!was!shown!to!be!a!DNAEdependent!ATPase!that!coElocalises!with!hypoE!and!hyperphosphorylated!forms!of!RNA!polymerase!II!(Schuster!and!Stöger,!2002,!Lutz!et,al.,!2006).!Consistent!with!roles!in!transcriptional!control!CHD6!has!been!shown!to!act!as!a!coactivator!with!Nrf2,!a!basic!leucine!zip!transcription!factor!binding!to!antioxidant!response!elements!(AREs)!in!the!promoters!of!its!target!genes!to!activate!transcription!(Nioi!et,al.,!2005).!CHD6!also!acts!as!a!corepressor!with!HPV31!E8EEE2C!to!repress!the!HPV!E6/E7!promoter!(Fertey!et,
al.,!2010).!!CHD7!was!shown!to!have!ATPEdependent!nucleosome!sliding!activity!in!vitro!and!requires!DNA!outside!of!the!nucleosome!to!function!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!All!of!the!three!core!domains!are!required!for!remodelling!activity.!Some!remodelling!activity!was!present!without!the!BRK!domain.!CHD7!could!still!remodel!nucleosomes!without!NEterminal!histone!tails,!although!at!a!lower!rate!than!with!tails.!Mutations!found!in!patients!were!recapitulated!in!vitro.!Two!missense!mutations!found!in!CHARGE!patients!in!the!chromodomain!resulted!in!a!modest!decrease!in!remodelling!activity.!A!third!missense!mutation!found!in!CHARGE!and!idiopathic!hypogonadotropic!hypogonadism!completely!ablated!remodelling!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!!
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CHD7Ebinding!sites!map!preferentially!to!enhancers!that!regulate!ESCEspecific!genes!(Schnetz!et,al.,!2010).!CHD7!was!suggested!to!have!a!modulating!repressive!function!on!a!subset!of!ESC!specific!genes.!Although,!CHD7!is!not!completely!repressive,!as!other!gene!sets!are!repressed!in!the!absence!of!CHD7!(Schnetz!et,al.,!2010).!CHD7!binds!the!Sox2!transcription!factor!and!has!overlapping!genomic!binding!sites!and!regulates!the!expression!of!common!gene!sets,!including!genes!mutated!in!Alagille,!PallisterEHall,!and!Feingold!syndromes!(Engelen!et,al.,!2012).!CHD7!has!also!been!shown!to!interact!with!the!human!PBAF!complex!(hSWI/SNFEβ)!and!share!a!subset!of!genomic!locations!(Bajpai!et,
al.,!2010).!89%!of!coEoccupied!regions!were!within!1Kb!from!a!TSS.!Their!binding!is!important!for!expression!of!Sox9,!Twist!and!Slug,transcription!factors!(Bajpai!et,al.,!2010).!Interestingly!CHD7!has!also!been!shown!to!bind!CHD8!and!missense!mutations!in!the!binding!region!found!in!CHARGE!syndrome!interrupt!this!interaction!(Batsukh!et,al.,!2010,!Batsukh!et,al.,!2012).!!!CHD8!has!been!shown!to!interact!with!the!transcriptional!repressor/insulator!protein!CTCF!by!yeast!twoEhybrid!(Y2H),!and!pullEdown!experiments!showed!CTCF!selectively!bound!the!BRK!domain!of!CHD8!(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!!CHD8!binding!was!demonstrated!at!BRAC1,!c@myc!and!H19!insulator!loci.!A!luciferase!assay!utilising!the!H19!insulator!sequence!showed!CHD8!was!required!for!enhancerEblocking!activity.!Knockdown!of!CHD8!caused!reactivation!of!the!endogenous!IGF2!gene!on!the!maternal!chromosome,!suggesting!that!CHD8!is!involved!in!the!function!of!the!H19!DMR!insulator!for!the!imprinted!expression!of!IGF2,(Ishihara!et,al.,!2006).!!
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CHD8!also!binds!βEcatenin!and!βEcatenin!responsive!genes!(axin2,!c@myc,!DKK1)!(Thompson!et,al.,!2008),!after!stimulation!of!the!Wnt!pathway!(by!lithium!or!Wnt3A),!recruiting!histone!H1,!which!downregulates!the!response!(Nishiyama!et,
al.,!2012).!CHD8!only!binds!upon!stimulation!of!the!pathway,!suggesting!it!modulates!sensitivity!to!the!to!Wnt/βEcatenin!signalling!(Nishiyama!et,al.,!2012).!!CHD9!has!been!shown!to!have!DNAEdependent!ATPase!activity!and!to!be!able!to!bind!ATErich!DNA!(Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005).!CHD9!has!been!show!to!bind!to!tissueEspecific!promoters!(Shur!et,al.,!2006)!and!interact!with!GR!(Glucocorticoid!receptor)!(Marom!et,al.,!2006)!and!PPARalpha!(peroxisomeEproliferator!activated!receptor)!(Surapureddi!et,al.,!2006).!Studies!to!date!have!been!limited!to!certain!tissues.!!
1.11!CHD!family!in!disease!states!!The!maintenance!and!dynamic!control!of!gene!expression!is!important!for!development,!differentiation!and!responding!to!external!cues.!As!such!perturbations!in!the!regulation!of!gene!expression!result!in!unwanted!consequences.!Germ!line!mutations!in!transcriptional!regulators!can!result!in!developmental!disorders!and!diseases,!whereas!somatic!mutations!resulting!in!gene!expression!changes!can!cause!unwanted!growths!and!malignancies.!!!Cancer!research!initially!focused!on!single!mutations!such!as!point!mutations,!amplifications!or!deletions!in!genes!in!pathways!essential!for!tumour!progression!(insensitivity!to!external!cues,!cell!cycle!progression,!apoptosis)!
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(Wang!et,al.,!2007b).!It!is!becoming!clear!that!alterations!in!gene!expression!through!histone!modification!and!chromatin!remodelling!play!important!roles!in!tumour!progression!(Wang!et,al.,!2007a,!Wang!et,al.,!2007b).!Large!cancer!genome!sequencing!projects!(The!Cancer!Genome,!Wellcome!Trust;!The!Cancer!Genome!Atlas,!NIH)!have!highlighted!the!frequency!of!somatic!mutations!in!epigenetic!regulators!in!cancer!(Dawson!and!Kouzarides,!2012).!Small!molecule!inhibitors!of!epigenetic!modifiers!are!an!active!area!of!investigation!for!cancer!treatment,!with!some!already!on!the!market!(DNMT,!Azacytidine;!HDAC!inhibitors,!Vorinostat),!although!the!current!approach!provides!little!specificity!and!the!mechanism!is!somewhat!contentious!(Dawson!and!Kouzarides,!2012,!Minucci!and!Pelicci,!2006).!!!Roles!for!CHD!proteins!are!beginning!to!emerge!in!cancer.!CHD1!has!been!identified!as!the!5q21!tumour!suppressor,!a!region!deleted!in!13–26%!of!prostate!cancer!(Liu!et,al.,!2011,!Huang!et,al.,!2011,!Burkhardt!et,al.,!2013),!and!mutations!of!various!CHDs!(CHD1,!CHD2,!CHD3,!CHD4,!CHD7,!CHD8)!have!been!observed!in!gastric!and!colon!cancers!(Kim!et,al.,!2011).!The!CHD5!gene,!which!lies!in!the!short!arm!of!human!chromosome!1,!is!frequently!deleted!in!neuroblastoma!(Brodeur!et,al.,!1977,!Brodeur!et,al.,!1981,!Okawa!et,al.,!2008)!and!has!been!found!to!be!mutated!(Gorringe!et,al.,!2008,!Lang!et,al.,!2011,!Robbins!et,al.,!2011)!or!silenced!(Wang!et,al.,!2009)!in!a!number!of!different!cancers.!Deletions!of!CHD5!in!mice!confirmed!its!role!as!a!tumour!suppressor,!as!heterozygous!mice!displayed!spontaneous!tumourogenesis!(Bagchi!et,al.,!2007).!The!PHD!domains’!interaction!with!unmodified!H3!was!shown!to!be!essential!for!
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its!tumourEsuppressor!function!(Paul!et,al.,!2013).!CHD7!mutations!were!also!found!in!a!form!of!smallEcell!lung!cancer!(Pleasance!et,al.,!2010).!!CHD5,!unlike!other!CHDs,!was!observed!expressed!only!in!the!brain!rather!than!a!wide!range!of!tissues!(Potts!et,al.,!2011).!A!link!to!Alzheimer’s!disease!was!suggested!when!knockdown!of!CHD5!in!rats!resulted!in!misregulation!of!genes!associated!with!aging!and!Alzheimer’s!(Potts!et,al.,!2011).!Mutations!in!CHD8!have!been!identified!as!a!risk!factor!for!autism!spectrum!disorders!(O'Roak!et,al.,!2012,!Neale!et,al.,!2012).!1.2%!of!epileptic!encephalopathies,!a!group!of!epilepsies!with!poor!prognosis,!are!caused!by!mutations!in!CHD2!(Carvill!et,al.,!2013).!!Perhaps!the!most!wellEknown!disease!associated!with!CHD!proteins!is!CHARGE!syndrome,!a!severe!developmental!disorder!associated!with!mutations!in!CHD7!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004).!CHARGE!is!an!acronym!of!the!symptoms!that!define!the!syndrome:!Coloboma!of!the!eye,!Heart!defects,!Atresia!of!the!choanae,!
Retardation!of!growth,!Genital!and!Ear!abnormalities!including!hearing!loss!(Pagon!et,al.,!1981).!However,!not!all!patients!display!all!symptoms.!CHD7!is!mutated!in!60–80%!of!CHARGE!patients!(Lalani!et,al.,!2006,!Janssen!et,al.,!2012).!CHD7E/E!mice!are!embryonic!lethal!(E10.5)!and!CHD7+/E!recapitulates!some!of!the!CHARGE!symptoms!(Hurd!et,al.,!2007,!Bosman!et,al.,!2005).!This!is!in!line!with!the!human!disorder!being!the!result!of!a!haploinsufficiency!(Bartels!et,al.,!2010).!Mutations!are!distributed!throughout!the!gene,!the!majority!being!nonsense!or!frameshift!mutations;!~8%!are!missense!(Janssen!et,al.,!2012).!Bouazoune!and!Kingston!(2012)!showed!that!missense!mutations!found!in!CHARGE!patients!
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resulted!in!loss!of!nucleosomeEremodelling!activity!to!varying!degrees!in!vitro,!although!the!authors!only!studied!three!mutations!in!the!conserved!chromodomain.!Mutations!are!scattered!throughout!the!gene!(http://www.chd7.org).!Mutations!elsewhere!in!the!protein!could!reduce!CHD7!action!through!protein!stability!or!inhibiting!binding!of!accessory!proteins.!Mutations!in!CHD7!have!also!been!observed!in!Kallmann!syndrome!(KS)!(Jongmans!et,al.,!2009)!and!idiopathic!hypogonadotropic!hypogonadism!(IHH).!It!has!been!suggested!IHH/KS!represents!a!milder!allelic!variant!of!CHARGE!syndrome!(Kim!et,al.,!2008).!CHD7!polymorphisms!in!humans!have!also!been!linked!to!scoliosis!(Gao!et,al.,!2007).!!
!
!
Table!1.2:!Summary!of!human!diseases!associated!with!CHD!proteins!!
! Disease! Reference!!
CHD1!
!Prostate!cancer!! !(Liu!et,al.,!2011,!Huang!et,al.,!2011,!Burkhardt!et,al.,!2013)!! ! !
CHD2! Epileptic!encephalopathy! (Carvill!et,al.,!2013)!! ! !
CHD3/4! Dermatomyositis! (Seelig!et,al.,!1995)!! ! !
CHD5! Neuroblastoma!! (Brodeur!et,al.,!1977,!Brodeur!
et,al.,!1981,!Okawa!et,al.,!2008)!! ! !
CHD7! CHARGE!syndrome!!Kallmann!syndrome!and!idiopathic!hypogonadotropic!hypogonadism!!SmallEcell!lung!cancer!!
(Pagon!et,al.,!1981,!Vissers!et,
al.,!2004)!!(Jongmans!et,al.,!2009,!Kim!et,
al.,!2008)!!(Pleasance!et,al.,!2010)!
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1.12!Dictyostelium,discoideum!as!a!model!organism!!
Dictyostelium,discoideum,!the!social!amoeba,!is!a!nonEmetazoan!eukaryote,!discovered!by!Kenneth!Raper!in!1933!(Raper,!1935)!in!a!forest!in!North!Carolina.!
Dictyostelium!are!in!the!Amoebazoa!supergroup,!division!Mycetozoa!(Baldauf!et,
al.,!2000)!that!is!thought!to!have!split!from!metazoans!after!the!split!from!plants!(Figure!1.5).!Dictyostelium!are!soilEdwelling!amoeba!that!feed!on!bacteria!in!the!wild.!When!nutrients!are!readily!available,!Dictyostelium!grows!as!a!singleEcelled!organism!but!upon!nutrient!depletion!cells!aggregate!together!to!form!a!multicellular!organism!(Gaudet!et,al.,!2008).!Initially!upon!starvation!cells!signal!each!other!using!extracellular!cyclic!AMP!(cAMP)!to!aggregate!together!to!form!a!mound!of!cells.!These!cells!then!begin!to!undergo!a!differentiation!programme!making!different!specialised!cell!types.!The!mass!of!cells!undergo!several!defined!morphogenic!stages,!which!ultimately!forms!the!fruiting!body!structure!(Figure!1.6).!A!fruiting!body!can!contain!up!to!~200,000!cells!and!is!composed!of!a!spore!head!containing!desiccated!spores,!which!is!supported!by!the!stalk!and!a!basal!disc!that!attaches!the!structure!to!the!substratum!(Figure!1.6).!Strains!that!can!also!grow!in!axenic!culture!(nutrientErich!media!without!bacteria)!have!been!produced!(Sussman!and!Sussman,!1967,!Watts!and!Ashworth,!1970)!and!are!now!widely!used!over!nonEaxenic!strains,!and!the!fast!(24!hours)!developmental!cycle!can!be!reproduced!in!the!laboratory.!!
Dictyostelium,discoideum!has!been!actively!studied!for!almost!60!years!and!is!one!of!the!National!Institutes!of!Health!(Bethesda,!Maryland,!USA)!model!organisms!for!biomedical!research.!Its!simple!developmental!cycle!and!haploid!genome!
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allow!for!easy!manipulation!of!its!genetics!and!dissection!of!biological!problems!(Gaudet!et,al.,!2008).!Uncoupled!growth!and!developmental!stages!allow!the!study!of!both!independently,!and!a!mutation!affecting!the!latter!doesn’t!affect!the!efficiency!of!isolating!and!propagating!the!mutant.!!Dictyostelium!has!a!close!phylogenetic!relationship!with!metazoa,!and!possesses!much!of!the!complexity!seen!in!metazoan!cell!signalling!and!cell!biology!(Williams!and!Harwood,!2003).!!!
Dictyostelium!is!genetically!tractable!and!provides!a!wealth!of!molecular!biology!tools.!Homologous!recombination!occurs!at!high!frequency!(De!Lozanne!and!Spudich,!1987,!Williams,!2010).!This!combined!with!its!haploid!genome!and!LoxPEcre!system!(Faix!et,al.,!2004)!makes!multiple!knockouts!and!knockEins!readily!available!(Faix!et,al.,!2013).!Studies!on!Dictyostelium!have!enabled!breakthroughs!in!various!fields;!it!enabled!early!studies!on!actin!mechanics!(Clarke!et,al.,!1975),!presented!the!first!descriptions!of!a!eukaryotic!cell!chemoattractant!(Konijn!et,al.,!1967)!and!a!cell–cell!adhesion!protein!(Muller!and!Gerisch,!1978),!and!was!the!first!eukaryote!in!which!individual!gene!transcription!was!visualised!in!living!cells!(Chubb!et,al.,!2006b).!
Figure 1.5: Eukaryotic phylogenetic treeA phylogenetic tree based on the proteome showing the estimated divergence of 
Dictyostelium discoideum. This demonstrates Dictyostelium has a closer relationship to animals than plants (Eichinger et al., 2005).
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Figure 1.6: The development life cycle of Dictyostelium discoideum
A. Electron microscopy pictures show the Dictyostelium development cycle. Upon starvation cells aggregate together to form a mound that then forms what is 
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1.13!!Dictyostelium,discoideum!genomics!!!
Dictyostelium,discoideum!has!a!fully!sequenced!34Mbp!genome!(Eichinger!et,al.,!2005)!currently!thought!to!encode!~12,750!proteinEcoding!genes!(Gaudet!et,al.,!2011),!spread!across!six!chromosomes!and!contains!an!extrachromosomal!ribosomal!RNA!palindrome.!D.discoideum!was!the!first!of!the!dictyostelids!to!have!its!genome!sequenced;!subsequently!Dictyostelium,purpureum!(Sucgang!et,
al.,!2011),!Dictyostelium,fasciculatum!and!Polysphondylium,pallidum!(Heidel!et,
al.,!2011)!have!been!sequenced,!which!allows!crossEspecies!comparisons!(Basu!
et,al.,!2013).!!!
D.discoideum!has!a!haploid!genome,!although!due!to!short!interphase!and!G1!stages!of!the!cell!cycle,!most!of!the!time!is!spent!in!G2!with!a!duplicated!genome!(Muramoto!and!Chubb,!2008).!Its!haploid!genome!and!ability!for!highEfrequency!homologous!recombination!was!exploited!early!(De!Lozanne!and!Spudich,!1987,!De!Lozanne,!1987).!The!Dictyostelium!genome!is!gene!rich,!containing!a!large!number!of!genes!with!similarity!to!those!of!higher!metazoans.!In!fact!it!contains!a!greater!number!of!related!human!disease!genes!than!yeast!(Urushihara,!2009).!Its!simple!life!cycle!and!genetics!coupled!with!characteristics!of!higher!metazoans!make!it!ideal!to!study!conserved!cellular,!biochemical!and!genetic!processes!present!in!higher!eukaryotes.!!The!genome!of!D.discoideum!is!AT!rich.!Overall!it!has!22.4%!GC!content;!in!coding!regions!this!is!higher!at!27%!but!drops!to!15%!in!intergenic!regions!and!12%!in!introns.!Genes!have!a!mean!length!of!1.7Kb!and!a!mean!intergenic!length!
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of!~750bp.!73%!of!genes!are!spliced;!of!these!genes!there!is!an!average!of!1.9!introns!per!gene!and!a!mean!length!of!146bp!per!intron!(Eichinger!et,al.,!2005).!!Studies!of!Dictyostelium!chromatin!have!been!limited!in!the!past.!More!recently!the!completion!of!the!genome!sequence!and!new!technologies!have!created!interest!in!these!studies!in!Dictyostelium.!The!completion!of!the!genome!has!shown!the!Dictyostelium!genome!to!contain!wellEconserved!homologues!of!many!chromatin!proteins!(Eichinger!et,al.,!2005).!Dictyostelium!contains!genes!for!the!canonical!histones!(H2A,!H2B,!H3!and!H4)!and!the!linker!histone!H1!and!various!versions!of!histones!including!H2AZ.!Dictyostelium!has!many!histone!modifiers,!including!histone!methyltransferases!(HMTase),!histone!demethylases,!histone!acetyltransferases!(HAT)!and!histone!deacetylases!(HDAC).!Modification!of!the!NEterminal!tails!of!histones!was!reported!comprehensively!by!Stevense!et,al.!(2011).!The!histone!tails!in!Dictyostelium!contain!many!of!the!same!modifications!found!in!other!eukaryotes!(Figure!1.7),!including!methylation!of!H3K4,!H3K9,!H3K36!and!H3K79!acetylation!of!H3K9,!H3K14,!H3K18,!H3K23!and!H3K27.!One!notable!absence!is!H3K27me!found!in!higher!eukaryotes!(Kouzarides,!2007),!although!Dictyostelium!also!lacks!the!polycomb!complex,!which!binds!H3K27me!(Stevense!et,al.,!2011).!!!Studies!of!these!histoneEmodifying!enzymes!have!shown!them!to!be!important!regulators!of!developmental!gene!expression.!Levels!of!methylation!of!H3K4!have!been!shown!to!change!over!development!both!globally!and!in!developmentally!regulated!genes!(Chubb!et,al.,!2006a).!Levels!of!the!H3K4me3!mark,!associated!with!active!genes!in!other!organisms!(SantosERosa!et,al.,!2002),!
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correlate!with!the!expression!of!acaA!(adenylate!cyclase)!and!rasG!genes!(Chubb!
et,al.,!2006a).!Set1,!the!HMTase!required!for!methylation!of!H3K4,!was!shown!to!be!important!in!regulating!development!in!Dictyostelium.!Null!mutants!of!Set1!displayed!precocious!aggregation,!entering!development!much!earlier!than!wild!type,!although!only!a!limited!number!of!genes!were!misexpressed!(Chubb!et,al.,!2006a).!H3K4!methylation!is!required!for!the!inheritance!of!transcriptional!state!(Muramoto!et,al.,!2010).!Centrosomes!have!been!shown!to!be!enriched!for!the!heterochromatin!mark!H3K9me3!(Dubin!et,al.,!2010).!H3K79me2!was!shown!to!be!present!throughout!development.!Loss!of!dot1,!the!HMT!responsible!for!H3K79!methylation,!resulted!in!delayed!development!and!increased!susceptibility!to!UV!damage,!implicating!its!role!in!DNA!damage!(MullerETaubenberger!et,al.,!2010)!is!conserved!in!Dictyostelium!(Nguyen!and!Zhang,!2011).!Although!the!Dictyostelium!genome!encodes!eight!putative!histone!acetyltransferases!(gcn5,!DDB_G0275017,!DDB_G0275159,!DDB_G0279699,!elp3,!
DDB_G0274269,!taf1!and!rbbD),!currently!none!have!been!investigated.!Histone!deacetylase!(HDAC)!function!has!been!investigated.!Treatment!with!the!HDAC!inhibitor!Tricostatin!A!(TSA)!results!in!a!hyperacetylation!of!histones,!a!slight!developmental!delay!and!a!reduction!in!sporulation!efficiency!(Sawarkar!et,al.,!2009).!!!DNA!methylation,!which!was!once!thought!to!be!absent!in!Dictyostelium!(Smith!and!Ratner,!1991),!has!been!shown!to!be!added!by!the!dnmt2!DNA!methyltransferase!dnmA!(Kuhlmann!et,al.,!2005,!Katoh!et,al.,!2006).!Although!methylation!levels!are!very!low,!in!the!range!of!0.1–0.2%!of!cytosines!being!methylated,!comparable!to!Drosophila,melanogaster!(Gowher!et,al.,!2000)!but!
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low!in!comparison!to!animals!(2–10%)!(Razin!and!Riggs,!1980,!Ehrlich!and!Wang,!1981).!Methylation!was!shown!to!be!developmentally!regulated!and!involved!in!repressing!retrotransposons,!but!developmental!phenotypes!were!mild!(Katoh!et,al.,!2006)!and!transcriptional!changes!were!limited!(Kuhlmann!et,
al.,!2005).!!Until!now!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodelling!has!remained!relatively!underEstudied!in!Dictyostelium.!Previously!three!Chd!family!remodellers!were!identified!(Rogers,!2010,!Platt!et,al.,!2013),!named!chdA!(DDB_G0284171),!chdB!(DDB_G0280705),!and!chdC!(DDB_G0293012).!Sequence!analyses!also!identified!other!related!Dictyostelium!genes!encoding!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers,!members!of!the!SWI2/SNF2!(snf2a/DDB_G0285205!and!
snf2b/DDB_G0271052),!ISWI!(isw/DDB_G0292948),!and!INO80!(ino80/DDB_G0292358!and!swr1!like!protein!DDB_G0267638)!chromatin!remodelling!families.!The!Dictyostelium!homologues!cluster!appropriately!with!their!counterparts!in!yeast!and!humans!(Figure!1.8).!!Early!attempts!to!map!nucleosomes!in!Dictyostelium!resulted!in!difficulties.!The!genome!was!not!as!easy!to!use!as!other!organisms!for!nucleosome!mapping,!possibly!due!to!the!ATErich!nature!of!its!genome.!Despite!these!difficulties!some!studies!were!carried!out.!Dictyostelium!was!shown!to!have!nucleosomes!like!other!eukaryotes!and!a!repeat!length!of!~170bp!(Parish!et,al.,!1977).!Other!initial!studies!focused!on!the!chromatin!structure!of!the!ribosomal!DNA!palindrome!(Ness!et,al.,!1983,!Edwards!and!Firtel,!1984),!an!88Kb!region!present!in!multiple!copies!in!each!cell,!containing!the!17S,!25S!and!5S!rDNA!(Maizels,!
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1976,!Cockburn!et,al.,!1978).!Studies!using!MNase!and!radiolabelling!found!that!the!actively!transcribed!regions!were!less!structured!than!nonEtranscribed!regions!(Ness!et,al.,!1983).!Using!indirectEend!labelling!an!accurate!map!of!an!~10Kb!region!near!the!telomere!of!the!rDNA!was!created,!showing!evidence!of!irregularly!spaced!nucleosomes!(Edwards!and!Firtel,!1984).!Other!work!on!singleEcopy!genes!interpreted!results!based!on!smearing!of!gels.!Nucleosomes!were!not!mapped!as!the!experiments!did!not!utilise!end!labeling!(Blumberg!et,
al.,!1991,!Pavlovic!et,al.,!1989).!With!improved!protocols!(Kent!and!Mellor,!1995)!and!new!techniques!(Platt!et,al.,!2013,!Kent!et,al.,!2010)!nucleosome!mapping!in!
Dictyostelium!has!faced!renewed!interest.!Chang!et,al.!(2012)!mapped!nucleosomes!globally!using!highEthroughput!sequencing!and!showed!that!
Dictyostelium!has!a!162–169bp!repeat!length!and!similar!chromatin!structure!around!protein!coding!genes!as!in!other!eukaryotes.!
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Figure 1.8: Phylogenetic tree of Dictyostelium ATP-dependent chromatin 
remodellers SWI/SNF, ISWI, CHD and INO80A phylogenetic tree showing the clustering of Dictyostelium homologues of SWI/SNF, ISWI, CHD, INO80 and SWR1 proteins. Abbreviations Dd – 
Dictyostelium discoideum, Sc – Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Hs – Homo sapiens. Created using Phylogeny.fr (Dereeper et al., 2008).
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1.14!!Chd!family!in!Dictyostelium!!There!are!three!chd!genes!in!Dictyostelium,!which!have!been!named!chdA,,chdB!and!chdC.!The!first!member!(chdC)!of!the!Dictyostelium!Chd!family!was!discovered!independently!in!separate!insertional!mutagenic!screens!for!lithium!resistance!and!multicellular!development.!Bioinformatics!searches!identified!a!further!two!chd!genes!encoded!in!the!Dictyostelium!genome:!chdA!and!chdB.!!!
Dictyostelium! ChdA! shows! the! strongest! similarity! to! human! CHD! subfamily! I,!clustering! with! CHD1/2! through! the! entire! protein! sequence,! including! the! CEterminal!DUF4208!domain! (Figure! 1.9).!Dictyostelium! ChdB!possesses!weak!CEterminal! CHDCT2! domains,!which! are! sometimes! present! in! CHD! subfamily! II.!However,!ChdB!lacks!PHD!finger!domains!characteristic!of!subfamily!II!members!and! clusters! better! with! human! CHD6E9! (Figure! 1.9).! ChdC! is! the! largest!
Dictyostelium! Chd! protein,! comprising! >3,000! amino! acids.! ChdC! has! strongest!sequence! homology! to! the! human! CHD6E9! group.! Although! ChdC! has! a! CEterminal! SANT! and! SLIDE! DBD! motifs! as! in! other! subfamily! III! members,! it!appears!to!lack!a!conserved!BRK!site.!The!BRK!domain!is!of!unknown!function,!but!is!a!presumed!marker!of!complex!metazoan!development!(Allen!et,al.,!2007).!ChdC! may! uniquely! possess! a! SUMOElike! amino! acid! sequence! of! unknown!function.! Collectively,! the! individual! Chds! of! Dictyostelium! would! seem! to!embody!three!different!Chd!proteins.!
Figure 1.9: Dictyostelium Chd proteinsSchematic diagram showing the domain layout of the three Chd proteins in 
Dictyostelium. 
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1.15!!Aims!of!this!study!
!Chromatin!and!its!regulation!are!the!conserved!processes!essential!for!life,!hence!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!are!well!conserved!from!the!simplest!to!the!most!complex!eukaryotes!(VargaEWeisz,!2001).!Previous!studies!have!shown!members!of!the!CHD!family!to!be!regulators!of!nucleosome!positioning,!gene!expression!and!development.!However,!the!interplay!between!different!CHD!family!members!is!not!yet!understood.!There!have!been!some!reports!of!interactions!between!remodellers!(Batsukh!et,al.,!2010)!or!redundancy!(von!Zelewsky!et,al.,!2000).!Much!focus!has!been!on!CHD1!due!to!its!ubiquity!in!eukaryotes;!as!such!other!family!members!have!taken!a!back!seat.!Many!of!the!epigenetic!modulators!present!in!higher!eukaryotes!are!conserved!in!
Dictyostelium,(Stevense!et,al.,!2011).,The!aim!of!this!study!is!to!generate!null!mutants!for!each!of!the!chd!genes!in!the!simple!eukaryote!Dictyostelium,
discoideum,,determining!the!effect!and!therefore!role!in!multicellular!development.!Utilising!highEthroughput!sequencing!this!study!will!also!look!at!the!Chd!proteins’!role!in!regulating!gene!expression!and!nucleosome!positioning.!
Dictyostelium,fills!a!gap!in!the!complexity!scale,!with!a!greater!level!of!complexity!and!larger!family!of!CHD!proteins!than!S.cerevisiae!whilst!possessing!a!compact!manipulatable!genome.!This!study!should!advance!our!understanding!of!CHD!proteins!and!their!specificity.!!
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Chapter!2:!!Materials!and!Methods!
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2.1!!General!Dictyostelium!maintenance!
!
Dictyostelium!were!grown!axenically!in!HLE5!medium!(14g/L!peptone,!7g/L!yeast!extract,!13.5g/L!glucose,!0.5g/L!KH2PO4,!0.5g/L!Na2HPO4,!Formedium,!Norfolk,!UK)!supplemented!with!100µg/ml!StreptomycinEsulfate!at!22°C!for!normal!culture!and!with!the!addition!of!other!selection!antibiotics!where!appropriate.!!Cells!were!also!grown!on!a!lawn!of!Klebsiella,aerogenes!on!SM!agar!plates!(10g/L!peptone,!1g/L!yeast!extract,!10g/L!glucose,!1.9g/L!KH2PO4,!1.3g/L!K2HPO4.3H2O,!0.49g/L!MgSO4,!17g/L!Agar,!Formedium,!Norfolk,!UK).!!!The!Ax2!strain!was!used!as!the!wildEtype!strain!and!is!the!parent!of!all!mutants.!All!strains!were!replaced!every!4!weeks!from!frozen!stock.!Cells!were!frozen!in!HLE5!medium!with!8%!DMSO.!!Cells!were!washed!and!starved!in!KK2!buffer!(2.25g/L!KH2PO4,!0.51g/L!K2HPO4)!or!on!KK2!agar!(KK2!buffer,!18g/L!Agar).!Cells!were!pelleted!by!centrifugation!at!!440!x!g!for!2!minutes.!!
2.2!!Genomic!DNA!extraction!!For!use!as!PCR!template,!2x107!cells!were!pelleted!and!washed!twice!in!KK2!before!being!resuspended!in!750µl!DNAzol!(Life!Technologies,!California,!USA),!then!375µl!of!100%!ethanol!was!added!to!precipitate!the!DNA!on!ice!for!10!minutes.!!After!precipitation,!centrifugation!at!16,000!x!g,!the!DNA!pellet!was!
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washed!once!in!70%!ethanol,!air!dried!and!resuspended!in!50µl!8mM!NaOH!and!7.5µl!0.1M!HEPES!buffer!(pH!7.5).!!For!quick!extraction!of!DNA!for!screening!of!transformed!clones,!cells!grown!in!a!96Ewell!plate!were!resuspended!in!the!media!in!the!well.!10µl!was!transferred!to!a!PCR!tube!and!10µl!lysis!buffer!(50!mM!KCl,!10!mM!TRIS!pH!8.3,!2.5!mM!MgCl2,!0.45%!NP40,!0.45%!tween!20!and!0.8µg/µl!proteinase!K)!was!added.!After!2!minutes!at!room!temperature,!proteinase!K!was!inactivated!by!heating!at!95°C!for!1!minute.!!
2.3!!General!cloning!!All!plasmids!constructed!were!screened!by!restriction!digest!using!approximately!1µg!DNA!and!restriction!enzymes!from!either!Fermentas/Thermo!Scientific!(Massachusetts,!USA)!or!New!England!Biolabs!(Massachusetts,!USA).!Digested!plasmids!were!analysed!by!agarose!gel!electrophoresis.!Fragments!were!cloned!and!sequenced!to!ensure!fidelity!when!necessary.!Ligations!were!carried!out!at!room!temperature!for!1!hour!using!T4!DNA!ligase!(New!England!Biolabs,!Massachusetts,!USA)!with!a!3:1!insert–vector!molar!ratio.!
!
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2.4!!Generation!of!chd!knockout!constructs!!Two!regions!for!each!chd!gene!were!amplified!from!genomic!DNA!using!Acuzyme!proofreading!polymerase!(Bioline,!London,!UK),!the!first!5’!of!and!close!to!the!ATG!start!codon,!the!second!~1Kb!downstream!from!the!first.!The!design,!as!a!consequence!of!a!double!crossover!during!homologous!recombination,!would!result!in!the!replacement!of!the!ATG!start!codon!with!a!1Kb!cassette!containing!a!blasticidin!resistance!gene,!which!will!abolish!any!translation!of!the!mRNA!into!protein.!The!PCR!primers!(table!2.1)!were!designed!to!incorporate!SalI!and!BglII!sites!into!the!3’!end!of!the!5’!fragment!and!5’!end!of!the!3’!fragment.!Equal!amounts!of!the!two!PCR!products!were!mixed!and!a!second!PCR!was!performed!using!the!outermost!primers!to!join!the!two!fragments!together.!The!resulting!~2Kb!fragment!was!then!ligated!into!the!TOPO!blunt!II!vector!(Life!Technologies,!California,!USA).!The!vector!was!then!cut!at!the!central!SalI!and!BglII!sites!and!the!LoxP!flanked!blasticidin!cassette,!which!was!cut!with!XhoI!and!BamHI!from!pLPBLP!(Faix!et,al.,!2004,!Faix!et,al.,!2013),!was!ligated!in.!The!three!plasmids!produced!were!pCREBlunt!IIETOPOEchdA+Bsr,!pCREBlunt!IIETOPOEchdB+Bsr!and!pCREBlunt!IIETOPOEchdC+Bsr.!Constructs!for!chdA!and!chdB!were!excised!from!the!vector!using!EcoRI,!chdC!with!NotI!and!HindIII,!then!sodium!acetate!(3M,!pH!5.2)/ethanol!precipitated!and!resuspended!in!water!before!transformation!into!
Dictyostelium.!!
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Table!2.1:!Primers!used!to!create!knockout!constructs!In!bold,!restriction!sites.!Underlined,!overlap!region.!!
!
Gene! Primer! Sequence!5’!to!3’!
chdA, 5’!Fragment!5’!primer! !AAGAAAAATTAAGAAAACATATCCATGAA!
, 5’!Fragment!3’!primer! !AGATCTTACGTCGACAACAATATCAAACTAATGAACATATCAAAG!
, 3’!fragment!5’!primer! !GTCGACGTAAGATCTGAATCAGAATCAGATTCAGATTATGAAC!
, 3’!Fragment!3’!primer! !TAAACTCTCATAAGCATCCCATGTATT!
chdB, 5’!Fragment!5’!primer! GTTCATCATTTCTTTTTTTGGATG!
, 5’!Fragment!3’!primer! AGATCTTACGTCGACATTCGATTTGTGTGAGAAAAGAAA!
, 3’!fragment!5’!primer! GTCGACGTAAGATCTGATCCAATTGAAAGAATTAAAAAAGAA!
, 3’!Fragment!3’!primer! !TTAGTGATCTTTCCACTAGCACCA!
chdC, 5’!Fragment!5’!primer! TTCCACAAATATCTTAAAAATGTAATCA!! 5’!Fragment!3’!primer! AGATCTTACGTCGACTTCTTGTAATTAAATTTTCTTCTTCCC!! 3’!fragment!5’!primer! GTCGACGTAAGATCTGCTGATGAAAAGAAACCCAATAAT!! 3’!Fragment!3’!primer! AAAGAAGGTGGTACAAATTGAGGT!
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2.5!!Transformation!of!Dictyostelium!!Constructs!were!transformed!by!electroporation!as!previously!described!(Gaudet!et,al.,!2007).!Briefly,!1x107!cells!were!washed!twice!in!cold!electroporation!buffer!(KK2,!50mM!sucrose)!before!finally!being!resuspended!in!800µl!volume!and!transferred!to!a!4mm!electroporation!cuvette!(Cell!Projects,!Kent,!UK).!For!integration!plasmids!15µg!of!DNA!was!added!to!the!cells!and!incubated!on!ice!for!10!minutes.!Then!cells!were!electroporated!at!1kV!followed!by!another!incubation!on!ice!for!10!minutes.!8µl!of!salt!solution!(0.1M!MgCl2,!0.1M!CaCl2)!was!then!added!to!the!cells!and!left!at!22°C!for!15!minutes!in!a!10cm!petri!dish,!before!adding!HL5!media!containing!only!100µg/ml!streptomycinEsulfate.!!After!24!hours,!transformations!of!integrating!plasmids!were!cloned!into!5!x!96Ewell!plates!in!the!presence!of!10µg/ml!blasticidin!S.!After!10–14!days!clones!were!observed!in!wells,!clones!were!screened!(see!section!2.6)!and!positive!clones!transferred!to!a!larger!plate.!!
2.6!!Screening!knockout!clones!!!BlasticidinEresistant!clones!were!screened!by!performing!PCR!on!genomic!DNA!extracted!using!a!proteinase!K!method!(see!section!2.2).!PCR!was!performed!with!GoTaq!polymerase!(Promega,!Wisconsin,!USA),!using!primers!that!targeted!sequences!inside!the!knockout!region!(table!2.2).!PCR!products!were!then!run!on!
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a!1%!agarose!gel.!The!absence!of!a!band!indicated!a!positive!clone.!Positive!knockout!clones!were!confirmed!using!western!blotting.!
!
Table!2.2:!Primers!used!in!screening!
!
!
2.7!!Western!blotting!!Knockout!strains!were!also!confirmed!by!western!blotting.!Cells!were!harvested!and!washed!twice!in!KK2!before!lysis!in!NuPAGE!LDSEsample!buffer!(Life!Technologies,!California,!USA)!supplemented!with!5%!βEmercaptoethanol!and!protease!inhibitors!(Roche,!Basel,!Switzerland)!before!boiling!for!10!minutes!to!denature!the!proteins.!Proteins!from!5x105!cells!were!loaded!per!well!on!a!NuPage!3–8%!TrisEAcetate!gel!(Life!Technologies,!California,!USA).!Western!blotting!of!proteins!onto!a!nitrocellulose!membrane!was!carried!out!using!standard!methods.!The!CHD!proteins!are!large!proteins.!To!ensure!transfer!of!
!Gene! Primer! Sequence!5’!to!3’!
chdA!! 5’!primer! GTATACACCACCTCCGTTACAACAA!!! 3’!primer! TGAATATGTTATTCTCTTTGCCTGTC!!
chdB!! 5’!primer! GGGTAGGTAAAATTATTCACTATCG!!! 3’!primer! TCATCACTTTCATCGATTGTATTAT!!
chdC!! 5’!primer! CAAGAATGACTGTTTCAAAGGTATT!!! 3’!primer! AATGATTGATCATCGTCACTCTTTA!!
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proteins!from!the!SDSEPAGE!gel!to!the!nitrocellulose!membrane!blotting!was!carried!out!at!a!low!voltage!(15mV)!and!low!temperature!(4°C)!overnight.!The!membrane!was!blocked!in!5%!milk!in!TBS/T!!(trisEbuffered!saline,!0.1%!tween!20)!incubated!with!primary!antibodies!in!5%!milk!solution!for!1!hour!at!room!temperature,!washed!and!incubated!with!the!appropriate!HRPElinked!secondary!antibodies!in!TBS/T!for!a!further!hour.!The!membrane!was!incubated!with!Pierce!ECL!western!blotting!substrate!(Thermo!Scientific,!Massachusetts!,!USA)!for!5!minutes.!Membranes!were!then!exposed!in!the!GeneGnome!imager!(Syngene,!Cambridge,!UK).!When!required,!intensities!of!bands!were!calculated!using!the!GeneTools!software!(Syngene,!Cambridge,!UK).!!Antibodies!used!were!polyclonal!anti!ChdA!and!ChdB!antibodies!that!were!raised!in!rabbit!(70Eday!protocol)!by!immunising!with!peptides!from!the!CEterminal!end!of!both!proteins!and!affinity!purified!with!the!original!peptides!(Openbiosystems/Thermo!Scientific,!Massachusetts!,!USA).!Polyclonal!anti!ChdC!antibodies!were!a!gift!from!Dr!Benjamin!J.!Rogers.!Specificity!of!the!antibodies!were!ensured!by!testing!against!cell!lines!containing!the!protein!of!interest,!cells!containing!a!TAP!(Tandem!Affinity!Purification)Etagged!version!of!the!protein!and!knockout!cells!(see!appendix!A).!
!
2.8!!Analysis!of!development!by!time!lapse!
!5x106!cells!were!washed!twice!in!KK2!and!placed!on!KK2!agar!in!a!6Ewell!plate,!allowed!to!settle!for!15!minutes!and!the!residual!KK2!buffer!was!aspirated!off.!TimeElapse!movies!were!created!using!an!Olympus!1X71!(Tokyo,!Japan)!inverted!
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microscope!with!an!automated!stage!taking!images!every!1–2!minutes!for!20–24!hours!and!stitching!individual!images!together!with!ImageJ!(Schneider!et,al.,!2012).!!!
2.9!!Development!on!nitrocellulose!filters!!Cells!were!washed!twice!in!KK2!and!placed!on!a!0.45µm!hydrophilic!nitrocellulose!filter!(MerkEMillipore,!Massachusetts,!USA)!in!10µl!spots!and!images!were!taken!at!key!points!in!development!using!the!Zeiss!Stemi!SV11!(Oberkochen,!Germany)!stereo!microscope.!!
!
2.10!!Analysis!of!slug!migration!
!Cells!were!washed!twice!in!KK2!and!placed!in!a!line!at!one!end!of!a!0.45µm!hydrophilic!nitrocellulose!filter!and!placed!in!a!slug!can,!a!device!that!ensures!
Dictyostelium!cells!are!only!exposed!to!a!small!amount!of!unidirectional!light.!Upon!development!during!the!migratory!slug!stage,!the!slug!migrates!towards!the!light!leaving!a!trace!of!where!it!has!been.!The!filters!were!left!in!the!slug!can!for!48!hours,!after!which!images!of!the!whole!filter!were!taken.!!
!
2.11!!Analysis!of!chemotaxis!towards!cAMP!!!TwiceEwashed!cells!were!placed!in!KK2!and!shaken!for!5!hours!whilst!being!subjected!to!100nM!pulses!of!cAMP!every!6!minutes!to!induce!a!chemotactic!state.!After!5!hours!cells!were!added!to!the!Zigmond!chamber!(Zigmond,!1988)!
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(Neuro!Probe,!Maryland,!USA)!where!a!cAMP!gradient!is!established!using!1µM!cAMP!(in!KK2)!in!one!dam!and!KK2!in!the!other!dam.!The!Zigmond!chamber!was!left!for!15!minutes!for!the!gradient!to!establish!before!analysis.!Cells!were!imaged!on!an!Olympus!1X71!inverted!microscope!using!DIC!(Differential!Interference!Contrast)!in!6!fields!of!view!simultaneously.!An!image!was!captured!every!10!seconds!for!15!minutes.!DIAS!3.4.1!software!(Soll!Technologies!Inc,!Iowa,!USA)!was!used!to!analyse!the!data!(Heid!et,al.,!2005,!Wessels!et,al.,!2006).!Each!cell!was!outlined!in!each!frame!and!the!path!the!cell!took!was!determined.!Average!speed,!directionality!and!chemotactic!index!(Kay!et,al.,!2008)!were!calculated!for!each!cell!over!the!15!minutes.!A!minimum!of!100!cells!for!each!cell!type!were!analysed!over!three!separate!experiments.!Statistical!significance!was!determined!using!the!KruskalEWallis!test!(Kruskal!and!Wallis,!1952)!and!MannEWhitney!test!(Mann!and!Whitney,!1947).!!
2.12!!DAPI!staining!!For!analysis!of!nuclei!number!per!cell,!cells!were!seeded!onto!polyELElysineEcoated!coverslips!and!allowed!to!settle!and!adhere!for!15!minutes.!Then!fixed!in!4%!formaldehyde!in!phosphateEbuffered!saline!(PBS).!Coverslips!were!then!washed!once!in!PBS!and!mounted!on!slides!using!Vectorshield!mounting!medium!(Vector!Labs,!California,!USA)!mixed!with!1µg/ml!4’,6EDiamidinoE2Ephenylindole!dihydrochloride!(DAPI).!Images!were!then!taken!using!a!Zeiss!Axiovert!200M!(Oberkochen,!Germany)!confocal!microscope.!Nuclei!number!were!then!counted!in!>200!cells!for!each!cell!type.!!
!
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2.13!!Bioinformatic!analysis!of!ATP@dependent!remodellers!!Identification!of!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!in!Dictyostelium!was!achieved!by!searching!dictybase!(Basu!et,al.,!2013,!http://dictybase.org/)!and!using!both!blastp!and!tblastn!(Camacho!et,al.,!2009)!searches!of!the!
Dictyostelium!genome.!Phylogenetic!trees!were!created!using!phylogeny.fr!software!aligning!fullElength!protein!sequences!(Dereeper!et,al.,!2008).!!
2.14!!Gene!expression!analysis!
!
2.14.1!!RNA!extraction!and!sequencing!
!RNA!was!extracted!from!5x107!cells!at!different!developmental!time!points,!using!TRIzol!reagent!(Life!Technologies,!California,!USA)!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!For!each!cell!line!and!time!point!RNA!was!extracted!from!two!cell!populations!as!a!technical!repeat.!RNA!quality!was!checked!on!the!Bioanalyzer!2100!(Agilent!Technologies,!California,!USA)!prior!to!library!preparation.!Libraries!for!the!Illumina!(California,!USA)!nextEgeneration!sequencing!were!then!produced!using!the!RNA!extracted,!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Briefly,!1µg!of!total!RNA!was!polyA+!enriched!using!poly(dT)!magnetic!beads.!The!mRNA!was!fragmented!using!alkaline!hydrolysis!and!reverse!transcribed!to!create!cDNA.!Adaptors!were!then!ligated!to!the!ends!of!the!dsDNA.!PCR!with!primers!reciprocal!for!the!adaptor!sequences!was!used!to!enrich!for!dsDNA!with!adaptors!ligated!to!both!ends.!Libraries!were!then!sequenced!on!the!Illumina!Genome!Analyzer!IIx!or!the!Hiseq2000!sequencing!
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platform,!at!the!NIDDK!genomics!core!(NIH,!Bethesda,!Maryland,!USA)!generating!36–50bp!sequences!from!one!(singleEend)!end!of!the!sequence.!The!sequences!were!passed!through!the!CASAVA!v1.7!pipeline!to!filter!out!erroneous!reads.!!
2.14.2!!Bioinformatic!analysis!of!gene!expression!!Reads!passing!quality!control!were!aligned!to!the!genome!using!gene!models!downloaded!from!dictybase!(Basu!et,al.,!2013)!with!Tophat!(Trapnell!et,al.,!2009,!http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/).!Reads!that!align!to!genes!were!counted!using!HTSeq!(Anders!and!Huber,!2010,!http://wwwEhuber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/)!and!differential!expression!between!samples!was!determined!using!the!R!(R!Development!Core!Team,!2012)!package!DESeq!(Anders!and!Huber,!2010,!http://wwwEhuber.embl.de/users/anders/DESeq/).!GO!term!analysis!of!the!differentially!expressed!genes!was!carried!out!using!Orange!(Curk!et,al.,!2005,!http://orange.biolab.si/)!or!Cytoscape!(Smoot!et,al.,!2011)!with!the!BiNGO!plugin!(Maere!et,al.,!2005).!When!referring!to!expression!patterns!of!individual!genes!through!development,!this!is!either!taken!from!cited!literature!or!the!dataset!present!on!dictyexpress!(Rot!et,al.,!2009,!http://www.ailab.si/dictyexpress,).!Comparison!of!gene!expression!boxplots!were!drawn!in!R.!Gene!expression!heatmaps!were!clustered!and!rendered!in!R!using!heatmap.2!function!in!the!gplots!package!(Warnes,!2012).!
!
!
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2.15!!Chromatin!structure!analysis!!
2.15.1!!Chromatin!digestion!–!preparation!of!nucleosomal!DNA!!Chromatin!digestion!was!carried!out!using!a!modification!of!the!basic!method!(Kent!and!Mellor,!1995)!described!in!detail!in!Platt!et,al.,!2013.!!1x108!cells!at!different!time!points!in!development!were!washed!on!ice!once!in!KK2!and!once!in!100mM!sorbitol!and!resuspended!in!400µl!of!digestion!buffer!(100mM!sorbitol,!50mM!NaCl,!10mM!TrisEHCl!(pH!7.5),!5mM!MgCl2,!1mM!CaCl2,!1mM!βEmercaptoethanol,!0.5mM!spermidine,!0.1%!Nonidet!PE40),!a!permeabilisation!buffer!allowing!micrococcal!nuclease!(MNase,!Affymetrix/USB,!California,!USA)!to!penetrate!the!cell!and!nuclear!membranes.!Chromatin!was!digested!with!MNase!at!varying!concentrations!(0–300!units)!for!2!minutes!at!37°C.!40µl!stop!solution!was!added!(5%!SDS,!250mM!EDTA)!to!lyse!the!cells!and!terminate!MNase!activity.!DNA!was!then!extracted!using!a!phenol/chloroform!(sample:phenol:chloroform!2:1:1!ratio)!extraction.!The!supernatant!was!transferred!to!a!new!tube!containing!15µl!RNAse!A!(10mg/ml)!and!incubated!for!30!minutes!at!37°C.!DNA!was!then!phenol/chloroform!extracted!and!sodium!acetate/ethanol!precipitated!and!resuspended!in!TE!buffer!(10mM!TRIS!pH!8.0,!1mM!EDTA).!10%!of!the!final!sample!was!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!to!check!the!quality!of!the!digest.!Two!technical!replicate!samples!were!combined!and!run!on!a!1.2%!agarose!gel!and!DNA!in!the!range!of!50bp!to!1,000bp!was!excised!from!the!gel.!The!agarose!was!placed!in!0.45µm!cellulose!acetate!spin!column!(SigmaEAldrich,!Missouri,!USA),!and!freezeEthawed!(10!minutes,!E20°C!to!room!temperature)!and!then!spun!at!16,000!x!g!for!10!minutes!to!isolate!the!DNA.!The!
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DNA!solution!was!phenol/chloroform!extracted!and!treated!with!100!units!T4!polynucleotide!kinase!(New!England!Biolabs,!Massachusetts,!USA)!for!30!minutes!at!37°C!to!remove!3’!phosphoryl!groups!left!by!MNase.!DNA!was!extracted!once!more!with!phenol/chloroform,!precipitated!with!sodium!acetate!and!ethanol,!washed!with!80%!ethanol,!dried!and!reEsuspended!in!TE!(pH!7.5).!5µg!of!DNA!was!processed!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions!to!produce!libraries!to!sequence.!Briefly,!doubleEstranded!DNA!(dsDNA)!was!endErepaired!and!adaptors!were!then!ligated!to!the!ends!of!the!dsDNA.!PCR!with!primers!reciprocal!for!the!adaptor!sequences!were!used!to!enrich!for!dsDNA!with!adaptors!ligated!to!both!ends.!Libraries!were!then!sequenced!on!the!Illumina!Hiseq2000!sequencing!platform,!at!the!NIDDK!genomics!core!(NIH,!Bethesda!MD,!USA)!generating!76bp!sequences!from!both!ends!(pairedEend)!of!the!sequence.!The!sequences!were!passed!through!the!CASAVA!v1.7!pipeline!to!filter!out!erroneous!reads.!!Two!control!digests!were!carried!out!and!sequenced!identically!to!the!chromatin!digestions.!Previously!isolated!genomic!DNA!(naked!DNA)!was!reEsuspended!in!digestion!buffer!and!incubated!with!0–5U!MNase!at!25°C!for!30!seconds.!Naked!DNA!was!also!sonicated!to!a!range!of!fragments!found!in!the!MNase!digest.!DNA!from!both!controls!was!cleaned!up,!isolated!in!the!50–1,000bp!region!and!sequenced!as!above.!!!!!
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2.15.2!!Bioinformatic!analysis!of!nucleosome!positions!!Informatics!involved!in!the!elucidation!of!nucleosome!positions!was!described!in!Kent!et,al.,!2010.!Scripts!(SAMparser.pl,!SAMhistogram.pl,!SiteWriter_Full_10bin_1.pl!and!ClusterWriter_Full.pl)!used!to!map!nucleosomes!were!modified!from!there!to!suit!the!Dictyostelium!genome.!!!Reads!were!trimmed!to!36bp!and!aligned!to!the!genome!using!Bowtie!v1.7.3!(Langmead!et,al.,!2009),!http://bowtieEbio.sourceforge.net/).!Reads!were!aligned!using!a!maximum!insert!size!of!5,000!(Emaxins!5000),!allowing!zero!mismatches!in!the!seed!sequence!(En!0),!reporting!only!one!alignment!per!read!(Ek!1),!reporting!the!hits!of!the!highest!quality/stratum!(Ebest),!bowtie!outputted!aligned!reads!in!SAM!format!(EEsam).!!Perl!script!SAMparser_dicty.pl!was!used!to!parse!reads!from!the!SAM!file!output!by!bowtie!selecting!reads!that!are!spaced!150bp!±30bp!apart,!representing!the!size!of!a!nucleosome.!The!midEpoint!genomically!between!the!two!reads!was!determined!and!was!taken!to!be!where!the!nucleosome!dyad!was.!SAMhistogramEdicty.pl!then!tallies!all!the!nucleosome!dyads!across!the!genome!to!produce!a!histogram!along!the!genome!showing!where!the!dyads!of!nucleosomes!were!in!the!population!of!cells!studied.!SAMhistogramEdicty.pl!produces!an!.sgr!file!which!can!be!loaded!into!Integrated!Genome!Browser!(Nicol!
et,al.,!2009,!http://bioviz.org/igb/)!allowing!nucleosome!positions!to!be!visualised.!!
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SiteWriter_Full_10bin_1.pl!was!used!to!produce!CFD!graphs!(Cumulative!Frequency!Distribution)!it!requires!the!.sgr!file!and!a!second!file!that!lists!the!details!(chromosome,!position,!strand)!of!features!of!interest!–!Start!codon,!Stop!codon,!etc.!SiteWriter_Full_10bin_1.pl!parses!the!.sgr!file!for!regions!surrounding!(e.g.!+/E!1Kb)!the!features!of!interest!combining!dyad!frequencies!in!each!bin,!which!was!normalised!to!total!dyad!frequencies!across!the!entire!region!(+/E!1Kb!of!feature),!the!resulting!data!was!rendered!in!R.!ClusterWriter_Full.pl!works!similarly!to!SiteWriter_Full_10bin_1.pl!except!features/genes!are!not!combined!instead!are!outputted!onto!separate!lines!of!a!file!that!can!be!clustered!by!Cluster!3!(de!Hoon!et,al.,!2004),!heatmaps!were!then!produced!using!Java!Treeview!(Saldanha,!2004).!!The!normalised!CFD!graph!was!produced!by!dividing!nucleosome!dyads!by!‘dyads’!derived!from!MNase!digested!naked!DNA!and!then!passing!the!data!through!SiteWriter_Full_10bin_1.pl.!ATGCNEcontent.pl!calculates!A,T,G,C,N!content!surrounding!features!listed,!using!a!15bp!window.!!Differentially!positioned!nucleosomes!between!two!cell!lines!were!calculated!using!PeakMarkCompare.pl!(Nicolas!Kent),!which!determines!nucleosome!positions!and!heights!and!comparing!them!to!those!of!another!nucleosome!map.!A!nucleosome!position!difference!was!called!when!nonEmatching!nucleosome!summits!of!>2!fold!or!>10bp!mismatch!in!peak!summit!position.!Genes!were!defined!as!having!different!nucleosome!structure!if!three!or!more!nucleosomes!were!differentially!positioned!in!the!first!1000bp!of!the!gene!in!both!biological!
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repeats.!The!significance!of!the!overlap!between!two!gene!lists!was!determined!using!the!hypergeometric!distribution!test!(Fury!et,al.,!2006).!
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Chapter!3:!!Exploring!the!roles!of!the!Chd!family!in!Dictyostelium,
discoideum,development!
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3.1!!Introduction!!Two!separate!genetic!screens!in!Dictyostelium!isolated!a!mutant!for!a!CHD!chromatin!remodeller,!one!for!lithium!resistance,!and!another!for!late!development!mutants.!Previous!sequence!searches!of!the!Dictyostelium!genome!discovered!the!presence!of!a!further!two!chd!genes.!These!three!genes!were!named!chdA,(DDB_G0284171),!chdB!(DDB_G0280705)!and!chdC,(DDB_G0293012).!
chdC!was!the!original!gene!isolated!in!the!two!independent!screens.!The!mutant!isolated!in!the!Harwood!lab!(Cardiff!University,!Wales,!UK)!via!a!REMI!(RestrictionEEnzyme!Mediated!Integration)!screen!was!termed!REMIELisG!and!found!to!be!lithium!resistant,!chemotaxing!towards!cAMP!normally!in!the!presence!of!lithium!(KeimEReder,!2006).!Subsequent!verification!of!the!mutant!by!using!homologous!recombination!to!produce!a!null!mutant,!∆LisG/chdCEnull,!surprisingly!displayed!a!different!phenotype!(Rogers,!2010).!The!chdCEnull!chemotaxed!poorly!in!a!gradient!of!cAMP,!however!when!treated!with!lithium!chemotaxis!was!fully!restored.!Development!was!arrested!at!mound!stage!not!producing!fruiting!bodies.!A!separate!chdCEnull!mutant!was!isolated!in!the!Kimmel!Lab!(National!Institutes!of!Health,!Maryland,!USA)!that!displayed!the!identical!phenotype!with!mound!arrest,!defects!in!cell!patterning!and!differentiation!(Platt!et,al.,!2013).!
,
Dictyostelium!provides!a!unique!system!to!study!CHD!proteins!as!it!contains!a!small!number!(three)!of!CHD!proteins,!has!a!simple!development!cycle!and!has!a!small!(34Mb)!genetically!amenable!genome.!To!study!the!CHD!family!I!produced!
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knockout!mutants!of!each!of!the!chd!genes!in!Dictyostelium.!Their!roles!in!development!and!gene!expression!were!subsequently!investigated.!!
3.2!!Chd!family!of!ATP@dependent!chromatin!remodellers!in!Dictyostelium,!
Dictyostelium!has!three!chd!genes!that!encode!proteins!that!were!named!ChdA,!ChdB!and!ChdC.!ChdA!shows!the!strongest!similarity!to!human!CHD!subfamily!I,!clustering!with!CHD1/2!through!the!entire!protein!sequence,!including!the!CEterminal!DUF4208!(Figure!1.8!and!1.9).!Dictyostelium!ChdB!possesses!weak!CEterminal!CHDCT2!domains,!which!are!generally!characteristic!of!CHD!subfamily!II.!However,!ChdB!lacks!the!NEterminal!PHD!finger!present!in!most!subfamily!II!members!and!globally!aligns!better!with!human!CHD6E9!proteins!(Figure!1.8).!ChdC!is!the!largest!Dictyostelium!CHD,!comprising!3,071!amino!acids.!ChdC!has!the!strongest!sequence!homology!to!the!CHD6E9!group!(Figure!1.8).!Although!ChdC!has!a!CEterminal!SANT!and!SLIDE!DBD!motifs!as!in!other!subfamily!III!members,!it!lacks!a!conserved!BRK!domain!(Figure!1.9).!The!BRK!domains,!of!unknown!function,!are!presumed!markers!of!complex!metazoan!development!(Allen!et,al.,!2007).!The!BRK!domain!is!also!found!in!human!BRG1,!a!homologue!of!S.cerevisiae!SWI/SNF!that!lacks!a!BRK!domain!but!is!considered!functionally!equivalent!(Ryan!and!OwenEHughes,!2011).!ChdC!also!possesses!a!SUMOElike!amino!acid!sequence!of!unknown!function.!The!individual!Chds!of!Dictyostelium!would!seem!to!embody!different!CHD!class!types.!
!
!
!
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3.3!!Developmental!expression!of!the!Chd!family!in!Dictyostelium,
!To!investigate!if!the!expression!of!chd!genes!is!developmentally!regulated,!publicly!available!RNAEseq!data!was!used!(dictyexpress.org,!Rot!et,al.,!2009).!The!three!chd!genes!have!separate!expression!patterns!throughout!development!in!
Dictyostelium,discoideum,(Figure!3.1).!Performing!BLAST!searches!on!the!other!recently!sequenced!Dictyostelid!genomes,!Dictyostelium,purpureum!(Sucgang!et,
al.,!2011),!Dictyostelium,fasciculatum!and!Polysphondylium,pallidum!(Heidel!et,
al.,!2011),!identified!homologues!of!all!three!D.discoideum!chd!genes,!demonstrating!their!common!ancestor!possessed!three!chd!genes!0.6!billion!years!ago.!RNAEseq!data!for!D.purpureum!(Parikh!et,al.,!2010)!shows!as!well!as!having!three!chd!genes,!these!genes!display!strikingly!similar!expression!patterns!to!those!in!D.discoideum!(Figure!3.1).!Notably!the!patterns!are!delayed!in!D.purpureum,!fitting!with!observations!that!aggregation!is!~4!hours!delayed!in!
D.purpureum!but!produces!fruiting!bodies!within!the!24Ehour!period!(Parikh!et,
al.,!2010).!!To!study!the!expression!of!Chd!proteins!through!development!antibodies!were!raised!towards!the!three!Chd!proteins!in!D.discoideum.!Dictyostelium,were!developed!on!nitrocellulose!and!whole!cell!proteins!were!extracted!every!two!hours!for!a!24Ehour!period.!Western!blotting!was!then!used!to!monitor!the!protein!levels!through!development!(Figure!3.2).!Relative!levels!of!expression!were!calculated!from!the!intensities!of!the!bands!from!western!blotting!(Figure!3.2).!As!found!with!the!RNAEseq!data,!Chd!protein!expression!throughout!development!varies,!demonstrating!Chd!proteins!are!developmentally!expressed.!
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All!genes!are!expressed!in!growing!cells:!ChdB!and!ChdC!peaks!in!expression!earlier!in!development!with!expression!declining!during!late!development;!ChdA!is!expressed!throughout!development,!peaking!late!in!development.!The!protein!levels!through!development!show!similarities!with!mRNA!levels!previously!observed.!Differences!between!mRNA!levels!and!protein!levels!might!be!explained!by!differences!in!translation!rates,!mRNA!stability,!protein!stability!and!other!postEtranscriptional!processes!(Schwanhausser!et,al.,!2011).!RNAEseq!data!was!also!taken!from!Ax4!cells!grown!on!bacteria!two!variables!which!may!affect!gene!expression!(Rot!et,al.,!2009).!
Figure 3.1: Expression of chd RNA throughout development in 
Dictyostelium discoideum and Dictyostelium purpureum.
A. RNA levels from dictyexpress.org (Rot et al., 2009) for chdA, chdB and chdC in 
Dictyostelium discoideum throughout 24 hours of development. B. RNA levels from dictyexpress.org for DPU_G0057338/chdA, DPU_G0071826/chdB and 
DPU_G0062114/chdC in Dictyostelium purpureum throughout 24 hours of development.
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Figure 3.2: Chd protein levels throughout development in Dictyostelium 
discoideum.
A. Whole cell extract was prepared from an equal number of developing cells at two-hour intervals for 24 hours. Extracts were run on an SDS-PAGE gel and probed with antibodies towards each individual Chd protein. B.ϐintensities of bands were calculated and normalised to the highest expression for each Chd protein.
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3.4!!Generating!chd@null!mutants!!In!order!to!study!the!normal!roles!of!each!Chd!protein!in!Dictyostelium,!three!separate!gene!knockout!cell!lines!were!produced.!Null!mutants!were!produced!by!directed!homologous!recombination,!leading!to!the!insertion!of!a!blasticidin!selectable!marker!cassette!that!is!flanked!by!LoxP!sites!(Faix!et,al.,!2013).!The!knockout!constructs!were!designed!to!remove!a!~1Kb!region!of!the!start!of!the!gene,!which!includes!the!ATG!translational!start!site!(Figure!3.3).!Clones!were!originally!screened!by!PCR!and!later!confirmed!by!western!blotting!using!the!antibodies!from!above.!chdAEnull!and!chdBEnull!were!new!null!mutants.!Two!previous!chdCEnull!mutants!were!isolated!in!the!Ax3!background!(Kimmel!lab)!and!Ax2!background!(Harwood!lab)!using!separate!strategies.!Here!a!third!chdCEnull!mutant!in!Ax2!background!was!created!using!a!third!knockout!strategy!described!above.!Three!separate!nulls!were!created!for!chdA,and!six!for!chdB!to!ensure!consistency!of!initial!phenotype!and!to!rule!out!secondary!mutations.!
Figure 3.3: Generation of chd-null strains.
A. Schematic representation of the knockout construct and strategy used to produce null strains with use of homologous recombination, inserting a blasticidin resistance cassette. The blasticidin cassette can be removed using cre-recombinase enabling the creation of multiple knockouts. B. Western 
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3.5!!The!roles!of!Chd!proteins!in!Dictyostelium,growth!!To!study!how!the!loss!of!Chd!proteins!impacted!on!normal!cell!growth!in!
Dictyostelium,!cells!were!counted!over!a!time!course!to!calculate!doubling!time!(Figure!3.4).!Ax2!cells!in!axenic!media!(HL5!+!glucose,!Formedium)!has!a!doubling!time!of!~10!hours,!chdA!and!chdBEnull!cells!had!wild!type!doubling!times!of!approximately!11!hours!each,!whereas!chdCEnull!cells!had!a!severe!growth!delay!with!a!doubling!time!of!22!hours.!To!determine!whether!the!growth!defect!was!due!to!impaired!cytokinesis,!chdCEnull!cells!were!stained!with!DAPI!to!determine!whether!they!were!multiEnucleate.!Counting!revealed!no!unusual!number!of!multiEnucleate!cells!compared!to!Ax2!cells!(Figure!3.4).!
Figure 3.4: Growth rates of chd-nulls
A. Ax2, chdA, chdB and chdC-null cells were grown in log phase growth and counted at various times to evaluate growth rate. Increase in cell number was normalised to the initial cell density and plotted on a log2 scale ± standard deviation from three seperate experimental repeats.  B. chdCǦϐand stained with DAPI to count the number of nuclei per cell. Bar chart shows percentage of cells with two or more nuclei per cell ± standard deviation from 
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3.6!!The!roles!of!Chd!proteins!in!Dictyostelium!development!!Earlier!it!was!shown!that!chd!mRNA!and!protein!levels!are!developmentally!regulated,!suggesting!they!are!important!for!development.!To!address!the!question!of!whether!Chd!proteins!regulate!development,!cells!were!developed!on!nutrient!deficient!KK2!agar!plates!(Figure!3.5).!!
chdAEnull!cells!displayed!a!slight!delay!on!entering!development!of!~1E2!hours!and!a!similar!delay!on!completing!development.!They!also!appeared!to!form!longer!slugs!and!stay!in!the!migratory!slug!stage!for!long!periods!(Figure!3.5,!14!Hrs).!To!further!address!the!chdAEnull!slug!phenotype,!cells!were!developed!on!nitrocellulose!filters!whilst!subjected!to!a!small!amount!of!unidirectional!light!in!a!slug!can.!Under!these!conditions!Ax2!cells!migratory!slugs!are!inhibited!and!culminate,!whereas!chdAEnulls!form!slugs!at!high!frequency,!which!migrate!towards!the!light!(Figure!3.5).!This!increased!propensity!to!form!migratory!slugs!suggests!chdAEnulls!have!a!culmination!defect.!
,
chdBEnulls!display!a!heterochrony!phenotype!with!a!delay!upon!entering!development!of!~3E4!hours!(Figure!5.3,!18–22!Hrs).!The!rest!of!development!appeared!to!be!normal.!!
chdCEnulls!display!a!short!delay!upon!entering!development,!taking!~2!hours!longer!than!wildEtype!to!aggregate.!During!aggregation!chdCEnulls!also!fail!to!form!clear!streams!(Figure!3.5,!8!Hrs)!that!also!fail!to!break!up,!resulting!in!large!
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mounds,!which!never!progress!past!the!mound!stage!producing!no!fruiting!bodies!(Figure!3.5,!12–48!Hrs).!!!
Figure 3.5: Chd-nulls have developmental phenotypes
A. Axenically grown Ax2, chdA, chdB and chdC-null cells were washed in KK2 and plated on KK2 agar. Images were taken at intervals during development as shown. 
B. 30-hour developed cells from A. C. Axenically grown Ax2 and chdA-null cells 
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a small amount of unidirectional light in a slug can. Images were taken after 48 hours. Tracks show the route migratory slugs took towards the light. 91
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3.7!!Chd!roles!in!chemotaxis!!During!development!Dictyostelium,cells!use!extracellular!cyclic!adenosine!monophosphate!(cAMP)!to!signal!other!cells!to!move!towards!each!other!and!to!aggregate!to!produce!the!mound!stage.!During!aggregation!cells!move!towards!the!gradient!of!cAMP!(chemotax)!and!release!cAMP!at!their!posterior!side,!propagating!the!cAMP!signal.!Using!an!in!vitro!system!it!is!possible!to!replicate!cells!chemotaxing!towards!a!gradient!of!cAMP.!By!placing!separate!cells!in!an!artificial!cAMP!gradient!one!can!study!the!response!of!individual!cells!to!cAMP!and!eliminate!factors!such!as!their!ability!to!establish!and!propagate!the!gradient.!Previously!chdCEnull!mutants!had!been!identified!as!chemotaxing!poorly!towards!cAMP.!It!was!important!to!assess!whether!the!other!chd!mutants!also!had!chemotaxis!defects.!chdBEnulls!chemotax!normally!towards!cAMP,!with!a!chemotactic!index!(CI)!akin!to!Ax2!cells!(Figure!3.6).!In!contrast,!both!chdA!and!
chdCEnull!cells!had!significant!chemotaxis!defects:!reduced!chemotactic!index,!reduced!cell!speed!and!increased!cell!turning!(Figure!3.6).!However,!in!neither!
chdA!nor!chdCEnull!cells!was!the!ability!to!chemotax!completely!lost.!
Figure 3.6: chd-nulls chemotaxing towards cAMPAxenicly grown Ax2, chdA, chdB and chdC-null cells were washed and resuspended in KK2 and pulsed for 5 hours with cAMP. Cells were imaged for 15 minutes in a gradient of cAMP. A. Traces represent the trajectory random individual cells took. B. Calculated values for chemotactic index, speed and directionality of the population of cells. C. Bar plot of chemotactic index; the values plotted are mean ± standard error of the mean. Calculations were made from a minimum of 100 cells from three 
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3.8!!Using!RNA@seq!to!globally!measure!gene!expression!!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!play!an!important!role!in!nucleosome!positioning!and!the!regulation!of!gene!expression.!As!a!way!of!assessing!the!Chd!family’s!role!in!regulation!of!gene!expression,!RNAEseq!was!used!to!look!genome!wide!at!the!expression!levels!of!mRNA!for!all!proteinEcoding!genes.!RNA!was!isolated!from!both!log!phase!growing!cells!and!cells!starved!and!pulsed!with!cAMP!for!5!hours!to!achieve!a!chemotactically!competent!state!and!then!poly(dA)!enriched!before!library!preparation!and!sequencing!on!the!Illumina!platform.!!To!demonstrate!the!reproducibility!of!RNAEseq!data!FPKM!(Fragment!Per!Kilobase!of!exon!per!Million!reads)!values!were!plotted!from!two!experimental!repeats!of!Ax2!cells!from!growing!cells!and!5Ehour!pulsed!cells!(Figure!3.7).!FPKM!values!were!highly!reproducible!with!high!coefficients!of!determination!(R2)!values.!Data!from!biological!repeats!in!growing!cells!had!a!higher!R2!value!than!equivalent!5Ehour!pulsed!data.!Although!pulsing!with!cAMP!synchronises!development,!cells!may!still!be!at!slightly!different!stages!resulting!in!more!variable!gene!expression!data!than!growing!cells.!Relative!expression!levels!also!correlate!with!previously!published!data.!!
Figure 3.7: Reproducibility of RNA-seq dataScatter plot of log2 FPKM expression values calculated for biological repeat 1 and repeat 2 of A. growing Ax2 cells and B. 5-hour cAMP pulsed Ax2 cells. Red 
ǡαǤϐȋ2) values are indicated.
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3.9!!Distinct!gene!sets!are!mis@regulated!in!separate!chd@nulls!!Initially!comparing!gene!expression!(FPKM)!in!each!of!the!chdEnulls!against!Ax2!in!growing!cells!shows!widespread!alterations!with!10–15%!(See!gene!numbers!in!Figure!3.8)!of!the!genome!misexpressed!≥2Efold!(p≤0.05).!Then!by!comparing!gene!expression!in!the!chdEnulls!against!each!other!it!was!apparent!that!the!genes!that!are!misregulated!in!one!chdEnull!are!not!identical!to!those!in!the!other!
chdEnulls!(Figure!3.8).!Genes!that!were!misexpressed!in!any!of!the!chdEnulls!when!compared!to!Ax2!were!selected,!clustered!and!their!log2!fold!change!in!expression!displayed!in!a!heatmap!format!(Figure!3.8).!The!conclusions!that!can!be!drawn!from!analysis!of!the!heatmap!are!that!there!is!very!little!overlap!between!the!genes!misregulated!in!different!chdEnulls!and!there!is!limited!antagonistic!regulation!of!genes!by!different!Chd!remodellers.!Combined,!the!data!shows!in!the!absence!of!Chd!proteins!the!expression!of!distinct!gene!sets!are!disrupted.!!Comparing!growing!cells!to!chemotactically!competent,!fiveEhour!pulsed!cells!reveals!that,!as!Dictyostelium!cells!initiate!development,!large!(>50%,!≥2Efold!at!p≤0.05)!global!changes!in!gene!expression!manifest!in!Ax2!cells!(Figure!3.9).!Expected!gene!expression!terms!such!as!ribosome!biogenesis!are!enriched!for!downregulated!genes!(Figure!3.9).!Upregulated!genes!are!enriched!for!multicellular!organism!development!GO!terms!(Figure!3.9).!!Changes!in!gene!expression!in!5Ehour!pulsed!cells!are!further!augmented!in!the!
chdEnulls,!where!individually!15–30%!of!all!genes!are!misexpressed!≥2Efold!
!97!
(p≤0.05)!compared!to!Ax2!(Figure!3.10).!As!with!the!RNAEseq!data!from!growing!cells,!there!was!limited!overlap!between!genes!misexpressed!in!the!chdEnulls!and!little!antagonistic!regulation!(Figure!3.10),!again!showing!in!the!absence!of!Chd!proteins!the!expression!of!distinct!gene!sets!are!disrupted.!!In!both!growing!and!5Ehour!pulsed!cells!there!were!no!compensatory!profile!changes!for!chdA,!chdB,or,chdC!in!the!various!mutant!strains,!demonstrating!that!the!separate!remodellers!are!unlikely!to!regulate!each!other.!
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Figure 3.9: Gene expression changes in wild type Ax2 cells from growth to a 
partially developed state
A. Scatter plot of log2 FPKM expression values calculated for growing Ax2 cells against 5-hour cAMP pulsed Ax2 cells. Black points are genes with identical expression values between the two states, <2-fold change or p>0.05. Red points are genes which are differentially expressed between the two states, η2-fold change and pζ0.05. B. Gene ontology analysis of gene expression changes in 5-hour pulsed cells relative to growing cells. Selected enriched GO terms in downregulated and 
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3.10!!Gene!expression!changes!in!growing!cells!!Gene!Ontology!(GO)!term!enrichment!within!the!misexpressed!genes!in!the!chdEnulls!was!used!with!the!aim!of!trying!to!dissect!the!phenotypes!previously!observed.!For!complete!GO!term!enrichment!diagrams!see!Appendix!A.!!!Despite!a!large!number!of!upregulated!genes!in!chdAEnulls!no!GO!term!enrichment!was!observed,!although!notably!the!transcription!factors!dimB!and!
hbx3!were!derepressed.!Within!the!GO!terms!enriched!for!downregulated!genes!were!terms!for!cytoskeleton!organisation!and!vesicle!trafficking/lysozyme!function.!dscA@1,!dscC@1,!dscD@1,!lmcA!and!lmcB!genes,!which!are!involved!in!the!transition!from!growth!to!early!development!(Berger!and!Clark,!1983,!McPherson!and!Singleton,!1992),!are!all!downregulated!in!chdAEnulls!(Figure!3.11),!which!may!explain!the!delayed!entry!into!development.!!!Derepressed!genes!in!chdBEnulls!also!had!no!GO!term!enrichment.!GO!terms!enriched!in!downregulated!genes!in!chdBEnull!were!rRNA!processing,!cytoskeleton!organisation!and!vesicle!trafficking.!The!jumonji!transcription!factor!jcdB!is!upregulated!and!agnB,!which!encodes!argonaute,!the!catalytic!component!of!the!RNAEinduced!silencing!complex!(RISC),!is!downregulated.!In!contrast!to!chdAEnulls!lmcA!and!lmcB!were!upregulated.!dscA@1,!dscC@1!and!dscD@
1!are!unaffected!(Figure!3.11).!!!GO!terms!enriched!in!the!downregulated!genes!in!chdCEnulls!included!genes!expressed!in!response!to!salt!and!bacteria,!and!peptidoglycan!synthesis.!ctnA,!
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cf45@1,!and!cf60!represent!three!out!of!the!four!gene!members!of!the!secreted!countin!complex!that!potentiate!interEcell!signalling!and!chemotactic!movement!(Brock!and!Gomer,!1999,!Brock!et,al.,!2003,!Brock!et,al.,!2006)!and!are!downregulated!in!chdCEnull!(Figure!3.11).!Interestingly,!like!chdAEnulls,!dscC@1,!
dscD@1,!lmcA!and!lmcB,but!not!dscA@1,!are!downregulated!(Figure!3.11).!These!downregulated!genes!would!fit!with!cells!not!producing!a!correct!starvation!response!and!as!such!a!delayed!entry!into!development.!Downregulation!of!the!countin!complex!also!results!in!larger!mounds!as!observed!in!the!chdCEnull.!!!GO!analysis!provided!no!indication!as!to!the!cause!of!the!slow!growth!phenotype!in!chdCEnulls.!Instead!genes!that!might!explain!the!phenotype,!such!as!cell!cycle!and!energy!regulation!genes,!were!selected.!There!was!no!effect!on!expression!of!cell!cycle!genes!(Figure!3.12).!Interestingly!many!nuclear!genes!that!encode!mitochondrial!components!had!decreased!expression!in!chdCEnulls!(Figure!3.12)!including!components!of!the!mitochondrial!import!complex!(timm/tom,!timm10)!and!the!electron!transport!chain!(cytochrome!C,!cytC).!Expression!of!Low!mitochondrial!function!therefore!may!be!the!cause!of!slow!growth!in!chdCEnull.!!!
Figure 3.11: Mis-regulated early development genes in chd-nulls.FPKM expression values from RNA-seq data from Ax2, chdA, chdB and chdC-null growing cells for A. Early development genes dscA-1, dscC-1, dscD-1, lmcA and 
lmcB and B. Members of the countin complex, ctnA, cf45-1, cf50-1 and cf60.
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Figure 3.12: Misregulated genes in chdC may cause the slow growth 
phenotypeClustered heatmap representation of the log2 fold change in expression level of 
chdA, chdB or chdC-nulls against Ax2 cells in growing cells A. 66 genes with GO terms related to cell cycle. B. 53 genes annotated with mitochondrial functions by GO analyses that are misexpressed in chdA, chdB or chdC-nulls are shown.
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3.11!!Gene!expression!changes!in!5@hour!pulsed!cells!!Gene!Ontology!(GO)!term!enrichment!within!the!misexpressed!genes!in!the!chdEnulls!was!used!with!the!gene!expression!data!from!5Ehour!cAMP!pulsed!cells.!The!downregulated!genes!in!chdAEnulls!were!enriched!for!GO!terms!for!multicellular!developmental!processes.!This!would!fit!with!poor!chemotaxis!and!later!developmental!problems.!Perhaps!unsurprisingly,!chdBEnull!had!no!enrichment!of!GO!terms!as!it!displays!no!phenotype!at!this!stage.!Upregulated!genes!in!chdCEnull!are!enriched!for!GO!terms!for!rRNA!processing.!Downregulated!genes!are!enriched!for!terms!involved!in!glucose!metabolism,!ras!signalling!and!muliticellular!development.!The!latter!would!explain!the!developmental!arrest!shortly!after!this!point!in!development.!!To!address!the!chemotaxis!phenotypes,!genes!that!have!previously!been!identified!as!regulators!of!chemotaxis!were!selected.!There!are!several!signalling!pathways!that!work!downstream!of!the!cAMP!receptor!CarA/Gα2βγ!(receptorEG!protein!complex).!Downstream!of!CarA!there!are!several!pathways!that!signal!the!cAMP!response,!including!the!cGMPEdependent!and!Eindependent!actions!of!guanylyl!cyclases!sGC!and!GCA,!the!PIP3Edependent!and!Eindependent!functions!mediated!via!mTORC2,!interE!and!intraEcellular!cAMP!accumulation!and!signalling,!and!the!interactions!of!Ca2+!and!Phospholipase!A2!pathways!(Kortholt!and!van!Haastert,!2008,!McMains!et,al.,!2008).!50%!of!the!genes!are!misexpressed!in!chdCEnulls!(Figure!3.13),!explaining!the!defects!in!chemotactic!response!in!chdCEnulls.!A!smaller!yet!significant!number!of!these!genes!are!also!misexpressed!in!chdAEnulls.!
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!cAMP!signalling!also!directs!developmentally!regulated!gene!expression!changes.!Of!the!expression!of!thirteen!genes!that!were!previously!classified!as!exclusively!cAMP!pulseEdependent!(Iranfar!et,al.,!2006),!eleven!were!underEexpressed!in!
chdCEnulls!and!ten!were!underEexpressed!in!chdAEnulls,!whereas!only!one!gene!is!affected!in!chdBEnulls!(Figure!3.13).!Aggregation!and!cellEtype!specific!gene!expression!is!also!mediated,!in!part,!by!regulatory!genes!such!as!TgrC1/LagC,!GbfA,!and!SrfA!(Sukumaran!et,al.,!1998,!Escalante!et,al.,!2003).!Only!the!chdCEnulls!show!developmental!arrest!during!aggregation!and!only!chdCEnulls!show!impaired!expression!of!all!these!essential!regulatory!factors.!!!
3.12!!ChdC!regulation!of!mound!progression!!
chdCEnull!presented!the!most!severe!phenotype:!developing!chdCEnulls!arrested!at!the!mound!stage!never!completing!development.!Previous!experiments!showed!under!conditions!that!promote!spore!and!stalk!differentiation,!chdCEnulls!fail!to!differentiate!correctly!(Platt!et,al.,!2013).!RNAEseq!was!used!in!chdCEnulls!and!Ax2!cells!at!the!loose!mound!stage.!Here!the!mutant!was!morphologically!matched!to!the!wild!type.!RNA!was!taken!from!the!Ax2!cells!at!the!10Ehour!stage!of!development!and!from!the!chdCEnull!at!the!12Ehour!stage!(Figure!3.14).!!53%!of!genes!annotated!as!presporeEspecific!(including!pspA!and!cotB)!and!56%!of!genes!annotated!as!prestalkEspecific!have!>2Efold!reduced!expression!in!chdCEnulls!at!the!loose!mound!stage!(Figure!3.14).!This!is!consistent!with!the!defects!
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described!for!prespore/spore!differentiation.!Downregulated!genes!in!chdCEnull!were!enriched!for!GO!terms!for!regulators!of!cell!division!and!metabolism.!The!former!group!(Figure!3.14)!includes!cell!cycle!genes!(cdk1,!cdc45,!cycB),!DNA!replication!genes!(polA1,!polA3,!polD2,!pcna,!rcf3,!rcf4,!rcf5),!and!mitotic!genes!(nek2,!kif2,!kif12),!although!controversy!surrounds!the!requirement!of!cell!cycle!progression!during!Dictyostelium!development!(Chen!et,al.,!2004,!Muramoto!and!Chubb,!2008).!These!gene!sets!are!significantly!upregulated!during!wild!type!development!(Strasser!et,al.,!2012).!
Figure 3.13: Mis-expression of chemotaxis regulators produce defects in 
chemotaxisHeatmap representations of the log2 fold change in expression level of chdA, 
chdB or chdC-nulls against Ax2 cells in 5-hour cAMP pulsed cells A. 50 genes 
ϐresponse. B.ͳ͵ϐregulated by cAMP pulses (Iranfar et al., 2006). 108
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Figure 3.14: Gene expression changes in chdC-null at the loose mound stage
A. Scatter plot of log2 FPKM expression values calculated for loose-mound stage Ax2 cells morphologically matched to chdC-nulls. Black points are genes with identical expression values between the two cell lines, <2-fold change or p>0.05. Red points are genes which are differentially expressed between the two cell lines, η2-fold change and pζ0.05. B. FPKM values from selected prespore and prestalk genes at the loose mound stage in Ax2 and chdC-null cells. C. FPKM values from selected cell cycle, DNA replication and mitosis genes at the loose mound stage in Ax2 and chdC-null cells. 109
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3.13!!Discussion:!Chd!proteins!are!essential!for!proper!regulation!of!gene!
expression!and!development!in!Dictyostelium!!
3.13.1!!Chd!proteins!are!developmental!regulators!!
Dictyostelium!discoideum!contains!three!different!Chd!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodelling!proteins,!which!are!conserved!across!other!dictyostelids.!All!the!members!of!the!Chd!family!are!expressed!in!growing!cells!and!each!has!a!different!expression!pattern!through!development.!When!knocked!out!each!chdEnull!possessed!a!unique!developmental!phenotype!that!broadly!correlated!with!their!peak!of!protein!expression.!ChdA!is!expressed!throughout!development!and!has!a!peak!of!expression!during!late!development!(18–22!hours)!and!has!a!culmination!defect!which!causes!it!to!stay!in!the!migratory!‘slug’!stage!for!longer!than!normal,!and!a!chemotaxis!defect.!ChdB!peak!expression!is!during!early!development!(2–8!hours)!and!expression!reduces!to!undetectable!levels!by!18!hours.!ChdB!expression!is!consistent!with!the!delay!on!entering!development!in!
chdBEnulls,!although!subsequent!developmental!timing!was!normal,!giving!it!a!heterochrony!phenotype.!ChdC!has!a!broad!peak!of!expression!around!aggregation!and!the!mound!stage!(6–14!hours)!and!like!ChdB!drops!to!undetectable!levels!after!18!hours.!The!phenotype!of!chdCEnull!fits!its!expression!pattern!with!both!a!chemotaxis!defect!and!mound!arrest.!chdCEnull!cells!also!displayed!a!severe!growth!phenotype,!although!it!was!shown!not!to!be!due!to!a!cytokinesis!defect.!!!
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3.13.2!!Separate!gene!sets!are!mis@regulated!in!chd@nulls!!CHD!chromatin!remodellers!have!previously!been!shown!to!be!regulators!of!gene!expression!as!activators!and/or!repressors!(Murawska!and!Brehm,!2011).!Here!highEthroughput!mRNA!sequencing!was!employed!to!study!the!transcriptome!of!wild!type!and!chdEnulls!in!growing!and!developed!cells.!!Loss!of!an!individual!Chd,member!resulted!in!aberrant!expression!of!up!to!15%!of!the!genome!in!growing!cells!and!30%!in!5Ehour!cAMP!pulsed!cells.!Large!numbers!of!genes!were!both!repressed!and!derepressed!upon!loss!of!Chd!proteins,!suggesting!they!have!complex!roles!in!both!activation!and!repression!of!gene!expression.!!The!genes!misexpressed!in!each!of!the!chdEnulls!were!distinctly!separate.!Few!genes!were!regulated!by!more!than!one!Chd!remodeller,!indicating!that!Chd!proteins!display!specificity!for!the!genes!they!regulate.!Compensation!by!other!CHDs!has!been!observed!in!other!systems!(Williams!et,al.,!2004).!Interestingly!upon!loss!of!one!chd!in!Dictyostelium,no!compensation,!at!the!RNA!level,!by!the!other!chd!genes!was!observed,!demonstrating!that!Chd!proteins!are!not!responsible!for!the!expression!of!each!other.!This!reEenforces!their!distinct!roles!in!regulating!different!genes,!as!there!appears!to!be!no!regulatory!system!to!compensate!for!each!other.!!!
chdCEnull!has!decreased!expression!of!nuclear!genes!that!encode!mitochondrial!proteins,!which!may!cause!the!slow!growth!observed!due!to!low!mitochondrial!function!and!therefore!energy!production.!Mitochondrial!function!might!be!
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assessed!using!a!mitochondrial!marker!such!as!Mitotracker®.!In!5Ehour!pulsed!cells,!which!are!chemotactically!competent,!misexpression!of!genes!that!encode!components!of!cAMP!signalling!pathways!was!observed.!In!chdCEnulls,!genes!are!misexpressed!in!all!of!the!signalling!pathways!that!signal!downstream!of!the!cAMP!receptor.!These!signalling!pathways!are!altered!to!a!lesser!but!significant!extent!in!chdAEnulls.!This!demonstrates!that!the!chemotaxis!defects!of!chdA!and!
chdCEnulls!are!due!to!the!inability!to!sense!cAMP!and!transduce!the!signal.!Further!fitting!with!their!inability!to!chemotax!towards!cAMP,!almost!all!of!the!genes!that!were!previously!identified!as!cAMP!pulse!regulated!are!downregulated!in!chdA,and!chdCEnulls!(Iranfar!et,al.,!2006).!Despite!showing!few!phenotypic!differences!to!wild!type!large!numbers!of!genes!were!still!misexpressed!in!chdBEnulls,!although!GO!enrichment!did!not!reveal!any!possible!phenotypes!that!have!not!yet!been!explored.!!!RNAEseq!at!the!loose!mound!stage!of!development!showed!chdCEnulls!repressed!the!expression!of!!>50%!of!prestalk!and!prespore!markers,!fitting!with!the!mound!arrest!phenotype!and!previous!work!that!showed!chdCEnulls!are!unable!to!differentiate!into!stalk!and!spore!cells.!Cell!cycle!and!DNA!replication!genes!were!also!repressed!in!chdCEnulls,!although!it’s!not!clear!whether!the!cell!cycle!is!required!in!development!(Chen!et,al.,!2004,!Muramoto!and!Chubb,!2008).!If!the!cell!cycle!is!required!in!development,!it!is!not!clear!whether!repression!of!these!genes!in!chdCEnull!causes!mound!arrest!or!is!an!effect!of!it.!!
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3.13.3!!Summary!!In!this!chapter!I!demonstrated!that!Chd!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!have!separate!expression!patterns!and!through!knockout!cell!lines!that!I!produced!showed!they!are!in!turn!important!regulators!of!development.!Utilising!highEthroughput!transcriptome!sequencing!(RNAEseq)!I!found!that!Chd!proteins!regulate!the!expression!of!large!and!distinct!gene!sets,!probably!through!both!activation!and!repression.!Genes!that!are!misexpressed!in!the!mutants!are!essential!for!development!to!proceed!correctly,!demonstrating!Chd!proteins!regulate!development!through!gene!expression.!This!study!is!the!first!to!examine!comprehensively!the!complete!Chd!family!in!Dictyostelium.!!
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Chapter!4:!!GenomeEwide!mapping!of!nucleosome!positions!in!
Dictyostelium,discoideum!!!
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4.1!!Introduction!
!Micrococcal!nuclease!(MNase)!is!an!endonuclease!that!cuts!DNA!almost!independent!of!sequence,!although!it!is!only!able!to!cut!DNA!not!in!contact!with!protein.!Thus!it!is!unable!to!cut!DNA!wrapped!around!a!nucleosome,!cutting!only!the!linker!DNA.!Chromatin!digested!with!a!limited!concentration!of!MNase!can!be!run!out!on!a!gel!producing!the!classic!nucleosome!DNA!ladder!with!bands!representing!the!amount!of!DNA!protected!by!one!nucleosome!and!two!nucleosomes!and!multiples!thereafter!(Axel,!1975).!Traditional!nucleosome!position!analyses!combined!micrococcal!nuclease!digestion!and!radiolabelling!to!map!nucleosome!positions!on!a!small!scale!(Kent!and!Mellor,!1995,!Wu!and!Winston,!1997).!Recent!advances!in!microarrays!and!later!highEthroughput!sequencing!have!enabled!genomeEwide!unbiased!studies!of!nucleosome!positions!(Yuan!et,al.,!2005,!Albert!et,al.,!2007,!Lantermann!et,al.,!2010).!GenomeEwide!studies!have!allowed!general!nucleosome!rules!and!roles!of!chromatin!remodellers!to!be!interrogated.!
!
4.2!!Mapping!nucleosomes!genome!wide!in!Dictyostelium!
!Historical!approaches!to!map!nucleosomes!in!Dictyostelium!achieved!limited!success,!the!AT!content!of!the!genome!possibly!causing!problems.!With!the!advent!of!the!sequencing!of!the!Dictyostelium!genome!and!more!sensitive!approaches,!mapping!nucleosomes!genome!wide!in!Dictyostelium,has!become!more!viable.!The!mapping!method!employed!for!this!study!used!a!combination!of!MNase!digestion!and!Illumina!pairedEend!sequencing.!There!was!however!one!
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main!difference!to!most!methods;!rather!than!isolating!just!monoEnucleosomal!DNA,!DNA!was!isolated!from!a!broad!range!of!fragments!from!50!to!1,000bp!(Kent!et,al.,!2010,!Platt!et,al.,!2013),!enabling!mapping!of!monoEnucleosomes,!diEnucleosomes!and!subnucleosomal!fragments.!!!PairedEend!sequencing!the!DNA!fragments!results!in!two!reads!that!originate!from!either!end!of!a!single!fragment;!these!reads!can!be!mapped!back!to!the!genome!sequence!and!the!fragment!the!pair!of!reads!originates!from!can!be!calculated!from!the!distance!apart!the!two!reads!map!genomically.!To!map!nucleosomes,!reads!that!mapped!150bp!±!30bp!apart!are!selected,!and!the!midEpoint!genomically!between!the!two!mapped!reads!is!taken!as!the!dyad!of!the!nucleosome.!With!the!dyad!calculated!for!each!pair!of!reads!the!average!positions!of!all!nucleosome!dyads!can!be!visualised!(Figure!4.1!&!4.2).!WellEpositioned!nucleosomes!are!represented!by!sharp!peaks;!the!nucleosome!is!in!a!low!number!of!different!places!so!resulting!pairs!of!reads!produce!the!same!calculated!dyad!more!often.!A!broader!peak!is!a!less!consistently!positioned!nucleosome;!the!nucleosome!is!variable!between!cells!therefore!MNase!digests!produce!different!fragments!and!the!dyad!calculated!is!in!a!variety!of!different!positions.!!
!
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Figure 4.1: Nucleosome mapping methodSee legend on next page.
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!
Figure!4.1:!Nucleosome!mapping!method!Chromatin!is!digested!in!whole!live!cells!without!fixation!with!varying!amounts!of!micrococcal!nuclease!(MNase).!The!DNA!is!extracted!and!separated!on!an!agarose!gel.!Digestion!by!MNase!produces!a!characteristic!ladder,!with!~160bp!nucleosome!repeat!length.!The!DNA!(~50–1,000bp)!is!size!selected!by!excision!from!the!gel,!purified!and!pairedEend!sequenced.!The!resulting!sequences!are!mapped!to!the!genome.!The!midEpoint!between!two!150!±!30bp!paired!reads!defines!the!dyad!of!a!nucleosome;!the!sum!of!all!dyads!assigns!the!average!position!of!every!nucleosome.!Nucleosomes!with!highly!similar!positioning!in!most!cells!will!exhibit!a!very!sharp!coverage!peak,!whereas!more!flexibly!positioned!nucleosomes!result!in!broader!peaks!(Adapted!from!Platt!et,al.,!2013).!
!
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4.3!!Nucleosomes!are!positioned!in!Dictyostelium!
!Studying!individual!genes!(Figure!4.2)!reveals!that!certain!nucleosomes!appear!to!be!well!positioned!and!others!are!more!flexibly!positioned,!occupying!a!variety!of!positions.!In!eftud1!gene!nucleosomes!at!the!beginning!of!the!gene!are!highly!positioned!and!evenly!spaced.!Further!into!the!gene!nucleosome!positions!are!more!heterogeneous!and!less!evenly!spaced.!Comparison!of!tworepeats!of!the!micrococcal!nuclease!digestion!found!the!nucleosome!positions!to!be!highly!repeatable!at!both!the!individual!gene!and!global!level!when!all!genes!are!aligned!to!their!ATG!(Figure!4.3).!!!Early!work!on!chromatin!in!Dictyostelium!focused!on!the!rDNA!palindrome!as!it!is!present!in!multiple!copies!in!each!cell.!Ness!et,al.!(1983)!mapped!restriction!sites!along!the!rDNA!palindrome!and!used!fragments!of!the!palindrome!generated!by!EcoRI!digestion!as!a!probe!to!look!at!nucleosome!structure!following!MNase!digestion.!The!authors!found!that!coding!regions!in!the!rDNA!palindrome!had!less!structure!than!the!nonEcoding!regions.!Using!their!digestion!map!of!the!rDNA!palindrome!(Ness!et,al.,!1983)!to!identify!the!regions!previously!studied,!the!same!observations!can!be!made!with!the!genomeEwide!nucleosome!mapping!technique!employed!for!this!study!(Figure!4.4).!Clear!nucleosome!peaks!are!seen!in!intergenic!regions!(probe!III,!Figure!4.4)!and!much!noisier!peaks!within!the!coding!regions!(probe!VII,!Figure!4.4).!! !!
Figure 4.2: Nucleosome positions along an average Dictyostelium gene.The nucleosome map of the eftud1 gene in growing Ax2 cells. The gene model is represented by black rectangles, which represent exons. Peaks represent average nucleosome positions in the population. Ovals also represent nucleosomes.
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5’ 3’ 
eftud1
Figure 4.3: Nucleosome positioning data is highly repeatable 
A. Nucleosome positions along the eftud1 gene and B. Cumulative frequency distribution graph comparing nucleosome positions around ATG start sites of 12,750 genes in two independent repeats of nucleosome positions in growing Ax2 cells.
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4.4!!Nucleosomes!are!positioned!around!the!start!of!genes!!To!get!a!genomeEwide!view!of!particular!features!the!dyad!frequencies!surrounding!a!feature!can!be!summed!and!normalised!to!get!a!cumulative!frequency!distribution!(CFD)!graph,!a!description!of!the!chromatin!structure!around!the!feature!of!interest.!Transcriptional!start!sites!(TSS)!are!not!universally!annotated!in!Dictyostelium!and!the!majority!of!Dictyostelium!5’!UTRs!(untranslated!regions)!are!very!short!(<50bp),!hence!the!ATG!serves!as!a!common,!close!indicator!for!the!TSS.!Others!have!also!used!this!approach!when!5’!UTR!information!is!not!available!(Westenberger!et,al.,!2009,!Valouev!et,al.,!2008).!When!genes!are!aligned!to!the!ATG!start!site!of!all!12,750!proteinEcoding!genes!(Figure!4.5),!it!is!clear!that!a!large!proportion!of!Dictyostelium!genes!have!organised!nucleosomes!relative!to!the!5’!end!of!genes.!A!prominent!+1!nucleosome!is!observed!with!a!following!3–4!wellEphased!nucleosome!peaks!with!an!average!repeat!length!of!165bp.!This!observation!is!in!line!with!data!generated!by!an!independent!approach!(Chang!et,al.,!2012)!showing!a!repeat!length!of!162bp!for!vegetative!Dictyostelium,cells.!The!phasing!of!nucleosomes!around!the!start!site!is!evident!in!a!variety!of!species!(Albert!et,al.,!2007,!Lantermann!et,al.,!2010,!Schones!et,al.,!2008,!Mavrich!et,al.,!2008).!With!an!average!repeat!length!between!dyad!centres!of!165bp,!and!the!nucleosome!core!containing!~147bp,!this!assumes!an!average!linker!DNA!length!of!~18bp.!Though!Chang!et,al.!(2012)!suggested!nucleosomes!are!arranged!in!diEnucleosomes,!this!was!not!observed!in!the!present!study.!Notably,!a!nucleosomeEfree!region!and!limited!nucleosome!phasing!relative!to!the!stop!codon!
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(TAA/TAG/TGA)!was!observed!(Figure!4.5)!as!in!other!organisms!(Shivaswamy!
et,al.,!2008,!Mavrich!et,al.,!2008).!!Utilising!a!clustering!and!heatmap!approach!to!display!nucleosomeEpositioning!data,!each!gene!is!represented!and!genes!are!clustered!based!on!their!overall!pattern.!By!kEmeans!clustering,!five!distinct!nucleosome!patterns!were!observed!(Figure!4.6),!which!when!combined!produce!the!one!pattern!observed!in!the!CFD!graph!(Figure!4.5).!Each!cluster!had!the!same!repeat!length!of!~165bp.!Whether!or!not!the!different!clusters!encoded!functional!differences!was!explored.!Gene!expression!within!the!clusters!was!found!not!to!be!different!between!clusters!(Figure!4.6).!Clusters!2,!3!and!5!were!found!to!have!more!introns!close!to!the!5’!end!than!other!classes!(Figure!4.6).!Of!the!genes!with!introns!in!cluster!2,!79%!had!their!first!intron!within!the!first!300bp!of!the!gene,!well!above!the!average!of!65%!genome!wide.!The!presence!of!these!early!introns!may!disrupt!the!nucleosome!pattern!as!introns!are!very!short!(mean!146bp)!and!AT!rich!(88%)!in!Dictyostelium.!Being!unable!to!position!nucleosomes!within!an!intron!may!contribute!to!the!alternative!nucleosome!pattern!observed!in!cluster!2.!Introns!have!been!shown!to!be!nucleosome!depleted!in!other!organisms,!and!nucleosome!positioning!is!thought!to!be!involved!in!regulation!of!splicing!(Andersson!et,al.,!2009,!Schwartz!et,al.,!2009,!Tilgner!et,al.,!2009).!
!As!in!other!organisms!from!the!CFD!graph!of!all!genes!(Figure!4.5)!the!+1!nucleosome!is!well!positioned!and!with!each!subsequent!nucleosome!phasing!tends!to!diminish!(Shivaswamy!et,al.,!2008,!Mavrich!et,al.,!2008,!Lantermann!et,
al.,!2010).!There!are!two!reasons!why!the!nucleosome!phasing!tends!to!diminish.!
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The!first!is!that!the!+1!nucleosome!is!thought!to!be!the!most!important!and!rigidly!positioned!and!the!other!nucleosomes!are!thought!to!be!phased!relative!to!the!+1!nucleosome!(Hughes!et,al.,!2012).!The!second!reason!is!that!genes!are!variable!in!length,!so!the!shorter!genes!have!a!shorter!stretch!of!phased!nucleosomes!past!their!ATG!than!the!longer!genes!(Figure!4.7)!because!nucleosomes!in!intergenic!regions!are!less!well!positioned!(Figure!4.5).!!!
Figure 4.5: Nucleosomes are globally organised in DictyosteliumCumulative frequency distribution graph for nucleosome dyads around the A. ATG start site and B. Stop site of 12,750 protein-coding genes in Ax2 growing cells. 
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4.5!!Promoter!regions!of!Dictyostelium!genes!are!nucleosome!depleted!!Phasing!relative!to!the!+1!nucleosome!extends!to!around!five!nucleosomes!3’!into!the!gene.!However!prominent!nucleosome!phasing!is!generally!limited!to!coding!regions!(Figure!4.5).!Outside!the!coding!region,!the!intergenic!regions!showed!limited!nucleosome!phasing.!Looking!at!nucleotide!base!content!surrounding!start!sites!and!stop!sites!of!genes,!GC!content!is!constant!in!the!gene!body.!Sharp!drops!(~15%)!in!GC!content!are!observed!moving!into!intergenic!regions!(Figure!4.8).!Overall!intergenic!regions!are!highly!AT!rich!(85%).!Large!stretches!of!AT!can!reduce!the!efficiency!of!both!sequencing!these!regions!and!the!mappability!due!to!their!low!complexity!(Dohm!et,al.,!2008).!To!assess!the!impact!of!sequencing!efficiency!and!mappability!in!Dictyostelium,!naked!DNA!(purified,!histoneEfree!DNA)!was!sonicated!and!sequenced!identically!to!previous!MNase!digested!DNA.!The!CFD!graph!from!the!sonicated!DNA!(Figure!4.9)!also!displays!low!read!numbers!upstream!of!the!ATG.!If!all!regions!of!the!genome!were!equally!mappable!and!sequenced!with!equal!efficiency!an!even!line!would!be!present.!Its!absence!suggests!that!the!reason!for!the!lack!of!obvious!nucleosomes!upstream!of!ATG!may!indeed!be!due!to!problems!with!AT!content.!!!Micrococcal!nuclease!also!has!a!preference!for!cutting!AT!diEnucleotides!(Chung!
et,al.,!2010).!With!the!Dictyostelium!genome!being!highly!AT!rich,!it!was!important!to!demonstrate!the!nucleosome!peaks!observed!were!due!to!the!presence!of!nucleosomes!protecting!DNA!rather!than!an!artifact!of!MNase!sequence!preference!or!sequencing!approach.!Naked!DNA!was!digested!with!MNase!and!sequenced!identically!to!the!MNase!digestion!of!chromatin.!The!
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nucleosome!repeat!pattern!observed!in!Ax2!MNase!digest!(Figure!4.5)!was!absent!in!the!MNase!control!(Figure!4.9)!demonstrating!nucleosome!patterns!observed!are!not!artifacts!of!the!method!or!the!underlying!DNA!sequence.!Again!in!the!MNase!naked!DNA!control!there!was!little!read/‘dyad’!frequency!upstream!of!the!ATG!in!the!presumed!promoter!region.!However,!normalising!dyad!frequencies!from!nucleosomal!sequence!reads!against!the!MNaseEdigested!naked!DNA!control!(Figure!4.9)!reveals!limited!nucleosome!phasing!in!the!5’!promoter!regions!of!genes,!with!E1!and!E2!nucleosome!peaks!(Figure!4.9).!This!demonstrates!that!when!nucleosomes!are!present!in!promoters!they!are!phased.!The!E1!and!+1!nucleosome!dyads!are!separated!by!~300bp,!an!apparent!nucleosomal!free/depleted!region!(NFR).!Similar!nucleosomeEdepleted!promoter!regions!have!been!observed!prominently!in!S.cerevisiae,(Lee!et,al.,!2007)!and!to!some!extent!in!D.melanogaster!(Mavrich!et,al.,!2008).!
,
Dictyostelium!has!a!median!intergenic!distance!of!737bp,!which!is!relatively!large!when!compared!to!442bp!in!S.pombe!and!336bp!in!S.cerevisiae,(Lantermann!et,
al.,!2010).!In!an!alignment!of!subsets!of!Dictyostelium!genes!with!medians!of!442bp!and!336bp!more!nucleosome!structure!upstream!of!the!ATG!start!site!is!observed!(Figure!4.10).!This!suggests!that!S.cerevisiae!has!such!wellEstructured!regions!5’!of!the!NFR!at!least!partly!due!to!the!proximity!of!the!next!upstream!gene.!!
Figure 4.8: ATGC content in DictyosteliumCFD graph showing ATGC content relative to A. ATG start site and B. stop site. A, T, G and C content was calculated for a 15bin window, from -1200 to +1200 relative to the feature. 131
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Figure 4.9: Controls for nucleosome mapping
A. CFD graph of Ax2 nucleosomes (black) around the ATG start site and ‘nucleosome’ dyads derived from sonicated naked DNA (green) sequenced identically to MNase digested chromatin. B. CFD graph of Ax2 nucleosomes (black) around the ATG start site and from ‘nucleosome’ dyads derived from naked DNA digested with MNase (blue) sequenced identically to MNase digested chromatin. C. CFD graph from nucleosome dyads from Ax2 growing cells normalised to dyads from MNase digested naked DNA from B.
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Figure 4.10: Intergenic length in DictyosteliumCFD graph for nucleosome dyads around the ATG start site with subsets of the Dictyostelium genome with median intergenic distances of 737bp, 442bp and 336bp.
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4.6!!Relationship!between!nucleosome!positioning!and!gene!expression!!To! begin! to! understand! nucleosome! structure! and! gene! expression,!transcriptional! activity! was! compared! to! nucleosome! structure,! correlating!levels!of!accumulated!mRNA!from!RNAEseq!data!to!nucleosomal!maps!generated!from!the!same!cells.!Genes!were!ranked!by!expression!level!(FPKM)!in!a!heatmap!from!most! highly! expressed! to! zero! expression! (Figure! 4.11).! Genes!were! also!split! into! five!groups!and!CFD!graphs!produced! for!each!quintile! (Figure!4.11).!The! most! highly! expressed! (top! quintile)! gene! class! exhibited! the! most!prominent!nucleosome!peak!heights!with!a!well!defined!+1!nucleosome,!whereas!the!gene!class!with!very! low!or!no!detectable!(bottom!quintile)!expression!had!less! defined! peakEheight! reads! and! a! weaker! +1! nucleosome.! Similar!transcriptional/chromatin! linkages! have! been! described! in! other! organisms!(Lantermann!et,al.,!2010,!Teves!and!Henikoff,!2011).!All! the!expression!classes!had! similarly! spaced! nucleosomal! repeat! lengths! of! ~165bp.! This! increased!nucleosome! pattern! in! expressed! genes! against! unexpressed! genes! suggests!during! gene! expression! nucleosomes! are! required! to! be! well! positioned! and!although!nucleosomes!are!present!on!unexpressed!genes!their!exact!positioning!relative!to!the!start!of!the!gene!is!unimportant.!!!
Figure 4.11: Highly expressed genes have a stronger nucleosome phasing 
than unexpressed genes
A. Genes were sorted by their expression level (FPKM) as determined by RNA-seq on growing Ax2 cells and nucleosome positions displayed in a heatmap format. B. Sorted genes from A. were divided into quintiles. A CFD graph for each quintile is shown. C. Box plot showing the range of log2 FPKM values in each quintile in B. 135
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4.7!!Nucleosome!changes!during!development!
!Chromatin!is!important!for!regulation!of!gene!expression.!Further!to!mapping!nucleosome!positions!in!growing!cells!nucleosomes!were!mapped!at!the!loose!mound!stage!(Figure!4.12).!From!growing!cells!to!looseEmound!stage,!greater!than!60%!of!all!genes!change!expression!by!>2!fold!(Figure!4.13).!Globally!nucleosome!patterns!at!the!start!and!end!of!genes!are!similar!to!that!of!growing!cells!(Figure!4.12).!Although!there!was!a!small!increase!in!repeat!length!from!165bp!in!growing!cells!to!169bp!in!loose!mound!cells,!similar!to!previous!observation!in!Dictyostelium!(Chang!et,al.,!2012).!Although!nucleosome!differences!are!observed!in!nucleosome!structure!at!individual!genes,!little!change!in!nucleosome!structure!is!observed!in!genes!that!have!>2Efold!change!in!gene!expression!(Figure!4.13).!!
Figure 4.12: Nucleosome positions at loose-mound stage of developmentCFD graph comparing nucleosome positions in growing cells and loose-mound stage cells in relation to A. ATG start site and B. translational stop site.
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Figure 4.13: Changes in gene expression through development have little affect 
on nucleosome structure
A. Scatter plot of log2 FPKM expression values calculated for growing Ax2 cells against loose mound stage (10 hours post starvation) cells. Black points are genes with identical expression values between the two cell lines, <2-fold change or p>0.05. 
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4.8!!Discussion:!Nucleosomes!are!positioned!in!Dictyostelium!!Utilising!modern!nucleosome!mapping!techniques,!I!was!able!to!recapitulate!early!work!on!the!ribosomal!(rDNA)!palindrome!(Ness!et,al.,!1983)!and!observed!many!comparable!findings!to!Chang!et,al.!(2012)!using!a!different!sequencing!approach!demonstrating!the!utility!and!reproducibility!of!these!highEthroughput!approaches!to!mapping!nucleosomes.!Nucleosome!mapping!was!also!highly!reproducible!across!the!two!experimental!replicates.!!Nucleosomes!are!well!phased!relative!to!the!start!of!genes.!Such!phasing!has!been!observed!in!most!eukaryotic!organisms!that!have!been!studied!(Albert!et,
al.,!2007,!Lantermann!et,al.,!2010,!Schones!et,al.,!2008,!Mavrich!et,al.,!2008,!Li!et,
al.,!2011,!Field!et,al.,!2009)!and!recently!in!archaea!(Ammar!et,al.,!2012).!Normalising!nucleosome!dyads!to!‘dyads’!from!a!naked!DNA!MNase!control!revealed!a!classic!nucleosomeEfree!region!and!upstream!nucleosomes!as!observed!in!other!species!(Lee!et,al.,!2007,!Mavrich!et,al.,!2008).!When!genes!were!grouped!by!gene!expression,!highly!expressed!gene!classes!displayed!better!nucleosome!phasing!and!a!more!prominent!+1!nucleosome!than!genes!that!were!not!expressed,!although!repeat!length!was!invariable.!This!linkage!of!nucleosome!structure!and!gene!expression!has!been!observed!in!other!organisms!(Lantermann!et,al.,!2010,!Teves!and!Henikoff,!2011).!Although!perhaps!counterintuitive,!the!data!suggests!the!most!actively!transcribed!genes!generally!are!better!phased!than!untranscribed!genes!despite!the!polymerase!passing!over!the!gene.!The!question:!is!the!nucleosome!phasing!at!transcribed!genes!a!consequence!of!transcription!or!a!requirement?!There!have!been!
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suggestions!that!transcription!is!required!to!place!the!+1!nucleosome!and!that!the!other!nucleosomes!position!themselves!relative!to!that!(Hughes!et,al.,!2012)!although!nucleosome!arrays!have!been!reconstituted!in!vitro!with!whole!cell!extract!and!ATP!in!the!absence!of!transcription!(Zhang!et,al.,!2011).!!Growing!cells!have!an!average!repeat!length!between!dyad!centres!of!165bp,!with!the!nucleosome!core!being!~147bp.!This!therefore!assumes!an!average!linker!DNA!length!of!~18bp.!This!repeat!length!increases!to!169bp!in!10Ehour!developed!cells,!with!an!assumed!average!linker!length!of!22bp.!It!is!as!yet!unclear!why!the!linker!length!increases!during!development.!The!repeat!length!has!been!shown!to!vary!widely!between!different!organisms!(Felsenfeld!and!Groudine,!2003),!and!even!in!different!tissues!of!the!same!organism!(Valouev!et,
al.,!2011).!!!Work!of!others!using!salt!gradient!dialysis!to!reconstitute!nucleosome!positions!in!vitro!showed!nucleosome!positions!are!not!due!to!intrinsic!properties!encoded!by!the!DNA!sequence!(although!NFRs!are!to!some!extent!formed).!Whole!cell!extract!and!ATP!were!required!to!recapitulate!much!of!the!nucleosome!pattern!(Zhang!et,al.,!2011).!In!fact,!recent!work!(Hughes!et,al.,!2012)!demonstrated!in!vivo!that!repeat!length!is!dependent!on!speciesEspecific!cellular!factors!(remodellers,!etc.).!By!inserting!a!yeast!artificial!chromosome!(YAC)!of!Kluyveromyces,lactis,DNA!into!S.cerevisiae,!nucleosomes!on!the!YAC!adopted!the!S.cerevisiae!repeat!length!(~165bp)!rather!than!the!K.lactis!repeat!length!(~178bp)!(Heus!et,al.,!1993).!!!
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Hence,!the!increase!in!repeat!length!in!Dictyostelium,cells!as!they!progress!though!development!must!be!linked!to!changes!in!chromatin!remodellers,!linker!histones!or!other!chromatin!binding!factors!in!the!nucleus.!In!the!previous!chapter!Chd!proteins!were!identified!as!being!developmentally!regulated!and!developmental!regulators!of!gene!expression.!In!the!next!chapter!developmental!regulation!of!nucleosome!positioning!by!one!chromatin!remodeller!will!be!investigated.!
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Chapter!5:!!GenomeEwide!nucleosome!alterations!in!
chdCEnull!
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5.1!!Introduction!
!Previous!chapters!demonstrated!Chd!proteins!regulate!distinct!stages!of!development!in!Dictyostelium!and!are!required!for!the!expression!of!large!and!separate!subsets!of!genes!in!both!growing!and!developed!cells.!I!then!developed!a!technique!to!map!nucleosome!positions!on!a!global!scale,!showing!that!nucleosomes!were!well!organised!in!Dictyostelium.!Growing!cells!had!a!165bp!nucleosome!repeat!length!that!increased!at!loose!mound!stage!to!169bp.!!Work!from!others!has!demonstrated!a!role!for!CHD1!in!replacement!and!stabilisation!of!nucleosomes!after!transcription!preventing!cryptic!transcription!during!elongation!(RadmanELivaja!et,al.,!2012,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012).!A!ChIPEseq!experiment!in!S.cerevisiae,found!Chd1!binding!to!NFR!and!gene!bodies.!There!was!no!relationship!with!steadyEstate!gene!expression!levels!but!there!was!a!positive!correlation!of!binding!with!histone!turnover!and!transcription!rate!(Zentner!et,al.,!2013).!!!Much!work!has!focused!on!CHD1!due!to!its!ubiquitous!presence!in!eukaryotes.!Here!the!nucleosome!remodelling!properties!of!ChdC,!a!member!of!the!third!subfamily!of!CHD!proteins,!a!family!absent!from!fungi,!is!investigated.!When!knocked!out!it!caused!wideEranging!phenotypic!effects!and!gene!expression!changes!(Chapter!3).!ChdC!has!closest!homology!to!CHD7.!Mutations!in!CHD7!cause!CHARGE!syndrome,!a!severe!developmental!disorder!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004).!CHD7!has!been!shown!in!vitro!to!have!nucleosome!sliding!activity!that!requires!external!DNA!outside!of!the!nucleosome,!suggestive!of!a!nucleosome!spacing!role!
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(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!ChdC’s!role!in!nucleosome!positioning!was!investigated!using!the!global!nucleosome!mapping!method!demonstrated!in!the!previous!chapter!in!both!growing!and!developed!cells.!!Presented!in!this!chapter!is!to!my!knowledge!the!first!investigation!into!the!nucleosome!remodelling!activity!of!a!CHD!subfamily!III!member!in!vivo!using!a!global!nucleosome!mapping!method.!
!
5.2!!Mapping!nucleosomes!in!chdC@null!
!Nucleosomes!were!mapped!in!chdCEnull!cells!in!both!growing!cells!and!loose!moundEstage!cells.!To!mitigate!any!differences!in!nucleosome!structure!due!to!the!developmental!delay!in,chdCEnulls,!cells!were!morphologically!matched!10!hours!postEstarvation!in!Ax2!cells!and!12!hours!in!chdCEnull!cells.!Chromatin!was!digested,!sequenced!and!plotted!identically!to!Ax2!in!Chapter!4.!There!was!no!difference!in!the!nucleosome!ladder!produced!from!digesting!chromatin!from!Ax2!and!chdCEnulls,!demonstrating!globally!nucleosomes!are!still!present!(Figure!5.1).!Having!sequenced!and!mapped!all!of!the!genome!in!both!Ax2!and!chdCEnull!cells,!the!data!could!be!used!to!demonstrate!the!absence!of!the!region!previously!targeted!to!produce!a!knockout!mutant!for!the!chdC!gene!(Figure!5.2).!!
!
Figure 5.1: Micrococcal nuclease ladders in Ax2 and chdC-null cellsMicrococcal nuclease digestions from Ax2 and chdC-null cells produce identical nucleosome ladders. L - ladder. N -naked DNA digest.
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Figure 5.2: Sequencing demonstrates loss of 1kb region in chdC gene.Nucleosome dyads across the chdC locus, in chdC-null cells reads originating from the region knocked out are absent.
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5.3!!Global!nucleosome!patterns!in!chdC@null!are!similar!to!Ax2!!Only!modest!differences!in!overall!nucleosome!organisation!were!observed!in!
chdCEnull!cells!when!all!12,750!genes!were!aligned!to!the!ATG!start!site!and!stop!site!(Figure!5.3)!in!both!growing!and!loose!mound!stage!cells.!Nonetheless,!there!were!small,!reproducible!differences!in!the!phasing!of!the!averaged!global!nucleosome!positions!at!the!start!of!genes!within!the!coding!regions.!
!
5.4!!A!subset!of!genes!have!altered!nucleosome!structure!in!chdC@nulls!!To!identify!potential!nucleosomal!modelling!changes!in!specific!loci!that!resulted!from!the!loss!of!ChdC,!a!custom!algorithm!was!used!to!interrogate!nucleosome!position!differences!in!both!growing!and!loose!mound!stage!cells.!A!threshold!of!≥3!nucleosome!position!differences!between!Ax2!and!chdCEnulls!that!occur!within!1Kb!of!the!ATG!start!site!was!selected,!as!nucleosome!differences!appeared!to!be!limited!to!the!5’!end!rather!than!the!3’!end!of!genes!(Figure!5.3).!This!stringent!threshold!was!set!to!reduce!false!positive!nucleosome!differences!caused!by!noise.!Using!this!threshold!a!conservative!estimate!of!the!number!of!differentially!remodelled!genes!was!calculated.!!Using!these!criteria,!1,685!genes!in!growing!cells!were!identified!as!reproducibly!differentially!organised,!in!the!biological!and!technical!replicates,!between!Ax2!and!chdCEnull!cells.!These!genes!correspond!to!~13%!of!the!total!number!of!genes.!When!this!subset!of!genes!was!aligned!to!the!ATG!start!site!and!visualised!using!a!CFD!graph!(Figure!5.4A),!a!bigger!difference!than!all!genes!(Figure!5.3)!
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was!observed.!A!larger!difference!was!observed!when!genes!were!aligned!based!on!the!midEpoint!of!the!+1!nucleosome!of!each!gene!in!Ax2!cells!(Figure!5.4B).!Nucleosomes!in!this!subset!of!genes!remain!well!phased!in!the!chdCEnull!although!the!distance!between!nucleosome!peaks!increases!from!165bp!in!Ax2!cells!to!180bp!in!chdCEnulls.!This!results!in!a!progressive!shift!in!nucleosome!positions!for!each!nucleosome.!Comparison!to!the!genes!that!were!below!the!threshold!for!remodelling,!i.e.!not!altered!in!chdCEnull,!demonstrates!a!clear!difference!(Figure!5.4C).!Using!the!same!analysis!method!with!loose!moundEstage!nucleosomes,!1,964!genes!were!identified!as!reproducibly!differentially!organised!in!chdCEnull!cells.!An!increase!in!repeat!length!was!again!observed,!on!top!of!the!increased!repeat!length!of!Ax2!loose!moundEstage!nucleosomes!(Figure!5.4A!and!B).!!!When!the!genes!with!altered!nucleosome!structure!in!growing!cells!were!compared!with!those!from!loose!moundEstage!cells,!a!small!but!significant!overlap!of!578!genes!was!observed!(p<2.2x10E16,!hypergeometric!test).!Although!some!genes!have!altered!nucleosome!organisation,!there!is!clearly!a!large!number!of!genes!that!are!altered!in!only!one!stage!of!development.!Chromatin!from!these!subsets!of!genes!(altered!in!growth;!altered!in!loose!mound;!altered!in!growth!and!loose!mound)!were!plotted!in!CFD!graphs!using!nucleosomes!from!both!growing!and!loose!moundEstage!cells,!this!clearly!demonstrated!that!ChdC!is!spacing!nucleosomes!in!different!subsets!of!genes!throughout!development!(Figure!5.5).!This!ChdCEdependent!chromatin!remodelling!was!found!not!to!be!enriched!on!specific!chromosomes!(Figure!5.6).!
Figure 5.3: Nucleosome patterns are globally similar in chdC-nulls.Cumulative frequency distribution graph for nucleosome dyads in Ax2 (black) and chdC-null (red) cells around the A. ATG start site and B. translation stop site of 12,750 protein-coding genes in growing cells. Cumulative frequency distribution graph for nucleosome dyads around the C. ATG start site and D. translation stop site of 12,750 protein-coding genes in loose-mound-stage cells. 
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Figure!5.5:!ChdC!control!of!nucleosome!structure!is!developmentally!
regulated!A!Venn!diagram!displaying!the!overlap!of!genes!that!were!identified!as!having!altered!nucleosome!structure!in!growing!and!loose!moundEstage!cells.!Cumulative!frequency!distribution!graphs!comparing!nucleosome!dyads!from!Ax2!(black)!and!chdCEnull!(red)!cells!from!each!subset!of!genes.!Top,!nucleosome!dyads!from!growing!cells.!Bottom,!nucleosome!dyads!from!loose!moundEstage!cells.!The!overlap!is!significant!(p<2.2x10E16).!The!hypergeometric!test!for!significance!was!used.!!
Figure 5.6: Genomic locations of genes with altered nucleosome structure
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5.5!!Genes!with!altered!chromatin!structure!are!enriched!for!gene!
expression!changes!
!Since!aberrant!chromatin!remodelling!and!therefore!misplaced!nucleosomes!may!alter!gene!expression!patterns,!it!was!of!interest!to!determine!if!altered!genes!in!chdCEnulls!exhibited!specific!differences!in!transcription!during!growth!and!development.!To!examine!this,!comparative!highEthroughput!transcriptome!sequencing!(RNAEseq)!of!growth!and!loose!moundEstage!cells!from!Ax2!and!
chdCEnull!strains!from!Chapter!3!was!used.!To!investigate!the!relationship!between!chromatin!organisation!and!gene!expression!in!the!absence!of!ChdC,!genes!that!had!altered!nucleosome!structure!and!were!misexpressed!(≥2!fold,!p≤0.05)!in!chdCEnulls!were!compared!(Figure!5.7).!In!growing!cells,!the!~80%!of!misregulated!genes!did!not!have!altered!nucleosome!structure,!and!similarly!~80%!of!genes!with!altered!nucleosome!structure!are!not!misregulated.!Although!altered!chromatin!organisation!is!not!a!definitive!predictor!of!altered!gene!expression,!there!is!a!highly!statistically!significant!correlation!with!both!upregulated!and!downregulated!genes!(Figure!5.7).!A!similar!relationship!was!observed!at!the!loose!mound!stage,!although!only!genes!that!were!upregulated!were!enriched!for!altered!chromatin!organisation!(Figure!5.7).!Gene!expression!changes!at!this!stage!are!complicated!by!developmentally!dependent!gene!expression!changes.!Misregulated!genes!that!don’t!display!altered!chromatin!organisation!might!be!explained!by!secondary!gene!expression!changes.!However,!there!were!also!a!substantial!number!of!genes!with!altered!chromatin!organisation!without!changes!in!gene!expression.!!!
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To!ensure!cumulative!changes!in!repeat!length!observed!are!representative!of!individual!genes,!individual!genes!were!studied.!Previously,!the!inositol!synthesis!gene!ino1!that!is!upregulated!at!mound!stage!was!shown!by!chromatin!immunoprecipitation!(ChIP)!to!be!bound!by!ChdC!(Rogers,!2010).!Encouragingly,!
ino1!was!in!the!subset!of!genes!at!loose!mound!stage!with!altered!chromatin!structure!and!nucleosome!shifting!was!observed!(Figure!5.8),!although!shifting!was!also!observed!in!genes!with!no!expression!changes!and!no!expression!(Figure!5.8).!These!results!indicate!that!extended!nucleosome!spacing!due!to!loss!of!ChdC!can!impact!gene!regulation,!although!increased!nucleosome!spacing!is!not!sufficient!to!alter!expression!and!may!not!require!transcription.!!
Figure 5.7: Correlation of altered nucleosome structure and gene 
expression changesVenn diagram representation of the overlap between genes that are remodelled in chdC-nulls and genes that are upregulated and downregulated relative to Ax2 cells. A. Growing cells. B. Loose mound-stage cells. Hypergeometric test for 
ϐǤ
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Figure 5.8: Increased nucleosome spacing is observed in individual genes
A. Genome browser trace of nucleosome dyad frequency from both Ax2 and 
chdC-null cells at loose mound stage around in the ino1 gene, which is upregulated in chdC-null cells. B. Genome browser trace of nucleosome dyad frequency from both Ax2 and chdC-null cells in growing cells around the 
DDB_G0283723 gene, which is not expressed in either Ax2 or chdC-nulls. 
chdC-null trace is plotted as a mirror image for comparison with Ax2. Arrows on gene bodies indicate direction of transcription. Red arrows indicate the direction a nucleosome has moved.
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5.6!!Remodelling!in!normal!development!
!During!the!course!of!normal!wild!type!(Ax2)!development!large!changes!in!gene!expression!are!observed!as!cells!switch!from!vegetative!growth!to!differentiation!stages!(Figure!4.13).!Repeat!length!was!observed!to!increase!globally!slightly!from!165!to!169!from!growth!to!loose!mound!stage!(Figure!4.12),!and!only!minor!differences!were!observed!in!subsets!of!genes!with!expression!changes.!The!algorithm!used!to!identify!differences!in!chdCEnulls!was!utilised,!and!this!identified!2,856!genes!with!repeatable!different!chromatin!structure!in!loose!moundEstage!cells!compared!to!growing!cells.!Cumulative!representation!of!these!genes!shows!a!flattening!of!all!peaks!and!a!marginal!shift!of!nucleosomes!in!line!with!the!global!changes!in!repeat!length!(Figure!5.9).!Flattening!of!the!peaks!during!development!suggests!genes!are!being!remodelled!but!not!all!in!the!same!directional!manner,!in!contrast!to!chdCEnull,!in!which!peak!heights!are!maintained!and!the!nucleosomes!positioned!at!+2!onwards!shift!further!into!the!gene!(Figure!5.4).!!!
Figure 5.9: Normal chromatin remodelling from growing to developed cells Cumulative frequency distribution graphs comparing nucleosome dyads from Ax2 cells during growth (black) and loose mound stage (red). A. All genes 
ϐǤB.ʹǡͺͷ͸ϐremodelled at the loose mound stage relative to growing cells.
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5.7!!Discussion:!ChdC!is!a!developmental!regulator!of!nucleosome!repeat!
length!in!a!subset!of!genes!!This!chapter!described!how!nucleosome!positions!were!mapped!globally!in!
Dictyostelium!cells!that!lack!a!CHD!subfamily!III!member,!ChdC,!a!homologue!of!human!CHD7,!which!is!mutated!in!CHARGE!syndrome!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004).!This!work!demonstrates!that!in!the!absence!of!ChdC!a!subset!of!genes!display!an!increased!nucleosome!repeat!length,!on!average!15bp!greater!than!Ax2.!Two!separate!but!overlapping!groups!(~15%!of!the!genome!each)!display!increased!repeat!lengths!only!in!growing!and!loose!mound!stage.!ChdC!as!well!as!being!developmentally!regulated!itself!(Figure!3.2)!appears!to!be!regulating!nucleosome!repeat!length!in!a!developmentally!regulated!way,!responsible!for!maintaining!‘normal’!(165/169bp)!repeat!length!in!a!subset!of!genes.!To!determine!if!the!action!of!ChdC!was!restricted!to!distinct!regions!of!the!genome,!the!possibility!of!chromosomal!enrichment!of!genes!with!altered!nucleosomes!was!studied.!However,!ChdCEdependent!remodelling!was!found!not!to!be!enriched!on!specific!chromosomes,!although!the!possibility!these!genes!come!together!in!3D!space!within!the!nucleus!cannot!be!excluded.!!Genes!that!are!misexpressed!in!chdCEnull!were!enriched!for!altered!nucleosome!structure,!and!satisfyingly!the!ino1!gene,!which!was!previously!shown!to!be!bound!by!ChdC!by!ChIP!and!is!upregulated!in!the!mound!stage,!was!in!this!subset!of!genes!with!increased!nucleosome!repeat!length.!Although!~80%!of!genes!that!were!misexpressed!had!normal!chromatin,!some!of!these!genes!that!were!misexpressed!but!didn’t!display!increased!repeat!length!might!be!explained!by!
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secondary!gene!expression!changes.!For!example,!transcription!factors!stkA!(down),!bzpM!and!bzpJ!(up)!were!misregulated!in!growing!cells,!and!srfV,!cinB,!
cinC!(up)!and!rblA!(down)!were!misregulated!in!loose!moundEstage!cells.!Alterations!in!steady!state!levels!of!transcription!factors!will!lead!to!further!gene!expression!changes,!although!~80%!of!the!genes!that!had!nucleosome!repeat!length!changes!had!no!accompanying!change!in!gene!expression.!Therefore,!loss!of!normal!nucleosome!repeat!can!result!in!expression!changes!but!on!its!own!is!not!sufficient.!!!This!is!the!first!study!that!has!investigated!the!in!vivo!genomeEwide!role!of!a!CHD!subfamily!III!member.!The!data!here!fits!with!evidence!showing!human!CHD7!can!slide!nucleosomes!in!vitro!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!The!nucleosomeEsliding!activity!of!CHD7!requires!external!DNA!outside!of!the!nucleosome!core.!It!has!been!proposed,!but!not!demonstrated,!that!CHD7!might!have!a!nucleosome!spacing!role!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!!A!wealth!of!evidence!implicates!CHD1!in!the!elongation!complex!(Stokes!et,al.,!1996,!Simic!et,al.,!2003,!McDaniel!et,al.,!2008)!and!studies!have!found!it!to!be!important!in!the!formation!of!the!nucleosomal!arrays!past!the!+1!nucleosome!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011),!replacement!and!stabilisation!of!nucleosomes!after!transcription!preventing!cryptic!transcription!(RadmanELivaja!et,al.,!2012,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012).!As!in!this!study,!alterations!in!nucleosome!structure!do!not!correlate!well!with!gene!expression!changes!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011),!although!Zentner!et,al.!(2013)!did!find!a!positive!correlation!of!CHD1!binding!(determined!
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by!ChIPEseq)!with!histone!turnover!and!transcription!rate,!suggesting!the!high!histone!turnover!is!a!consequence!of!transcriptional!elongation.!!!It!might!be!presumed!that!all!CHD!proteins!work!in!the!same!way!to!CHD1,!traversing!with!the!elongation!machinery!involved!in!replacing!nucleosomes!after!the!polymerase!has!passed!through.!It!appears!ChdC!may!act!differently!as!nucleosomes!are!still!present!in!the!absence!of!ChdC.!The!data!suggests!ChdC!may!be!involved!in!spacing!nucleosomes!in!a!subset!of!genes!rather!than!replacing!nucleosomes.!Increased!nucleosome!spacing!was!also!observed!in!genes!that!were!not!expressed!in!either!wild!type!or!mutant!cells,!suggesting!this!mechanism!of!nucleosome!spacing!by!ChdC!might!be!independent!of!transcription.!
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Chapter!6:!!Discussion!!
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6.1!!Aims!of!the!project!
!The!aims!of!my!project!were!as!follows:!
• To!produce!knockouts!of!the!complete!family!of!CHD!proteins!and!study!their!roles!in!Dictyostelium!development.!
• To!investigate!the!role!of!the!Chd!family!in!regulating!gene!expression.!
• To!develop!a!novel!method!to!map!nucleosome!positions!globally!in!
Dictyostelium.!
• To!investigate!the!role!of!nucleosome!positioning!and!gene!expression.!
• To!investigate!the!role!of!chromatin!remodellers!in!nucleosome!positioning.!
!
6.2!!The!roles!of!Chd!proteins!in!Dictyostelium!development!!In!this!thesis!I!have!shown!that!the!three!Dictyostelium!Chd!proteins!are!developmentally!regulated.!Chds!are!expressed!in!growth!and!with!different!development!profiles.!I!produced!knockout!cell!lines!for!each!of!the!chd!genes!using!homologous!recombination.!Each!of!the!mutants!displayed!distinct!phenotypes!suggesting!the!Chd!proteins!have!nonEredundant!function.!chdAEnull!displayed!a!delay!entering!development,!a!chemotaxis!defect!and!a!culmination!defect,!persisting!in!the!migratory!slug!stage!for!an!extended!period!of!time.!
chdBEnull!cells!displayed!a!heterochrony!phenotype,!entering!and!finishing!development!~3E4!hours!later!than!wild!type.!chdCEnull!displayed!the!most!severe!phenotype!with!multiple!defects.!chdCEnull!cells!grow!poorly!with!a!cell!cycle!double!the!length!of!Ax2!cells.!chdCEnulls!chemotax!towards!cAMP!and!
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enter!development!slightly!late.!During!aggregation,!chdCEnulls!fail!to!form!clear!streams!and!produce!large!mounds,!which!arrest!and!never!proceed!to!the!fruiting!body!stage.!Other!work!showed!chdCEnulls!to!have!a!reduced!efficiency!in!differentiating!into!stalk!and!spore!cells!(Platt!et,al.,!2013).!!!ChdC!is!a!subfamily!III!chromatin!remodeller!with!homology!to!human!CHD7.!CHD7!is!mutated!in!60–80%!of!patients!diagnosed!with!CHARGE!syndrome,!a!severe!developmental!disorder!(Lalani!et,al.,!2006,!Janssen!et,al.,!2012).!Many!characteristics!of!the!syndrome!have!been!recapitulated!in!CHD7+/E!mice!(Hurd!
et,al.,!2007,!Bosman!et,al.,!2005),!Xenopus!(Bajpai!et,al.,!2010)!and!zebrafish!(Patten!et,al.,!2012),!with!CHD7E/E!animals!being!embryonic!lethal.!CHD7!was!shown!to!be!important!for!neural!crest!cell!formation!and!migration!in!vitro!(Bajpai!et,al.,!2010).!CHD7!is!critical!for!olfactory!neural!stem!cell!proliferation!and!regeneration!of!olfactory!sensory!neurons!(Layman!et,al.,!2009).!Remarkably,!chdCEnulls!display!strikingly!parallel!phenotypes!to!CHD7!mutants:!aberrant!cell!movement,!defective!differentiation/development!and!slow!proliferation!rates.!Complete!knockouts!and!knockdowns!of!CHD7!are!lethal!in!higher!eukaryotes!(Hurd!et,al.,!2007,!Bajpai!et,al.,!2010).!Without!the!unique!uncoupling!of!growth!and!development!cycles!in!Dictyostelium,!chdCEnulls!would!also!be!lethal!as!they!do!not!produce!fruiting!bodies!or!spore!cells.!In!addition!to!being!a!molecular!and!genetic!model,!chdCEnull!may!also!provide!a!biological!model!for!CHARGE!syndrome!in!Dictyostelium.!!Overall!I!demonstrated!that!Chd!proteins!are!important!regulators!of!development!in!Dictyostelium.!This!is!in!line!with!the!developmental!disorders!
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associated!with!mutations!in!CHD!genes!(Okawa!et,al.,!2008,!Vissers!et,al.,!2004)!and!observations!in!higher!eukaryotes!that!show!that!CHD!proteins!are!essential!for!developmental!programmes!and!that!complete!knockouts!often!result!in!embryonic!lethality!(Marfella!et,al.,!2006,!Khattak!et,al.,!2002,!Hurd!et,al.,!2007).!These!experiments!demonstrate!Dictyostelium!is!a!good!model!to!study!CHD!function!in!a!multicellular!environment.!!
6.3!!The!roles!of!Chd!proteins!in!regulating!gene!expression!!CHD!proteins!are!well!established!as!regulators!of!gene!expression!both!as!activators!and!repressors!(Murawska!and!Brehm,!2011)!and!are!involved!in!various!stages!of!the!transcription!cycle!(McDaniel!et,al.,!2008,!Alen!et,al.,!2002).!Therefore!it!was!a!key!aim!of!the!project!to!begin!to!investigate!the!regulation!that!Chd!proteins!in!Dictysotelium!have!on!gene!expression.!!I!demonstrated!using!highEthroughput!mRNA!sequencing!(RNAEseq)!that!each!Chd,member!regulates!the!expression,!directly!or!indirectly,!of!up!to!15%!of!genes!in!growing!cells!and!30%!in!5Ehour!cAMP!pulsed!cells.!Large!numbers!of!genes!were!both!repressed!and!derepressed!upon!loss!of!Chd!proteins,!suggesting!that!Chd!chromatin!remodellers!have!complex!roles!in!both!activation!and!repression!of!gene!expression.!Interestingly,!I!discovered!that!the!genes!misexpressed!in!each!of!the!chdEnulls!were!distinctly!separate;!few!genes!are!regulated!by!more!than!one!Chd!remodeller,!indicating!that!Chds!display!specificity!for!the!genes!they!regulate.!Remarkably!no!compensation,!at!the!RNA!level,!by!the!other!chd!genes!was!observed!upon!the!loss!of!another!chd!gene.!
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This!is!contrary!to!compensation!observed!between!human!CHD3!and!CHD4!(Williams!et,al.,!2004).!This!evidence!further!reEenforces!the!distinct!roles!of!Chds!in!regulating!different!genes,!as!there!appears!to!be!no!regulatory!system!that!enables!them!to!compensate!for!each!other.!!
chdCEnull!has!decreased!expression!of!nuclear!genes!that!encode!mitochondrial!proteins,!which!may!cause!the!slow!growth!observed!due!to!low!mitochondrial!function!and!therefore!energy!production.!In!chemotactically!competent!cells,!misexpression!of!genes!that!encode!components!of!cAMP!signalling!pathways!was!observed.!In!chdCEnulls,!genes!are!misexpressed!in!all!of!the!signalling!pathways!that!signal!cAMP.!These!signalling!pathways!are!altered!to!a!lesser!extent!in!chdAEnulls.!These!alterations!prove!their!chemotaxis!defects!are!due!to!the!inability!to!signal!the!response!to!cAMP.!Further!fitting!with!their!inability!to!chemotax!towards!cAMP,!almost!all!of!the!genes!that!were!previously!identified!as!being!regulated!by!cAMP!pulses!(Iranfar!et,al.,!2006)!are!downregulated!both!in!chdA,and!chdCEnulls.!!!Despite!presenting!a!minimal!phenotype!chdBEnulls!still!misexpress!12–15%!of!the!genome!at!the!stages!of!development!that!were!tested.!More!phenotypic!effects!may!appear!in!more!specific!conditions!or!assays,!although!GO!term!enrichment!didn’t!suggest!further!possible!phenotypes.!!To!the!best!of!my!knowledge!this!study!is!the!first!time!that!the!gene!specificity!of!an!entire!family!of!CHD!proteins!within!an!organism!has!been!investigated.!The!S.cerevisiae!genome!encodes!only!one!gene,!yet!the!human!and!mouse!
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genomes!contain!nine.!Due!to!the!unknown!function!of!many!of!the!mammalian!CHD!proteins,!the!large!disparity!in!CHD!gene!number!remains!unexplained.!!I!have!demonstrated!that!individual!Chd!proteins!have!both!developmental!and!gene!specificity,!regulating!different!gene!sets!during!development.!This!fits!with!tissueEspecific!expression!of!CHDs!observed!in!other!organisms!(Kim!et,al.,!1999,!Lathrop!et,al.,!2010,!Thompson!et,al.,!2003,!Sanlaville!et,al.,!2006,!Shur!and!Benayahu,!2005).!!!
6.4!!A!global!nucleosome!map!in!Dictyostelium!!I!developed!a!method!to!globally!map!nucleosomes!in!Dictyostelium!(Platt!et,al.,!2013).!The!method!uses!a!combination!of!micrococcal!nuclease!digestion,!an!endonuclease,!and!highEthroughput!sequencing!to!infer!the!positions!of!nucleosomes!(Kent!et,al.,!2010).!Using!this!approach!I!was!able!to!recapitulate!early!work!on!the!ribosomal!(rDNA)!palindrome!(Ness!et,al.,!1983).!The!method!was!highly!reproducible!and!was!confirmed!by!independent!findings!(Chang!et,
al.,!2012)!in!which!a!different!sequencing!approach!was!utilised.!This!demonstrated!the!utility!and!reproducibility!of!using!highEthroughput!methods!to!map!nucleosomes!in!Dictyostelium.!!Using!this!approach!I!demonstrated!that!nucleosomes!in!Dictyostelium,are!globally!positioned!relative!to!the!starts!of!genes,!which!is!akin!to!positioning!in!other!higher!eukaryotes.!Here!the!ATG!start!site!was!used!as!a!proxy!for!the!transcriptional!start!site!(TSS).!A!previous!approach!focused!on!estimated!TSS!from!only!5,468!genes,!which!is!less!than!43%!of!the!genome!(Chang!et,al.,!
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2012).!In!this!study!nucleosomes!were!analysed!for!all!12,750!proteinEcoding!genes,!producing!similar!results,!although!the!diEnucleosome!organisation!within!gene!bodies!that!had!previously!been!suggested!was!not!observed!(Chang!et,al.,!2012).!These!observations!are!consistent!with!the!view!that!Dictyostelium!has!animalElike!chromatin!structure,!placing!its!transcription!start!site!within!the!nucleosomeEfree!region!(Chang!et,al.,!2012),!whereas!transcriptional!start!sites!in!fungi!are!within!the!+1!nucleosome.!!Highly!expressed!gene!classes!display!better!average!nucleosome!phasing!relative!to!the!ATG!and!a!more!prominent!+1!nucleosome!than!genes!that!are!not!expressed,!although!repeat!length!is!invariable.!This!linkage!of!nucleosome!structure!and!gene!expression!has!been!observed!in!other!organisms!(Lantermann!et,al.,!2010,!Teves!and!Henikoff,!2011).!Although!counterintuitive,!the!data!shows!the!most!actively!transcribed!genes!have!more!not!less!phasing,!despite!the!polymerase!passing!over!the!gene.!It!is!thought!that!transcription!is!required!to!position!the!+1!nucleosome!and!the!other!nucleosomes!are!positioned!relative!to!that!as!the!elongation!complex!passes!along!the!gene!and!replaces!the!nucleosomes!after!transcription!(Hughes!et,al.,!2012).!However,!nucleosome!arrays!have!been!reproduced!in!vitro!with!whole!cell!extract!and!ATP!in!the!absence!of!transcription,!also!demonstrating!the!importance!of!ATPEdependent!chromatin!remodellers!in!forming!nucleosome!arrays!(Zhang!et,al.,!2011).!!!!I!determined!growing!cells!have!an!average!repeat!length!between!dyad!centres!of!165bp,!with!the!nucleosome!core!being!~147bp.!This!therefore!assumes!an!
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average!linker!DNA!length!of!~18bp.!This!repeat!length!increases!to!169bp!in!10Ehour!developed!cells,!with!an!assumed!linker!length!of!22bp.!It!is!as!yet!unclear!why!the!linker!length!increases!during!development.!The!repeat!length!has!been!shown!to!vary!widely!between!different!organisms!(Felsenfeld!and!Groudine,!2003)!and!in!different!tissues!of!the!same!organism!(Valouev!et,al.,!2011).!Differences!in!DNA!sequence!between!species!have!the!potential!to!explain!repeat!length!differences,!but!do!not!explain!tissue!specific!changes.!Recent!work!(Hughes!et,al.,!2012)!conclusively!demonstrated!in!vivo!that!repeat!length!is!dependent!on!speciesEspecific!cellular!factors!and!not!DNA!sequence.!By!inserting!a!yeast!artificial!chromosome!(YAC)!of!Kluyveromyces,lactis,DNA!into!
S.cerevisiae,!nucleosomes!on!the!YAC!adopted!the!S.cerevisiae!repeat!length!rather!than!the!K.lactis!repeat!length.!!Although!small,!a!5bp!difference!in!repeat!length!is!predicted!to!have!a!significant!impact!on!chromatin!fibre!folding!(Correll!et,al.,!2012).!The!reason!for!the!increase!in!repeat!length!during!Dictyostelium!development!is!unclear,!though!it!seems!possible!the!increase!is!due!to!changes!in!chromatin!remodellers!and!chromatin!associated!proteins!during!development.!At!the!mound!stage!cells!have!begun!cell!fate!commitment,!becoming!prespore!and!prestalk!cells.!Further!experiments!on!separate!prestalk!and!prespore!populations!will!provide!interesting!insights.!!!!!
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6.5!!ChdC!is!required!to!maintain!normal!nucleosome!spacing!!ChdC!is!a!homologue!of!human!CHD7,!which!is!mutated!in!CHARGE!syndrome!(Vissers!et,al.,!2004).!chdCEnull!presented!the!most!severe!phenotype!of!the!three!chdEnulls!with!parallel!phenotypes!to!CHD7!mutants,!hence!its!selection!for!nucleosome!mapping!genome!wide.!Unlike!Chd1!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011),!there!was!little!genomeEwide!effect!on!nucleosome!positioning!in!chdCEnulls.!I!confirmed!this!using!comparison!of!individual!genes.!Only!~15%!of!genes!are!affected!in!growing!cells.!These!altered!genes!display!an!increased!average!repeat!length!up!15bp!from!165bp!to!180bp.!Further,!another!~15%!of!genes!were!altered!in!loose!moundEstage!cells!with!an!increased!repeat!length,!although!this!was!not!the!same!gene!set.!This!suggested!ChdC!maintains!the!normal!repeat!length!in!a!subset!of!the!genome!in!a!developmentally!regulated!way.!!!Genes!that!are!misexpressed!in!ChdC!were!statistically!enriched!for!nucleosome!repeat!length!changes,!demonstrating!repeat!length!impacts!on!gene!expression.!Although!~80%!of!genes!that!were!misexpressed!had!normal!chromatin!structure.!Clearly!some!of!these!genes!that!were!misexpressed!but!didn’t!display!increased!repeat!length!can!be!explained!by!secondary!gene!expression!changes.!Various!transcription!factors!were!found!to!have!altered!expression,!although!~80%!of!the!genes!that!have!altered!structure!had!no!accompanying!change!in!gene!expression.!Further,!increased!nucleosome!spacing!was!observed!in!genes!that!were!not!expressed!in!either!wild!type!or!mutant!cells!suggesting!this!mechanism!of!nucleosome!spacing!by!ChdC!might!be!independent!of!
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transcription.!Increased!nucleosome!spacing!clearly!impacts!upon!transcription!regulation,!although!it!remains!unclear!how.!There!may!be!involvement!of!a!secondary!factor!at!the!genes!with!expression!changes.!!!ChdC!appears!to!be!regulating!normal!nucleosome!repeat!length!in!a!subset!of!genes!but!why!nucleosomes!revert!to!a!longer!repeat!length!in!the!absence!of!ChdC!remains!unclear.!Is!this!due!to!nucleosomes!moving!to!the!most!thermodynamically!favorable!position?!Or!does!another!chromatin!remodeller!have!an!antagonistic!action!to!ChdC?!Work!in!S.cerevisiae,has!shown!remodellers!may!work!together!to!organise!nucleosome!arrays!by!shifting!nucleosomes!in!opposing!directions!(Yen!et,al.,!2012).!!This!is!the!first!study,!to!my!knowledge,!that!has!investigated!the!in!vivo!genomeEwide!role!of!a!CHD!subfamily!III!member.!The!data!here!for!ChdC!fits!with!evidence!showing!in!vitro!that!the!human!homologue!CHD7!can!slide!nucleosomes!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!CHD7!requires!external!DNA!outside!of!the!nucleosome!core!for!in!vitro!sliding!activity,!which!is!suggestive!of!a!nucleosome!spacing!role!(Bouazoune!and!Kingston,!2012).!The!data!I!have!presented!suggest!ChdC!function!is!different!to!the!described!role!of!Chd1.!Chd1!is!involved!in!the!formation!of!the!nucleosomal!arrays!past!the!+1!nucleosome!(Gkikopoulos!et,al.,!2011).!It!replaces!and!stabilises!nucleosomes!after!transcription!and!prevents!cryptic!transcription!(RadmanELivaja!et,al.,!2012,!Smolle!et,al.,!2012).!ChdC!appears!to!be!acting!on!fewer!genes!than!Chd1.!Whether!or!not!transcription!is!involved,!nucleosomal!arrays!are!still!present!but!
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are!spaced!further!apart.!Hence,!ChdC!doesn’t!appear!to!be!involved!in!replacing!nucleosomes!but!instead!spacing!them.!
!
6.6!!Summary!!In!this!study,!I!have!demonstrated!the!three!Chd!proteins!in!Dictyostelium!are!important!regulators!of!development.!The!Chd!proteins!appear!to!regulate!distinct!stages!of!development!and!the!expression!of!distinct!gene!sets.!Further!adding!to!their!nonEredundant!function,!the!chds!do!not!compensate!for!each!other!at!the!transcript!level.!!I!also!developed!a!method!using!highEthroughput!sequencing!and!micrococcal!nuclease!digestion!to!map!nucleosome!positions!on!a!global!scale!in!
Dictyostelium.!Despite!high!AT!content,!Dictyostelium!positions!nucleosomes!within!genic!regions!like!other!higher!eukaryotes.!I!applied!this!method!of!mapping!nucleosomes!to!chdCEnull!cells,!which!is!the!first,!to!my!knowledge,!in!vivo!investigation!of!chromatin!remodelling!in!a!CHD!subfamily!III!member.!ChdC!appears!to!be!developmentally!regulating!nucleosome!spacing!within!a!subset!of!genes!in!a!regulated!way,!which!impacts!on!gene!expression.!!
Dictyostelium!fills!a!gap!in!the!complexity!scale,!with!a!multicellular!development!stage!and!greater!level!of!complexity!than!S.cerevisiae!whilst!still!possessing!a!compact!manipulatable!genome.!Unfortunately!chromatin!regulation!in!
Dictyostelium!has!been!understudied.!In!this!thesis!I!have!made!significant!advances!in!these!studies!in!Dictyostelium:!I!have!provided!a!new!tool!to!study!
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nucleosome!positioning!and!dynamics!genome!wide!and!begun!dissecting!the!roles!of!Chd!proteins!in!regulating!development,!gene!expression!and!finally!nucleosome!positioning.!
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A.1@10:!!Enriched!GO!terms!in!RNA@seq!comparisons!!Diagrams!show!gene!ontology!(GO)!enrichment!terms!for!up!and!downregulated!genes.!Size!of!circle!defines!the!number!of!genes!annotated!with!a!term.!Significance!is!indicated!by!yellow,!orange!and!dark!orange.!Dark!orange!is!the!most!significant;!white!is!not!significant.!
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ABSTRACT
Control of chromatin structure is crucial for multicellular development
and regulation of cell differentiation. The CHD (chromodomain-
helicase-DNA binding) protein family is one of the major ATP-
dependent, chromatin remodeling factors that regulate nucleosome
positioning and access of transcription factors and RNA polymerase
to the eukaryotic genome. There are three mammalian CHD
subfamilies and their impaired functions are associated with several
human diseases. Here, we identify three CHD orthologs (ChdA,
ChdB and ChdC) in Dictyostelium discoideum. These CHDs are
expressed throughout development, but with unique patterns. Null
mutants lacking each CHD have distinct phenotypes that reflect their
expression patterns and suggest functional specificity. Accordingly,
using genome-wide (RNA-seq) transcriptome profiling for each null
strain, we show that the different CHDs regulate distinct gene sets
during both growth and development. ChdC is an apparent ortholog
of the mammalian Class III CHD group that is associated with the
human CHARGE syndrome, and GO analyses of aberrant gene
expression in chdC nulls suggest defects in both cell-autonomous
and non-autonomous signaling, which have been confirmed through
analyses of chdC nulls developed in pure populations or with low
levels of wild-type cells. This study provides novel insight into the
broad function of CHDs in the regulation development and disease,
through chromatin-mediated changes in directed gene expression.
KEY WORDS: SNF2, Transcriptome profiling, RNA-seq,
Chemotaxis, Growth, Differentiation
INTRODUCTION
The packaging of DNA into chromatin physically limits access of
transcription factors and other elements of the transcription
machinery to their target genes. Throughout development, changes
in chromatin organization are exploited to control gene expression.
In particular, alterations in nucleosome positioning along genomic
DNA, termed chromatin remodeling, impact transcriptional activity,
both positively and negatively (Ho and Crabtree, 2010; Euskirchen
et al., 2012). Importantly, as nucleosome positions are preserved
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during DNA replication, inherited differences in positioning can
alter multicellular development or cellular properties during disease
states.
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling proteins use the energy of
ATP hydrolysis to physically change the interaction between DNA
and nucleosomes, which can promote or limit DNA access to a
variety of regulators (Hopfner et al., 2012). The archetypal ATP-
dependent chromatin remodeler was discovered in yeast where
mutations in a single yeast gene, designated SWI2/SNF2, lead to
aberrant mating-type switching (swi2) (Breeden and Nasmyth, 1987)
and glucose repression (snf2) (Abrams et al., 1986). SWI2/SNF2 has
a DNA-dependent (helicase-like) ATPase that is part of a large
multiprotein complex. The Drosophila ortholog of SWI2/SNF2,
Brahma (Brm), regulates cell fate by acting as a transcriptional co-
activator of homeotic gene expression in the Antennapedia and
Bithorax complexes (Tamkun et al., 1992), and the mammalian
ortholog BRG1 (SMARCA4 – Mouse Genome Informatics),
Brahma-related gene 1, is implicated in T-cell development, ES cell
differentiation and tumor suppression (Hargreaves and Crabtree,
2011).
Other chromatin remodeling families have been identified that
share the ATPase motif, but differ in other protein domains (Clapier
and Cairns, 2009; Eisen et al., 1995; Ryan and Owen-Hughes,
2011). These include ISWI (imitation switch), INO80 (inositol
requiring 80) and CHD (chromodomain, helicase, DNA binding)
proteins (Ho and Crabtree, 2010). The first member of the CHD
family was identified in mice (Delmas et al., 1993), but CHD family
members were subsequently described in a variety of eukaryotic
organisms, including humans, Drosophila, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, C. elegans and Arabidopsis (Flanagan et al., 2007). The
human CHD family comprises nine members, CHD1-9, divided into
three subfamilies – CHD1-2 (class I), CHD3-5 (class II) and CHD6-
9 (class III) – based upon their chromodomain types and additional
motif features (Yap and Zhou, 2011).
Functionally, the CHD proteins play important roles in the
development of multicellular organisms. CHD1 is essential for
maintaining pluripopotency of mouse ES cells (Gaspar-Maia et al.,
2009), and Drosophila Chd1 nulls are both male and female sterile
(McDaniel et al., 2008). Loss of Chd2 in mice causes embryonic
lethality (Marfella et al., 2006a) and conditional inactivation of
CHD4 in hematopoietic cells impairs their differentiation and
development (Williams et al., 2004). Haploinsufficient mutations of
CHD7 are observed in 60-80% of cases of CHARGE syndrome
(Janssen et al., 2012; Lalani et al., 2006; Layman et al., 2010;
Zentner et al., 2010), a severe developmental disorder in humans
characterized by coloboma of the eye, heart defects, atresia of the
choanae, retardation of growth, and genital and ear abnormalities
(Pagon et al., 1981). Chd7+/ mice recapitulate some of the human
symptoms, and Chd7/ mice are embryonic lethal (E10.5) (Bosman
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et al., 2005; Hurd et al., 2007). Wild-type CHD7 can direct
nucleosome sliding in vitro, and CHD7 proteins that recapitulate
CHARGE mutations are significantly impaired in this activity
(Bouazoune and Kingston, 2012). CHD7 is suggested to function on
tissue-specific genes that regulate development and differentiation
(Schnetz et al., 2009; Schnetz et al., 2010). CHD8 also has an
important role in development, is highly expressed during early
embryogenesis and appears to modulate WNT/-catenin signaling
through interaction and downregulation of response genes
(Nishiyama et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2008). Other CHD
functions are associated with human diseases, including some
neuroblastomas (CHD5), Hodgkin’s lymphoma (CHD3) (Lemos et
al., 2003) and small-cell lung cancers (CHD7) (Pleasance et al.,
2010).
It is not yet clear how the different CHDs may cause these
multiple, diverse and distinct patterns of developmental deficiencies.
Broad investigations of the developmental targets of the individual
CHD proteins and their effect on cell behavior are required to
establish the connectivity of CHD function with gene expression,
developmental phenotypes and disease states. We have now
identified the CHD orthologs of Dictyostelium and associate loss-
of-function mutations with distinct developmental phenotypes and
altered gene expression profiles.
Dictyostelium grow as single-celled organisms, in which cellular
growth and division are dependent on an adequate food supply
(McMains et al., 2008). Nutrient depletion triggers a developmental
program to ultimately form a terminally differentiated, multicellular
structure: the fruiting body. Development occurs in distinct stages
as cells first sense starvation and high population density, and then
aggregate via a chemotactic response to secreted cAMP signals to
form the initial multicellular organism. These multicellular mounds
then differentiate into patterned prespore and prestalk cell
populations, before terminal differentiation into structures
comprising mature spore and stalk cells (Kessin, 2001).
Using genome-wide transcript profiling (RNA-seq) during growth
and development to assay gene expression in Dictyostelium (Loomis
and Shaulsky, 2011; Parikh et al., 2010) that individually lack the
different CHD family members, we correlate altered transcription
profiles with the developmental phenotypes of the different chd
nulls. We conclude that the different CHDs act to control diverse
aspects of Dictyostelium development, perhaps by targeting distinct
sets of genetic loci.
ChdC in Dictyostelium is an apparent ortholog of the mammalian
Class III CHD group that is associated with the human CHARGE
syndrome. Similar to CHD7 mutations in humans (Zentner et al.,
2010), chdC nulls have the strongest phenotype in Dictyostelium,
with impaired growth, chemotaxis, cell differentiation and
developmental arrest. Analyses following transcriptome profiling
indicate defects in both cell-autonomous and non-autonomous
functions, phenotypes confirmed by chimeric development of chdC
nulls with wild-type cells. These data yield novel insight into the
broad function of CHDs, with particular relevance to the Class III
CHD group and their association with highly severe genetic
syndromes in humans.
RESULTS
Dictyostelium possess three CHD proteins
We initiated separate insertional (REMI) mutagenic screens (Kuspa,
2006; Artemenko et al., 2011) to identify Dictyostelium strains that
exhibited defects in chemotaxis to cAMP or that arrested
development. An identical CHD-encoding gene was identified in
these distinct screens as a novel genetic modifier of both chemotaxis
and development. Extended searches for related sequences in the
Dictyostelium genome identified two additional CHD proteins
(supplementary material Fig. S1). We have termed the Dictyostelium
CHD genes ChdA (DDB_G0284171), ChdB (DDB_G0280705) and
ChdC (DDB_G0293012); ChdC was the gene found in the original
mutagenic screens. Our sequence analyses also identified related
SWI2/SNF2-type genes (Ryan and Owen-Hughes, 2011) in
Dictyostelium, encoding members of the bona fide SWI2/SNF2
(snf2; DDB_G0271052 and DDB_G0285205), ISWI (isw;
DDB_G0292948), SWR (swr1; DDB_G0267638) and INO80
(ino80; DDB_G0292358) chromatin remodeling families (see
supplementary material Figs S1, S2). All of the encoded proteins
possess the DNA-dependent ATPase domain and a DNA-binding
motif, but differ in overall organization (supplementary material
Fig. S2); the tandem chromodomains are a defining moiety for the
CHDs (Blus et al., 2011). More distantly related SWI2/SNF2
members in Dictyostelium were also noted, including the Mot1
(modifier of transcription) and Rad54 families (supplementary
material Fig. S1).
Dictyostelium ChdA shows the strongest similarity to human
CHD subfamily I, clustering with human CHD1/2 and other species
Chd1-subtypes through the entire protein sequence (Ryan et al.,
2011), including the C-terminal DUF4208 (supplementary material
Figs S1, S2). Dictyostelium ChdB possesses weak C-terminal
CHDCT2 domains, which are generally characteristic of CHD
subfamily II (Ryan and Owen-Hughes, 2011); however, ChdB lacks
the N-terminal PHD finger present in most subfamily II members
and globally aligns better with human CHD6-9 proteins
(supplementary material Fig. S1). ChdC (DDB_G0293012) is the
largest Dictyostelium CHD, and clusters most strongly with the
CHD6-9, subfamily III group (supplementary material Figs S1, S2).
Although ChdC has C-terminal SANT and SLIDE DBD motifs
characteristic of other CHD III members (Ryan and Owen-Hughes,
2011), it lacks the conserved BRK site. Motif prediction in ChdC is
complicated by the large number of homopolymeric residues
embedded in its long C-terminal region. In addition, although BRK
domains are of unknown function, they appear to be unique to the
metazoa; thus, although the yeast SWI2/SNF2 and metazoan
Brm/BRG are considered to be orthologs and functionally
equivalent, only Brm/BRG proteins possess BRK domains (Ryan
and Owen-Hughes, 2011). ChdC may uniquely possess a SUMO-
like amino acid sequence of unknown function. Collectively, the
individual CHDs of Dictyostelium would seem to embody different
CHD types.
Developmental expression of ChdA, ChdB and ChdC
We examined developmental protein expression patterns of each
CHD by immunoblotting, using protein-specific antibodies
(Fig. 1A). Each CHD is detected during growth and the early stages
of development, but they exhibit large expression differences
following multicellular aggregation. ChdA has low relative
expression during aggregation and early stages of multicellular
development, but has increased abundance during terminal
differentiation, after 16 hours. By contrast, ChdB shows peak
abundance at 4 hours of development, the mid-stage of cellular
aggregation (Fig. 1A). ChdB abundance then declines and is
undetectable during late stages of development. Finally, ChdC
shows peak abundance between 8 and 10 hours of development, as
cells complete aggregate formation and initiate multicellular
development. Again, as seen for ChdB, ChdC is undetected during
late stages of development; thus, ChdA predominates at terminal
differentiation. D
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Major phenotyopic developmental defects in cells lacking
chdA, chdB or chdC
To investigate CHD functions in Dictyostelium, we made deletion
strains for each of the Chd genes; immunoblotting confirmed the
absence of the targeted protein in each mutant strain (Fig. 1B). Mutants
lacking each gene were viable, but possessed different developmental
phenotypes that largely correlated with their peak expression patterns.
Disruption of chdA causes a slight (~1 hour) delay in streaming
maxima, but no apparent effect on aggregate, tip or slug formation
during early Dictyostelium development. However, the chdA nulls
exhibited a significant delay at the onset of terminal differentiation (i.e.
culmination), ~16 hours post-starvation. This delay is best illustrated
when Dictyostelium are developed on nitrocellulose filters where wild-
type cells rarely develop migratory pseudoplasmodia, but instead
rapidly progress to terminal differentiation. Under the same
developmental conditions, chdA-null mutants form migratory
pseudoplasmodia at high frequency (Fig. 1C) and persist at this stage
for extended times, when compared with wild type.
ChdB is maximally expressed during early development and
chdB-null mutants take ~2-4 hours longer to form multicellular
mounds than do wild type. The timing defect does not appear to be
stage specific; initiation of streaming, loose mound formation and
tight aggregation are proportionally delayed. It is currently unclear
how this phenotype originates. Beyond this developmental delay, no
prominent phenotypic effects were apparent.
The strongest developmentally defective chd-null phenotype was
observed with cells lacking chdC. chdC-null cells exhibited a delay
during aggregation of ~2 hours and a developmental arrest at the
multicellular mound stage, at ~12 hours; development failed to
progress to the tipped mound stage, but instead formed bulbous
extensions when development terminated (Fig. 1D). The
developmental arrest in chdC-null mutant cells was completely
penetrant, with no migratory pseudoplasmodia or mature terminal
wild-type structures formed.
Differential growth effects of the CHDs
During cell culture, we observed a slower growth rate for chdC
nulls, than for the other strains in axenic suspension. To quantify
growth rates, we identically diluted wild type, and chdA, chdB and
chdC nulls from log phase growth (~2×106 cells/ml) into fresh
growth media, and monitored growth over several days (Fig. 2A).
The growth rate for chdC nulls was consistently halved compared
with all other strains. The growth defect of chdC nulls is not due to
deficiencies in cytokinesis, and chdC nulls are not multi-nucleate.
We considered whether chdC nulls might be aberrantly regulated
during the transition from growth to development in response to
nutrient depletion. Prior to the onset of starvation, Dictyostelium
monitor the accumulation of various secreted factors to sense an
increase in cell density (Burdine and Clarke, 1995). Inappropriate
cell density sensing by chdC nulls could lead to growth defects or
delayed entry into development and subsequent asynchrony. Using
RNA and protein samples taken from growing wild-type cultures at
ranges of ~5×104 to 5×106 cells/ml, we show that the relative
expression of both ChdC mRNA (Fig. 2B) and ChdC protein
increases as cell density rises from ~5×105 to 1×106 cells/ml. Thus,
ChdC regulation appears linked to a pre-starvation response.
To determine whether ChdC function might additionally
participate in the pre-starvation response, we examined cell density-
dependent expression of the prototypic pre-starvation response
marker Discoidin I (Burdine and Clarke, 1995) in wild-type and
chdC-null cells. Discoidin I mRNA expression was similarly
enhanced in wild-type and chdC-null cells at a cell density transition
from ~3×105 to 1×106 cells/ml (Fig. 2C). Although the data indicate
that ChdC expression is induced by the pre-starvation response, as
with several other early developmental markers, they do not support
a requirement for ChdC to mediate this process.
CHD effects on chemotaxis
To further assess CHD function during early development, we
examined wild-type and chd-null cells that had been induced to
differentiate in shaking culture in the presence of exogenous pulses
of cAMP. These cAMP conditions mimic early stage developmental
signaling and bypass the potential for defects in endogenous cAMP
synthesis (McMains et al., 2008). Cells were then assayed for their
ability to move by chemotaxis towards an exogenous cAMP source.
Chemotactic behavior of chdB nulls is highly similar to wild type
Fig. 1. The three CHD proteins of Dictyostelium have distinct
developmental roles. (A) Whole-cell extracts were prepared from
developing Dictyostelium at 2-hour intervals and ChdA, ChdB and
ChdC proteins levels measured by immunoblot assay. Quantified
data are expressed as normalized protein levels relative to
expression at 0 hour. (B) Whole-cell extracts were prepared from
growing wild-type, chdA-null, chdB-null and chdC-null cells, and
ChdA, ChdB and ChdC proteins expression measured by
immunoblot assay. (C) Wild-type and chdA-null cells were plated for
development at the edge of nitrocellulose membranes and
pseudoplasmodia migration assayed by exposure to a directional
light source. (D) Wild-type and chdC-null cells were terminally
developed. chdC nulls arrest development at multi-cell aggregation.
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(Fig. 3). By contrast, both chdA- and chdC-null cells had significant
chemotaxis defects, including reduced cell speed, increased cell
turning and lower chemotactic indices. Nonetheless, chemotaxis to
cAMP was not absent in either chdA or chdC nulls, consistent with
their ability to form multicellular aggregates during development.
The discrete phenotypes of each strain suggest that the individual
CHDs have distinct actions, with only limited functional
redundancy.
Aberrant and unique transcriptional profiles of chd nulls
during growth and early development
To examine directly differential effects on gene expression upon loss
of ChdA, ChdB or ChdC, we applied high-throughput transcriptome
sequencing (RNA-seq) for the three mutant strains, and compared
relative mRNA transcript levels of each strain with that of wild type
and with each other. Transcriptome profiles were determined for
cells during growth and following 5 hours of stimulation with
exogenous 100 nM pulses of cAMP. These latter conditions promote
early differentiation and bypass the requirement for endogenous
extracellular cAMP signaling (McMains et al., 2008).
During growth, ~10-15% of all genes are mis-expressed by over
twofold (P<0.05) in each strain compared with wild type (Fig. 4A).
Yet most wild-type gene expression is not altered upon loss of
ChdA, ChdB or ChdC. When expression profile differences are
compared between any two strains (Fig. 4A) or if all mis-expressed
genes are collectively analyzed by comparative heat maps (Fig. 4B),
they cluster as distinct gene sets. Although the gene sets for each
strain are not fully unique, their observed intersections are no greater
than would occur by the random distribution of independent
variables. We conclude that ChdA, ChdB and ChdC predominantly
regulate distinct gene sets during growth. We did not detect
compensatory expression profile changes of chdA, chdB or chdC
mRNAs in the various mutant strains.
We next surveyed for functional gene classes that might be mis-
expressed during growth of the various chd nulls, using Gene
Ontology (GO) annotation. Despite the large number of genes that
are downregulated in chdA and chdB nulls, little group biases could
be discerned during growth. This is consistent with a lack of a
significant growth phenotype for these strains. By contrast, chdC
nulls displayed a poor growth phenotype and a large number of
genes involved in mitochondrial and metabolic processes were
poorly expressed exclusively in chdC nulls (Fig. 5A and
supplementary material Fig. S3A).
Many regulators of aggregation also showed altered expression in
growing chdC nulls. ctnA, cf45-1 and cf60, three gene members of
the secreted countin complex that potentiate inter-cell signaling and
chemotactic movement (Brock and Gomer, 1999; Brock et al., 2003;
Brock et al., 2006), were downregulated in chdC nulls. Expression
of lmcA, lmcB and srsA, which function similarly to countin, was
also suppressed, while expression of other modulators of aggregate
size (e.g. cnrJ, cnrG and cnrK) was upregulated.
We also mapped gene expression patterns in chdA, chdB and
chdC nulls that had been induced to synchronously differentiate by
cAMP pulsing, to a time point akin to ~8 hours of development,
when cells are chemotactically competent (Fig. 4C). As wild-type
cells initiate development, there are large changes in the
Dictyostelium transcriptome (Van Driessche et al., 2002; Loomis
and Shaulsky, 2011). These changes are further augmented in the
chd nulls, where individually 15-30% of all genes are mis-expressed
by more than twofold (P<0.05). All of the mis-expressed genes were
clustered in order to compare expression differences among all the
cell lines, and displayed as heat maps (Fig. 4D). Although there is a
trend for each strain to similarly exhibit more gene de-repression
(i.e. overexpression) than repression (i.e. under-expression), the
expression patterns for the chdA, chdB and chdC nulls display
distinct gene expression profiles, underscoring their unique
developmental phenotypes.
A complex series of interacting circuitries are shown to direct
chemotactic movement and signal response to extracellular cAMP
in Dictyostelium (Kortholt and van Haastert, 2008; McMains et al.,
2008; Swaney et al., 2010). Although they primarily function
downstream of the CAR1/G2 (cAMP receptor-G protein)
complex, they diverge into several broad paths, including the
cGMP-dependent and -independent actions of guanylyl cyclases
Fig. 2. ChdC and cell growth. (A) Wild-type, chdA-, chdB- and chdC-null
cells were grown to log phase (<2×106 cells/ml) and diluted ~20× into fresh
media and cell aliquots taken at various times to evaluate relative growth
rate. Growth increase for each strain was normalized to the initial cell density
and plotted as a log2 scale; doubling times for each strain are indicated.
(B) RNA was prepared from growing wild-type cells at the indicated cell
densities and hybridized by RNA gel blot with a ChdC probe. (C) RNA was
prepared from growing wild-type and chdC– cells at the indicated cell
densities and hybridized by RNA gel blot to a probe specific for the coding
region of discoidin I.
Fig. 3. Differential CHD functions during chemotaxis. (A) Individual wild-
type, chdA-null, chdB-null and chdC-null cells were imaged for chemotaxis
toward a directed cAMP point source during a 15-minute period. Tracings
reflect the migration paths for different cells of each strain. (B) The
chemotactic index was plotted for each strain as mean±s.e.m. The Mann-
Whitney test was used to evaluate significance. *P<0.001.
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sGC and GCA, the PIP3-dependent and -independent functions
mediated via mTORC2, inter- and intracellular cAMP accumulation
and signaling, and the interactions of Ca+2 and phospholipase A2
pathways (Kortholt and van Haastert, 2008). These networks have
been defined biochemically and genetically and include ~50 genes.
Of these, 50% are mis-expressed in chdC nulls (Fig. 5B), suggesting
defects in chemotactic response, but also in extracellular cAMP
signal relay (e.g. G2, PKBR1, CRAC, ERK2). Other gene classes
that influence chemotaxis via cAMP wave propagation and
cytoskeletal organization (supplementary material Fig. S3B,C) are
also preferentially mis-expressed in chdC nulls, and to a lesser
degree in chdA nulls. Thus, although the ChdC and ChdA gene sets
are distinct, there are some shared elements. Yet as many more
chemotactic genes are mis-expressed in chdC-nulls than in chdA-
nulls, the data also explain the more minor streaming defects of
chdA nulls during development. In addition, as several independent
signaling pathways regulate chemotaxis during Dictyostelium
development, their collective and compensatory activities can
dampen effects caused by deficiencies in selective elements (Van
Haastert and Veltman, 2007; Kortholt and van Haastert, 2008).
Accordingly, chemotaxis is compromised, but is not eliminated, in
chdA and chdC nulls.
The culmination defect of chdA nulls is a post-slug formation, late
developmental event. The regulatory pathways for this stage are
complex (Harwood et al., 1992; Guo et al., 1999) and we do not
observe gene expression defects at early stages that are predictive of
the phenotype. Although chdB nulls show large numbers of mis-
expressed genes, the cells do not exhibit a strong early phenotype
and the mis-expressed genes do not group into simple GO
collections.
cAMP signaling also directs developmentally regulated gene
expression changes. Cells respond differentially to low (nM) level
pulses of cAMP during early development and to non-varying,
higher (
M) cAMP levels at the multicellular stage. Although only
13 genes are currently classified as exclusively pulse-dependent
(Iranfar et al., 2003), 11 of these are under-expressed in chdC-nulls
Fig. 4. Large transcriptome differences among the
chd nulls during growth or differentiation. Scatter
plots of normalized (RPKM, log2) expression values
for genes in wild-type, chdA-, chdB- and chdC-null
cells during growth (A) or after 5 hours of cAMP-
pulsing (C). Data points with more than twofold
(P<0.05) expression differences between indicated
strains are in red, and less than twofold (P<0.05)
expression differences are black. Heat maps of log2-
fold changes in RPKM values in all genes with
expression differences [2-fold (P<0.05)] in chdA,
chdB or chdC relative to wild type, during growth (B)
or after 5 hours of cAMP pulsing (D).
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and 10 are under-expressed chdA nulls (supplementary material
Fig. S3C); only 1 gene is affected in chdB nulls. In contrast to pulse-
regulated gene expression, aggregation and cell-type specific gene
expression is mediated, in part, by response to a non-varying cAMP
stimulus, involving regulatory genes such as tgrC1/lagC, gbfA and
srfA (Fig. 5B). Only the chdC nulls show developmental arrest
during aggregation and only chdC nulls show impaired expression
of all these essential regulatory factors.
ChdC-mediated regulation of multicellular development and
pattern formation
The observed chemotaxis (see Fig. 3) and morphology (see Fig. 1)
defects of the chdC nulls fit precisely with those identified during
our initial genetic screens for aberrant chemotaxis and multicellular
development. The RNA-seq data from the 5-hour pulsed set indicate
poor expression of genes (e.g. tgrC1/lagC, gbfA, srfA) that are
required for multi-cell differentiation. Indeed, the strongest
phenotype of chdC-null mutant cells arises as cells begin
multicellular development, where wild-type cells in the aggregation
mound differentiate into the precursors of the terminally spore and
stalk cells. Prespore cells comprise ~80% of mound cells, with the
remaining prestalk cells that give rise to the stalk, basal disc and
supporting cup structures (Williams, 2006). We, thus, examined
multi-cellular differentiation of the chdC nulls.
Endogenous prespore pspA and cotB and prestalk ecmA and
ecmB mRNA (Williams, 2006) levels are diminished in chdC nulls
compared with wild type (Fig. 6A). In vivo reporter expression
using pspA promoter-lacZ fusions shows decreased reporter
activity and restricted expression patterning compared with wild
type (Fig. 6B). In addition, the expression of 53% of genes
annotated as prespore-specific (including pspA and cotB) is halved
in chdC-nulls as assayed by RNA-seq at the early mound stage,
fully consistent with the defects described for prespore/spore
differentiation (see Fig. 6). 
Prestalk cell differentiation is more complex, marked by
multiple sub-compartments of defined expression termed the pstA,
pstO and pstB regions, which are primarily defined by
subpromoter regions of prestalk genes ecmA and ecmB (Jermyn et
al., 1987). In chdC-null mutants, ecmA/lacZ is expressed with a
weaker and scattered pattern, without defined sorting to the tip of
Fig. 5. Expression changes in GO clustered genes for growth or development. (A) Heat maps show log2-fold changes in RPKM values for 53 genes with
GO annotations associated with mitochondrial functions in the chdA, chdB and chdC nulls relative to wild type during growth. (B) Fifty-nine gene functions have
been mapped to a cAMP chemotaxis network that acts downstream of CAR1 (carA). Heat maps show log2-fold change in RPKM values for these genes in the
chdA, chdB and chdC nulls relative to wild type, during differentiation in the presence of cAMP pulses for 5 hours. Genes are sorted approximately into
separate signaling pathways downstream of the cAMP receptor.
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the mound (Fig. 6B). Global transcriptional profiling also gave a
clear view of the observed broad prestalk defects, where the
expression of 56% of genes annotated as prestalk specific is halved
in chdC nulls. 
Other GO terms that were enriched in the downregulated
population of chdC nulls at the loose mound stage broadly
segregate as regulators of cell division or metabolism. The former
group includes cell cycle genes (cdk1, cdc45, cycB), DNA
replication genes (polA1, polA3, polD2, pcna, rcf3, rcf4, rcf5) and
mitotic genes (nek2, kif2, kif12). Although controversy surrounds
the requirement of cell cycle progression during Dictyostelium
development (Chen et al., 2004; Muramoto and Chubb, 2008), this
gene set is significantly upregulated during wild-type development
(Strasser et al., 2012).
Autonomous and non-autonomous defects in chdC-nulls
The RNA-seq data indicate that chdC nulls have defects in both cell-
cell signaling (e.g. cAMP production) and cell-autonomous (e.g. the
TgrC1/LagC-GbfA) regulatory pathways. These data suggest that
although certain developmental aspects of chdC-null development
might be rescued by exogenous wild-type signals, they would be
insufficient to bypass defects in cell-autonomous functions.
To examine possible defects in both cell-autonomous and non-
autonomous pathways in chdC nulls, we investigated cell pattern
specification in a series of chimeric, mixed cell developments. chdC
nulls were mixed at various cell ratios with the parental wild type.
Remarkably, although 100% chdC nulls are unable to form terminal
fruiting body structures, chimeric organisms with as few as 2.5%
wild-type cells will progress to fruiting bodies, albeit with a reduced
spore mass and a significantly larger basal disk (Fig. 7A).
In chimeras with unmarked 90% chdC nulls, the 10%
ubiquitously marked rZIP/lacZ (Balint-Kurti et al., 1997) wild-type
cells preferentially, but not exclusively, populate the anterior prestalk
region (Fig. 7B). In a reverse experiment, where the 90% chdC nulls
are marked with ecmA/lacZ and mixed with 10% unmarked wild-
type cells, stained chdC nulls can localize to the prestalk/stalk
regions (Fig. 7C). These data suggest that the failure of tip formation
in chdC nulls may result from defects in signal propagation and not
simply from a loss of an autonomous intracellular function.
To investigate non-autonomous parameters further, we examined
terminal cell formation under monolayer induction conditions (Kay,
1987). Stalk cell differentiation is induced by the sequential
exposure of cells to first cAMP and then to DIF-1. Under these
conditions ~55% of wild-type cells were induced to form vacuolated
stalk cells in the presence of DIF-1, a process that was highly
suppressed by simultaneous exposure to cAMP (Fig. 7D). By
contrast, only ~10-12% of chdC nulls could form vacuolated cells
in the presence of exogenous DIF-1, regardless of the presence of
cAMP (Fig. 7D).
Fig. 6. Regulation of prespore/spore and prestalk/stalk differentiation
by ChdC. (A) RNA was prepared from 12-hour developed cells, and relative
expression levels of the prespore genes pspA and cotB and the prestalk
genes ecmA and ecmB were quantified by RT-qPCR. (B) Wild-type and
chdC-null cells were transformed with either the prespore-specific expression
construct pspA/lacZ or the prestalk-specific expression construct ecmA/lacZ,
plated for development on nitrocellulose filters and stained for -
galactosidase activity.
Fig. 7. Developmental defects of chdC nulls are
partially rescued by chimeric development with wild-
type cells. (A) The indicated percentages of wild-type and
chdC– cells were mixed prior to plating for development.
Images were obtained after 36 hours of development.
(B) Wild-type cells were transformed with the ubiquitously
expressed rzpA/lacZ reporter construct, mixed and
developed as a 10% ratio with 90% unmarked wild-type
cells or with 90% unmarked chdC– cells, and stained for -
galactosidase activity. (C) chdC– cells were transformed
with the prestalk-specific reporter construct ecmA/lacZ,
mixed and developed as a 90% ratio with 10% unmarked
wild-type cells or with 10% unmarked chdC– cells, and
stained for -galactosidase activity. (D) Stalk cell assays:
wild-type and chdC-null cells were plated at low cell
density in monolayer with DIF-1 or with DIF-1 + cAMP. The
percentage of cells that were fully vacuolated (mature stalk
cells) was determined using phase-contrast microscopy.
Spore cell assays: wild-type and chdC-null cells were
plated at low cell density in monolayer without or with 8Br-
cAMP to promote sporulation. Assays were scored by
phase-contrast microscopy for the percentage of phase-
bright fully mature spore cells.
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In low cell density monolayers, spore formation can be directly
induced with the membrane-permeant cAMP analog 8Br-cAMP,
which directly activates cAMP receptors and the cAMP-dependent
protein kinase (PKA) and bypasses other signaling requirements
(Kay, 1987). Under these conditions ~60% of wild-type cells
differentiated into spores, whereas only 15% of chdC null cells
formed spores, efficiencies similar to that of uninduced wild-type
cells (Fig. 7D), indicating an intrinsic loss in spore-forming ability
of chdC nulls.
We also examined spore differentiation following chimeric
development of 10% wild type with 90% chdC nulls. Spores were
harvested and germinated in the absence and presence of blasticidin
to differentiate and quantify wild-type and chdC nulls. Here, fewer
than 10% of total spores from the mix were blasticidin-resistant
chdC nulls. Although spore differentiation is not totally blocked in
chdC nulls, it was substantially reduced to a frequency of ~10% that
of WT, confirming a cell-autonomous defect for spore differentiation
in chdC nulls. Although exogenous wild-type cells are able to
influence developmental patterning in chdC nulls, they are unable
to rescue terminal cell differentiation of chdC nulls.
DISCUSSION
Of the multiple SWI2/SNF2, ATPase-type chromatin remodeling
proteins in eukaryotes, the CHD family is among the largest and
most diverse (Ryan and Owen-Hughes, 2011). Humans have nine
distinct CHDs that group into three structural subfamilies, CHD I,
CHD II and CHD III. The CHD I subfamily is ubiquitous, found in
the yeasts, plants and metazoa, whereas CHD II and CHD III
members are generally restricted to multicellular organisms, with the
latter seemingly absent in plants (Ryan and Owen-Hughes, 2011). It
is, thus, striking that Dictyostelium, a facultative metazoan, encodes
two proteins that cluster with the CHD III subfamily. Accordingly,
Dictyostelium provides a unique model system for analyzing
multiple and diverse regulatory aspects of different CHD family
members; Dictyostelium does not seem to encode CHD II members,
which are defined by the presence of PHD fingers (Ryan and Owen-
Hughes, 2011).
Although CHD I members are suggested to facilitate an open
chromatin organization at active promoters and to regulate
nucleosome spacing more distally (Hennig et al., 2012; Persson and
Ekwall, 2010; Zentner et al., 2013), their interactions at these
promoter sites do not seem to be functionally essential at a global
level. S. cerevisiae are viable without CHD1 (Tsukiyama et al.,
1999) and D. melanogaster that lack CHD1 develop to maturity,
although both males and females are sterile (McDaniel et al., 2008).
Nonetheless, mouse ES cells depleted of CHD1 exhibit defects in
pluripotency (Gaspar-Maia et al., 2009). Although Chd1/ mice
have not been reported, Chd2/ mice are embryonically lethal
(Marfella et al., 2006b). Therefore, CHD I family members can have
crucial functions in the control of developmentally essential gene
sets.
chdA-null Dictyostelium are viable, without apparent impact upon
growth on bacteria or in axenic culture. However, chdA nulls exhibit
a highly defined early developmental defect, involving poor
transcriptional response to the extracellular activating signal cAMP.
Furthermore, the morphological transitions and cell fate
determinations required for terminal differentiation, which occur co-
temporaneously with maximal levels of ChdA expression in wild-
type cells, are effectively arrested in cells lacking ChdA. To some
extent, the phenotypic effects of ChdA (i.e. a CHD1/2 ortholog) loss
in Dictyostelium parallels the essential developmental requirement
for CHD I members in mouse.
Consistent with the observed phenotypes, we also show that loss
of ChdA in Dictyostelium causes a restricted, rather than global,
impact on gene expression. Fewer than 15% of the Dictyostelium
genome shows altered patterns of gene expression during growth or
early development when parental and chdA-null cells are compared.
We observe a similar distribution of genes that exhibit up- or
downregulation. The data indicate that ChdA in Dictyostelium, and
potentially CHD1 in other regulatory networks, is not essential for
global chromatin organization and gene expression induction. ChdA
is likely to have more confined operational targets and integrate with
other chromatin organizing components.
Studies of the CHD III class in Drosophila (e.g. Kismet) or in
humans (e.g. CHD7) suggest unique developmental functions
compared with other CHD members. Kismet regulates cell fate
determination of Drosophila and can antagonize the repressive
effects of Polycomb in homeotic patterning (Srinivasan et al., 2008).
Similarly, loss-of-function mutations or haploinsufficiencies of
CHD7 in mouse, humans and zebrafish (Layman et al., 2010; Patten
et al., 2012) have complex developmental defects. In humans, the
eye, heart, ear and genitalia are specifically affected, and many
phenotypes are recapitulated in mouse and zebrafish. Although
CHD7 is not essential for self renewal, pluripotency or somatic
reprogramming of mouse ES cells, it has been suggested that a
significant defect in human CHARGE syndrome may involve
lineage effects in the proliferation, cell migration and specification
of neural crest cells (Zentner et al., 2010).
As in the metazoa, Dictyostelium has multiple (ChdB and ChdC)
CHD III subfamily members, with ChdC having the most essential
and complex regulatory functions of all CHD members. At the
phenotypic level, chdC-null cells are viable, but have reduced
growth rates. They respond to nutrient depletion for induction of
multi-cell development, but rapidly display abnormalities that
temporally parallel the upregulation of ChdC in wild-type cells.
Response to cAMP, chemotaxis and aggregate formation are
impaired, as are cell-fate commitments.
Many of the defects in chdC nulls can be directly attributed to
specific abnormalities in gene expression patterns compared with
parentals. Although only a small population of genes are mis-
regulated during growth of chdC nulls, they include a large number
of cellular metabolic and energetic regulators. By contrast, the mis-
regulated genes in chdB nulls do not simply cluster in a few
functionally related groups, but are distributed broadly among GO
classes, and, under the conditions studied, ChdB seems to be only
minimally required.
During aggregation, Dictyostelium organize a complex inter-cell
signaling pathway, which directs chemotaxis and multi-cell
aggregation, but also cytodifferentiation and morphogenetics.
Central to this pathway is the production and secretion (signal-relay)
of the chemoattractant cAMP (Kortholt and van Haastert, 2008;
McMains et al., 2008; Swaney et al., 2010). Receptor-mediated
response to cAMP involves a highly integrated pathway that
collectively promotes signal amplification, cytoskeletal
reprogramming, cell polarization and non-terminal, cell-fate
specification; many individual components of the cAMP signaling
pathway are required for all cellular responses (Kortholt and van
Haastert, 2008; McMains et al., 2008; Swaney et al., 2010). We
show that ~50% of the genes, which lie most immediate to receptor
sensing, are mis-regulated in chdC nulls. Their mis-regulations are
predicted to compromise cell-autonomous requirements of
intracellular signaling that directs chemotaxis and differentiation, but
also the non-autonomous, extracellular elements involved in cAMP
signal relay. Thus, although certain non-autonomous defects of chdC D
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nulls may be rescued by co-development with a small population of
wild-type cells, the cell-autonomous pathways that are regulated by
intracellular signaling remain compromised even in the presence of
exogenous cAMP or wild-type factors.
Gene expression patterns have also been studied in Chd7+/+and
Chd7/ mouse ES cells (Schnetz et al., 2010). Data indicate an
impact on only a restricted gene set, with significant enrichment of
genes primarily expressed in the ES population (Schnetz et al.,
2010). In addition, more CHD7-binding sites map to enhancers of
these genes than to non-ES class genes. Interestingly, these ES-
enriched and CHD7-bound gene classes are generally upregulated
in the absence of CHD7, suggesting a modulating repressive
function on this ES gene set. Nonetheless, CHD7 is not entirely
repressive, as other gene sets are downregulated upon the loss of
CHD7. Regardless of the impact of CHD7 on ES cell transcriptional
patterns as both a positive and negative effector, processes of self
renewal, pluripotency and somatic cell reprogramming are not
impaired in CHD7-deficient ES cells (Schnetz et al., 2010).
The directed and interactive roles of the different CHDs in
multicellular differentiation are complex and still largely undefined.
Dictyostelium provides a unique system to separately dissect these
functions. We have shown that phenotypes resulting from
deficiencies of ChdA, ChdB or ChdC in Dictyostelium are not
global and, thus, parallel those in the more complex metazoa. It is
particularly striking that proliferative, migration and cell
specification defects of chdC-null Dictyostelium are mirrored in
Chd7/ neural crest cells. We further speculate that defective inter-
and intra-cell signaling, as seen in chdC-null Dictyostelium, may
also contribute to the developmental abnormalities seen in
CHARGE syndrome.
Our data extend conclusions on the role for CHDs in gene
expression. Each of the CHDs in Dictyostelium regulates different
developmental patterns and different gene sets. The CHDs do not
appear to act globally and can have both repressive and activating
functions. We suggest that the mechanistic functions of CHD in
Dictyostelium are similarly shared in the metazoa and that more-
complete analyses will contribute significantly to the understanding
for the ultimate treatment of genetic diseases, such as CHARGE
syndrome, caused by loss-of-function mutations in CHD loci.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bioinformatics of CHD and SWI2/SNF2-related proteins
Identification of genes in Dictyostelium was performed by BLAST search
of the Dictyostelium genome (http://dictybase.org/tools/blast). Three CHD
proteins were identified: ChdA is DDB_G0284171, ChdB is
DDB_G0280705 and ChdC is DDB_G0293012 (Basu et al., 2013).
Additional domains were identified using EMBL SMART software (Letunic
et al., 2012) and NCBI conserved domain software (Marchler-Bauer et al.,
2011). The phylogenic tree was created using http://phylogeny.lirmm.fr/
phylo_cgi/index.cgi (Dereeper et al., 2008) and full-length proteins. Similar
clusterings were generated using only the chromodomains or helicase
motifs.
Dictyostelium strains
Dictyostelium Ax2 (wild-type) cells were grown axenically in HL5 medium
at 20°C. Gene deletion constructs were produced using standard PCR-based
methods. Gene regions were disrupted by the floxed blasticidin resistance
cassette from pLPBLP (Faix et al., 2004) using TOPO-Blunt II (Invitrogen).
Gene deletion strains were generated by transformation with 15 
g of
linearized plasmid using electroporation and selection in HL5 media
supplemented with 10 
g/ml Blasticidin S. Transformants were screened by
PCR and gene disruptions confirmed by immunoblotting.
Dictyostelium development and phenotype analyses
To analyze development, growing cells in log phase (1-3×106 cells/ml) were
washed twice in KK2 buffer (15 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM K2HPO4) and
developed on 0.45 
m nitrocellulose filters. Developmental expression of
the individual CHD proteins were analyzed every 2 hours by
immunoblotting. Slug migration assays were carried out in a ‘slug can’.
Washed cells were plated at one edge of a nitrocellulose filter, developed to
the slug stage, and subjected to unidirectional light; images were taken after
48 hours. For chemotaxis, 5×107 cells/ml were shaken in KK2 buffer for 5
hours while being pulsed every 6 minutes with cAMP to a final
concentration of 107 M. The cells were then placed in the Zigmond
chamber (Z02; Neuro Probe, Gaithersburg, MD) in a cAMP gradient (source
at 106 M cAMP, sink with no cAMP). Differential interference contrast
(DIC) images of cells were captured at 6-second intervals for 15 minutes.
Cell movement was analyzed using Dynamic Image Analysis System
(DIAS) software (version 3.4.1) (Soll Technologies, Iowa City, IA; (Wessels
et al., 2009). Stalk and spore cell differentiation in monoloayer assays were
performed at a cell density of 1×104 cells/cm2 (Kay, 1987) and scored by
phase-contrast microscopy.
Antibodies and immunoblotting
Antibodies specific to ChdA, ChdB and ChdC were raised in rabbits by
immunizing with peptides (~20 amino acids) specific for each protein
(Openbiosystems, 70 day protocol). Immunoblotting was by standard
methodologies, using whole-cell, SDS lysates, 3-8% Tris-acetate gels and
blotting overnight at low voltage.
RNA-seq; sequencing and bioinformatics
RNA was isolated from all strains using TRIzol (Life Technologies). RNA
quality was analyzed using the Agilent 2100 Bioanlyzer. 5 
g of total RNA
was used for the Illumina libraries. RNA was polyA enriched and libraries
were single-end, sequenced for 50 bases, using the Illumina HiSeq2000.
Filtered reads from the manufacturers recommended pipeline (version 1.7)
were aligned to the Dictyostelium genome with Tophat (version 1.3.0)
(Trapnell et al., 2009) while masking the duplicated region of chromosome
2 (nucleotides 3,015,984 to 3,768,555) using the gene models from
dictybase (http://dictybase.org/) (Basu et al., 2013). Reads were counted and
normalized, and differential expression was calculated with HTSeq and
DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010). Heat maps were generated with the
heatmap.2 function in the gplots package (Warnes, 2012) scatterplots were
also produced in R (R Development Core Team, 2012). GO term enrichment
used Orange (Curk et al., 2005). The RNA-seq data have been deposited in
the GEO database (Accession Number, GSE47222).
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 Chapter 9 
 Analysis of Chromatin Organization by Deep 
Sequencing Technologies 
 James  L.  Platt ,  Nick  A.  Kent ,  Adrian  J.  Harwood , and  Alan  R.  Kimmel 
 Abstract 
 Micrococcal nuclease (MNase) is an endonuclease that cleaves native DNA at high frequency, but is 
blocked in chromatin by sites of intimate DNA–protein interaction, including nucleosomal regions. 
Protection from MNase cleavage has often been used to map transcription factor binding sites and 
nucleosomal positions on a single-gene basis; however, by combining MNase digestion with high- 
throughput, paired-end DNA sequencing, it is now possible to simultaneously map DNA-protein interac-
tion regions across the entire genome. Biochemical and bioinformatic protocols are detailed for global 
mono-nucleosome positioning at ~160 bp spacing coverage, but are applicable to mapping more broadly 
or for site-speci fi c binding of transcription factors at ~50 bp resolution. 
 Key words  Nucleosome mapping ,  MNase ,  High-throughput ,  Genome-wide ,  Dictyostelium 
 1  Introduction
 The positioning of nucleosomes along the genomic DNA back-
bone can signi fi cantly impact the accessibility of factors that regu-
late transcription, replication, repair, and recombination. Although 
micrococcal nuclease (MNase) will digest naked DNA along its 
entire axis, MNase action is largely protected in chromatin regions 
that are intimately associated with proteins. MNase has, thus, 
proven a particularly effective probe for the precise mapping of 
nucleosome positions on chromosomes, in both gene-speci fi c and, 
more recently, genome-wide global assays  ( 1 ) . Historically, studies 
on chromatin organization in  Dictyostelium were particularly lim-
ited  ( 2,  3 ) . However, with the availability of a fully annotated 
genome sequence  ( 4 ) , deep mass spectrometric analyses of the his-
tone complement and modi fi cations  ( 5 ) , and a complete develop-
mental transcription pro fi le  ( 6 ) , we have initiated studies to globally 
map nucleosomal positions throughout the genomes of wild-type 
and mutant cells. Methods described are optimized from those  fi rst 
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applied in  Saccharomyces cerevisiae  ( 7,  8 ) ; chromatin is predigested 
by MNase in situ and the released nucleosome-protected DNA is 
then sequenced by a high-throughput, paired-end approach, which 
allows direct alignment mapping of nucleosome positions on a 
genome-wide scale. We present biochemical methods for generat-
ing and analyzing high-throughput, nucleosomal sequence reads 
at a global level. We also discuss bioinformatic approaches that are 
required to analyze large data sets and to comparatively assign 
nucleosomal positions at single-gene and genome-wide bases. 
 2  Materials
 All solutions are prepared in deionized water unless indicated 
otherwise. 
 Dictyostelium cells are grown axenically at 22°C in shaking culture 
in HL-5 medium including glucose (Formedium #HLG0102) sup-
plemented with 5  µ g/mL vitamin B 12 and 200  µ g/mL folic acid. 
  1.  Wash buffer: 100 mM sorbitol. 
  2.  Digestion buffer: 100 mM sorbitol, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM 
Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM 
2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.1% Nonidet P-40 
(NP-40). Store at room temperature; make fresh every month. 
  3.  Micrococcal nuclease (Affymetrix, USB #70196Y): 15 U/ µ L 
in 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 100  µ g/mL 
bovine serum albumin (BSA). Store at −20°C. 
  4.  Stop solution: 5% SDS, 250 mM EDTA, pH 8.4. Make fresh 
and incubate at 37°C. 
  1.  Phenol solution: Buffer-saturated phenol in 10 mM Tris–HCl, 
pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA. 
  2.  Chloroform. 
  3.  RNaseA: 10  µ g/ µ L DNase-free ribonuclease A (Sigma). Store 
at −20°C ( see  Note 1 ). 
  4.  3.5 M sodium acetate, pH 5.2. 
  5.  100% ethanol. 
  6.  70% ethanol. 
  7.  TE buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA. 
  1.  DNA loading dye (Fermentas). 
  2.  TAE buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM acetic acid, 
1 mM EDTA. 
  3.  1.5% agarose in TAE buffer. 
 2.1  Cell Culture
 2.2 Chromatin 
Digestion
 2.3  DNA Cleanup
 2.4  DNA Isolation
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  4.  Standard agarose gel electrophoresis equipment. 
  5.  Costar Spin-X 0.45  µ m cellulose acetate or polysulfone 
(Corning Inc.). 
  6.  NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scienti fi c). 
  1.  Library preparation kit: Illumina paired-end sample prep kit 
(#PE-102-1001). 
  2.  Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 
  3.  Agilent High Sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent Technologies 
#5067-4626). 
  4.  Sequencer: Illumina HiSeq2000. 
  5.  Software: Bowtie  ( 9 ) , Integrated Genome Browser  ( 10 ) , 
Cluster 3  ( 11 ) , and  TreeView  ( 12 ) . 
 3  Methods
 Prior to preparing sequencing-scale quantities of nucleosomal DNA 
( see Subheadings  3.4 and  3.5 ), the conditions for MNase cleavage 
of chromatin must  fi rst be optimized to obtain reproducible digests. 
Conditions can vary with the organism or even cell type. Variables 
to consider include  NP-40 concentration in the digestion buffer, 
activity units of MNase, digestion temperature, and digestion time 
( see  Note 2 and Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 12–13 ).
  1.  A total of 5 × 10 8 cells are required, with 1 × 10 8 cells used for 
each MNase treatment ( see  steps 2 and  3 ). Cells are routinely 
grown axenically to a density of 1–2 × 10 6 cells/mL. However, 
cells can be taken at other densities or after growth on bacteria. 
Alternatively, cells may be taken at any stage of development 
( see  Note 3 ). 
  2.  Set up  fi ve 1.5-mL spin tubes with increasing amounts of 
MNase, ranging from 0 to 300 U/tube ( see  Note 2 ). 
  3.  Split cells into  fi ve separate tubes (~10 8 cells/tube) and wash 
each, twice with 25 mL of wash buffer at 4°C, 4,000 ×  g . 
  4.  Gently resuspend the pellet of one tube (~10 8 cells) in 400  µ L 
of digest buffer and immediately, as cells begin to lyse, transfer 
to one of the MNase tubes ( see  step 2 ) and mix gently; incu-
bate at 37°C. 
  5.  Repeat  step 4 for each of the remaining four tubes. 
  6.  After 2 min, add 40  µ L of stop solution and shake vigorously 
for 10 s to lyse the cells and halt the digestion reaction ( see 
 Note 4 ); stop times for each of the 5 tubes are staggered 
according to their start times. 
  7.  Samples can be stored at −20°C or directly processed for DNA 
puri fi cation ( see Subheading  3.2 ). 
 2.5  Sequencing
 3.1  Optimized and 
Preparative Chromatin 
Digestions
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  1.  Add 200  µ L of phenol and 200  µ L of chloroform to each 
chromatin digestion tube (from Subheading  3.1 ,  step 7 ), 
vortex for 10 s. If samples were previously frozen, thaw  fi rst 
at 4°C. 
  2.  Microcentrifuge at 14,500 ×  g for 5 min at room temperature. 
  3.  Transfer the aqueous phase containing nucleic acids to a fresh 
tube with 14  µ L of RNase A and mix. 
  4.  Incubate samples at 37°C for 30 min; remix each tube after 
15 min. 
  5.  Repeat  steps 1 and  2 and transfer the aqueous phase to a fresh 
tube. 
  6.  Add 1/10 volume of sodium acetate and 2 volumes of 100% 
ethanol ( see  Note 5 ) to the tube with the aqueous phase. 
  7.  Incubate at −20°C for at least 15 min. 
  8.  Microcentrifuge at 14,500 ×  g , 4°C for 15 min to pellet DNA. 
  9.  Remove and discard the supernatant. Wash the DNA pellet 
with 70% ethanol and microcentrifuge at 14,500 ×  g , 4°C for 
5 min to pellet DNA. 
  10.  Remove and discard the supernatant and air-dry the pellet. 
  11.  Resuspend the DNA pellet in 100  µ L of TE buffer. DNA 
recovery is estimated using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer. 
  12.  Take 10  µ L of each sample and analyze DNA size by electro-
phoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel in comparison to DNA markers 
with a size range of 50–10,000 bp. It is suggested to use a 
tracking dye that migrates at <50 bp ( see  Note 6 ). Limited 
MNase digestion will create a range of partially digested, pro-
tected DNA sizes ( see Fig.  1a ). 
  13.  Once chromatin digestion conditions have been optimized ( see 
 step 12 ) to generate maximum DNA amounts as a ~50–
1,000 bp array ( see Fig.  1a ), the digestions in Subheading  3.1 
should be repeated to produce 3 identical preparations that will 
be pooled in Subheading  3.4 ,  step 1 . Analyze a small aliquot of 
this preparative digest to verify cleavage reproducibility, before 
fragment size isolation ( see Subheading  3.4 ). Alternatively, 
narrower size ranges, covering only mono-nucleosomes, sub-
nucleosomes, di-nucleosomes,  etc., can also be selected ( see 
Subheading  3.6 ,  step 3 ). 
 We suggest the digestion of puri fi ed, “naked” DNA, devoid of 
protein, to control for sequence-speci fi c cleavage by MNase, but 
also for sequencing and analytic biases ( see Subheadings  3.5 and 
 3.6 ). As described for chromatin in Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 12 – 13 , 
MNase cleavage conditions for naked DNA must be  fi rst optimized 
and veri fi ed.
 3.2  DNA Puri fi cation 
and Analyses
 3.3  Naked DNA 
Control Digestion
Reverse
strand
reads
Map all paired-end 
sequences to the genome
Forward 
strand 
reads
Dyad 
Positions
The sum of the data represents average
nucleosomal positions across a gene
Paired-end sequence the
isolated DNA fragments
Mid-distances between 
monosome sized (~160bp) reads 
define nucleosome dyads
Sharp peak: highly, 
positioned nucleosome Broad peak: less well 
positioned nucleosomes
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 Fig. 1  Analysis of chromatin organization by deep sequencing. ( a ) Chromatin is digested in situ with varying 
amounts of micrococcal nuclease (MNase). The DNA is extracted and separated on an agarose gel. Digestion 
by MNase produces a characteristic ladder, with ~160 bp nucleosome repeat length. The DNA (~50–1,000 bp) 
is size selected by excision from the gel. ( b ) The excised DNA is puri fi ed and paired-end sequenced. The result-
ing sequences are mapped to the genome. Distances between mapped reads correspond generally to 
nucleosome repeat-length spacings. The midpoint between two ~160 bp, paired reads de fi nes the dyad of a 
nucleosome; the sum of all read peaks assigns an average position of every nucleosome. Nucleosomes with 
highly similar positioning in most cells will exhibit a very sharp coverage peak, whereas more  fl exibly posi-
tioned nucleosomes result in broader peaks 
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  1.  Set up  fi ve 1.5-mL spin tubes with a concentration series of 
MNase, at 0–5 U/tube ( see  Note 7 ). 
  2.  Add 10  µ g of puri fi ed, undigested DNA ( see  Note 8 ) in 400  µ L 
of digestion buffer to each tube, mix gently, and incubate at 
room temperature for 30 s. 
  3.  Add 40  µ L of stop solution and shake vigorously for 10 s to 
stop the digestion reaction. 
  4.  Samples can be stored at −20°C or directly processed for 
DNA puri fi cation and size analyses ( see Subheading  3.2 , 
 steps 12 – 13 ). 
  1.  Pool separately the three chromatin and the three naked 
DNA digestions ( see Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 12 – 13 and 
Subheading  3.3 ,  step 4 ) that give maximum DNA amounts in 
a ~50–1,000 bp (or narrower size) array ( see Fig.  1a ). 
  2.  Separate the pooled DNA digests by electrophoreses using 4 
lanes in a 1.5-mm 1.5% agarose gel. DNA in the chosen size 
range is isolated by gel excision. 
  3.  Add the excised agarose gel slice to a Costar column and freeze 
at −20°C for 10 min; thaw at 4°C for 5 min and repeat freeze 
and thaw one time. 
  4.  Microcentrifuge, with the hinge of the tube facing outwards, 
at 14,500 ×  g , 4°C for 5 min to release liquid and DNA from 
the gel. 
  5.  Remove the released liquid and reserve the DNA. 
  6.  Microcentrifuge again, but now with the hinge of the tube 
facing inwards, at 14,500 ×  g , 4°C for 5 min to release the 
remaining gel liquid. 
  7.  Pool the released DNA with the previous tube ( see  step 5 ). 
  8.  Phenol:chloroform extract the DNA and precipitate as previ-
ously described ( see Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 1 – 11 ), using a 2:1:1 
ratio of sample:phenol:chloroform. Estimate DNA recovery 
using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer. 
 Illumina paired-end DNA libraries require ~5  µ g of genomic DNA, 
regardless if prepared from chromatin or naked DNA controls. 
Library preparations primarily follow manufacturer instructions 
( see  Note 9 ). DNA ends are  fi rst repaired using a mixture of T4 
polynucleotide kinase + Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase 
I + T4 DNA polymerase, which is included in the Illumina paired-
end sample prep kit. Adaptors are ligated to the DNA ends and 
DNA >100 bp is puri fi ed by gel electrophoresis ( see Subheading  3.4 , 
 steps 2 – 8 ) to remove the self-ligated adaptors, ~80 bp.
  1.  The recovered DNA is ampli fi ed with primers complementary 
to the adaptor sequences, to enrich for DNA fragments with 
 3.4  DNA Fragment 
Isolation
 3.5  Library 
Generation 
and Sequencing
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adaptors on both ends. While the Illumina instructions suggest 
an additional gel puri fi cation step, we have found that this is 
not necessary ( see  Note 10 ). 
  2.  Libraries are quality checked on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 
using a high-sensitivity DNA chip to con fi rm that the libraries 
are not largely contaminated with adaptor dimers or primer 
pairs ( see  Note 10 ). 
  3.  Libraries are sequenced at 76 bp, paired-end on the Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 at a relatively low density of ~350,000 clusters/
mm 2 . Recent protocols expect 100–200 million reads per lane 
( see  Note 11 ). Paired-end reads allow both forward and reverse 
template sequencing of each DNA cluster ( see Fig.  1b ). 
Alignment of the paired sequence reads to the genome con-
tains positional information that, when queried by varying the 
distances across the genome map, can reveal nucleosome repeat 
lengths or transcription factor spacings ( see Subheading  3.6 ). 
Sequencing data for naked DNA is processed similarly to that 
of chromatin-derived DNA ( see Subheading  3.6 ,  step 6 ). 
  1.  Illumina reads ( see Subheading  3.5 ,  step 3 ) can be aligned to 
the genome using Bowtie  ( 9 ) or another aligner designed to 
handle large numbers of short reads ( see  Note 12 ). Bowtie 
accepts Illumina reads in a fastq format, as well as the assem-
bled  Dictyostelium genome [ see  http://www.dictybase.org/
Downloads/ ,  4 ) . 
  2.  Bowtie will output the genome coordinates of each aligned 
paired-end read and indicate distances between them, in a 
resulting SAM (Sequence Alignment Map)  fi le  ( 13 ) . 
  3.  If heterogeneously sized chromatin DNA libraries were used 
( see Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 12 – 13 and Subheading  3.4 , 
 steps 1 – 2 ), the distances between each read end will vary ( see 
Fig.  1b ). However, the Bowtie SAM  fi le can be queried to 
extract read alignments into  fi les of speci fi c sized spacings, e.g., 
mono-nucleosomes, di-nucleosomes, etc., which can be fur-
ther processed separately. If the excised DNA lengths at the 
outset were more restricted ( see Subheading  3.2 ,  steps 12 – 13 
and Subheading  3.4 ,  steps 1 – 2 ), size selection within the SAM 
 fi le is unnecessary. An alternative approach using long-read 
(e.g., 454-type) sequencing can essentially cover DNA lengths 
from puri fi ed mono-nucleosomes  ( 14 ) . 
  4.  Each read endpoint de fi nes an accessible site within the chro-
matin for MNase cleavage, and the mid-distance between two 
paired reads corresponds to the axis of symmetry that separates 
the two MNase-sensitive sites. For mono-nucleosome-sized 
selected spacings (~160 bp), the midpoint also represents the 
dyad for an individual nucleosome ( see Fig.  1b ). By processing 
all reads, one can determine the frequency distribution for 
 3.6  Data Analyses
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nucleosome (or other) positions across the entire mapped 
genome. This derived frequency distribution  fi le [.sgr or .bed  8 ) 
can be loaded into a genome browser, such as Integrated 
Genome Browser  ( 10 ) , for visualization  (see Fig.  2 and 
 Notes 12 and  13 ). 
  5.  Genome-wide comparisons often yield globally applicable 
information that is missed when data are analyzed at the single-
gene level. Indeed, all (or de fi ned subset) of the  Dictyostelium 
genes can be  fi rst aligned by a de fi ned, universal gene feature 
(e.g., start codon), with further interrogation for common 
nucleosome positioning within the entire gene set ( see Fig.  3 ). 
Alternative ways to further examine the aligned data include 
clustering based upon shared characteristics of a nucleosomal 
repeat pattern, display as heatmaps, and comparative analyses of 
wild-type and mutant strains or during a developmental time 
course. Clustering can be achieved with Cluster 3  ( 11 ) and 
visualization with TreeView  ( 12 ) , or similar software packages. 
  6.  Peaks can be normalized or compared to the naked DNA con-
trols to ensure peaks represent actual nucleosome presence and 
not biases introduced by MNase digestion. 
 Fig. 2  Nucleosome positioning viewed in Integrated Genome Browser. A subregion of chromosome 4 is displayed, 
with two divergently expressed genes. Highly positioned (i.e.,  sharp peaks ) nucleosomes are seen for DDB0191460, 
whereas nucleosomal positioning in DDB0233398 is less de fi ned. Introns and noncoding regions tend to be 
underrepresented in nucleosomal reads, for both biological and technical reasons (e.g.,  see  Note  12 ) 
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 4  Notes
  1.  If the ribonuclease A is not DNase free, the solution should be 
boiled for 5 min prior to freezing to inactivate the contaminat-
ing DNase. 
  2.  NP-40 is used to permeabilize the plasma membrane to allow 
MNase to enter the cell. Increasing the NP40 concentration 
will increase MNase exposure, but also decrease the integrity 
of the cell. Ideally, digestion should occur quickly to avoid 
nucleosomal movement. MNase works optimally at 37°C, but 
we have observed ef fi cient digestions at lower temperatures 
(22–30°C), but with more units of MNase. It should also be 
noted that MNase activity can vary from batch to batch. 
 Dictyostelium at different developmental time points require 
different amounts of MNase to create equivalent digests. This 
may be due to differences in sensitivity to NP-40 for cell 
permeabilization. 
  3.  For stages other than growth, cell numbers should be increased 
two- to threefold. 
  4.  At the end of the digestion, prior to adding the stop solution, 
the cell suspension can be spun at 14,500 ×  g for 5 sec, and the 
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 Fig. 3  Genome-wide alignment of all nucleosomal reads relative to translational start sites. The ~12,500 
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supernatant quickly transferred to a fresh tube containing 
40  µ L of stop solution. This centrifugation step serves to pellet 
cell debris and high molecular weight chromatin fragments 
(DNA species >1 kb) whilst releasing lower molecular weight 
chromatin particles of mono- to hexa-nucleosome sizes into 
the supernatant. 
  5.  Other salts may be used to precipitate the digested DNA. 
However, ammonium acetate should be avoided as it inhibits 
T4 polynucleotide kinase, which is required during library 
preparation. 
  6.  Using a loading buffer with a rapidly migrating dye, such as 
orange G, is suggested to avoid interfering with visualization 
of DNA in the gel. 
  7.  MNase-digested naked DNA serves as a control for sequence 
digestion biases. Pure DNA is digested very quickly by MNase 
and so requires a lower enzyme concentration and a shorter 
digestion time than chromatin. 
  8.  Puri fi ed control DNA is obtained by resuspending ~10 8 cells 
in 400  µ L of TE buffer and following Subheading  3.2 , 
 steps 1 – 11 . 
  9.  The exact protocol is included with the paired-end kit, but is 
routinely updated and optimized; the most recent editions may 
be downloaded at  http://www.illumina.com/support/
sequencing/sequencing_kits/pe_dna_sample_prep_kit.ilmn , 
and therein. 
  10.  Contamination with adaptor dimers will reduce the overall 
yield of sequencing reads. If library preparation has succeeded, 
but is still contaminated with adaptor dimers, another gel 
puri fi cation may be required. 
  11.  Other high-throughput “paired-end” sequencing platforms 
should also be effective, although we have not assessed them. 
  12.  Reads with highly redundant (e.g., extreme A + T bias) or 
extensively repeated [e.g., (AAC)n] sequences may not align 
uniquely to the genome. 
  13.  Perl scripts to handle data manipulation are provided as sup-
plemental data by Kent and colleagues  ( 8 ) . 
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 Chapter 13 
 The Application of the Cre- loxP System for Generating 
Multiple Knock-out and Knock-in Targeted Loci 
 Jan  Faix ,  Joern  Linkner ,  Benjamin  Nordholz ,  James  L.  Platt , 
 Xin-Hua  Liao , and  Alan  R.  Kimmel  
 Abstract 
 Dictyostelium discoideum is an exceptionally powerful eukaryotic model to study many aspects of growth, 
development, and fundamental cellular processes. Its small-sized, haploid genome allows highly ef fi cient 
targeted homologous recombination for gene disruption and knock-in epitope tagging. We previously 
described a robust system for the generation of multiple gene mutations in  Dictyostelium by recycling the 
Blasticidin S selectable marker after transient expression of the Cre recombinase. We have now further opti-
mized the system for higher ef fi ciency and, additionally, coupled it to both, knock-out and knock-in gene 
targeting, allowing the characterization of multiple and cooperative gene functions in a single cell line. 
 Key words  Cre recombinase ,  Dictyostelium ,  loxP ,  Homologous recombination ,  Gene replacement , 
 Knock-outs ,  Epitope tags 
 
 The genome of  Dictyostelium discoideum is relatively small 
(~34 Mb) in comparison to most eukaryotes, but has a highly 
compact and haploid organization with short (<1 kb, average) 
intergenic distances  ( 1,  2 ) . Thus,  Dictyostelium has ~12,500 pro-
tein-coding genes  ( 1– 3 ) , yet frequencies for targeted homologous 
recombination at an individual locus can exceed 20%. In addition, 
genome-wide restriction enzyme-mediated insertional (REMI) 
mutagenic approaches allow the targeting and recovery of multi-
ple loci  ( 4 ) . Nonetheless, there remain only few, highly effective 
selectable markers for  Dictyostelium , which had limited the ability 
to create multiple mutations within a single cell. In addition, 
genetic crosses between strains are still limited  ( 5 ) . To overcome 
these limitations, we developed a very ef fi cient system for the cre-
ation of multiple gene mutations within an individual  Dictyostelium 
 1  Introduction
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cell  ( 6– 8 ) that recycles a single selectable marker, Blasticidin 
S-resistance  ( 9 ) , using the Cre- loxP system  ( 10 ) . This has allowed 
the study of epistatic relationships among many genes in the large 
 Dictyostelium transcriptome and to evaluate potential redundan-
cies among various pathways  ( 11,  12 ) . 
 We created a universal gene-targeting vector backbone with a 
 Bsr cassette  fl anked ( fl oxed) by  loxP recombination sites; transla-
tional stop codons in all six reading frames were placed outside one 
 loxP site  ( 6– 8 ) . Transient expression of the Cre recombinase removes 
the Blasticidin S-resistance expression cassette from the disrupted 
gene, but leaves translational stop codons in all the reading frames. 
This intramolecular recombination event creates a nonsense muta-
tion within the targeted gene. Since the resulting cells are Blasticidin 
S-sensitive, they can be utilized for additional rounds of gene disrup-
tion or for REMI mutagenic screening. A new extrachromosomal, 
Cre-expressing vector makes the process even more ef fi cient  ( 8 ) . 
 We have additionally engineered a new knock-in targeting vec-
tor that will add an epitope tag to the C-terminus of any targeted 
protein  ( 13,  14 ) . This ensures that any protein can now be tagged 
and expressed under control of their endogenous regulatory ele-
ments, for puri fi cation and cellular localization studies. Although 
we describe a tandem af fi nity puri fi cation (TAP) tag, the approach 
is adaptable to many other epitopes and for N-terminal tagging. 
 Further, many transformation vectors exist that direct tempo-
ral- or spatial-speci fi c expression of mutated or tagged proteins 
(e.g., GFP, RFP) in  Dictyostelium , and cells deleted of Bsr remain 
G418-sensitive and can still be engineered for the regulated expres-
sion of speci fi c protein variants, for global cDNA screening, for 
complementation expression, or for gene interference by RNAi or 
antisense methodologies  ( 1,  15– 19 ) . 
 Although we have not observed any abnormal phenotypes 
upon expression of Cre in  Dictyostelium , it is prudent to compare 
the behavior of parental and Cre-recombined cells to ensure that 
 Bsr deletion (or Cre-transformation) has not created a dominant 
(or secondary) phenotype. For example, we have frequently 
detected normal levels of mRNA expression after the  fl oxed- Bsr is 
removed via Cre recombination. Although an in-frame nonsense 
codon has been incorporated into the gene, there is the potential 
for production of a truncated protein that may create a phenotype 
that is distinct from a loss-of-function mutation. Unless one is 
speci fi cally interested in the function of proteins with carboxyl-
terminal truncations,  fl oxed- Bsr insertions should generally be 
designed near the 5 ¢ -end of the gene. 
 The regulated expression of Cre, using cell-speci fi c promoters or 
the tetracycline-responsive system  ( 16 ) , may permit conditional gene 
disruption. Thus, it may be possible to study the effects of gene loss 
at speci fi c developmental stages or in speci fi c cell-types or the func-
tion of essential genes. The  fl oxed- Bsr cassette has other advantages. 
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Once  loxP sites have been inserted into a gene of interest, they are 
ef fi cient recombination targets for the creation of gene knock-ins to 
express mutant or tagged protein variants or for novel promoter/
reporter fusions  ( 20 ) . 
 Finally, it should be noted that recombination between  loxP sites 
has been used effectively in mammalian systems to induce gene 
expression by fusing a promoter and gene target that had been sepa-
rated by a  fl oxed-inactivating sequence, or conversely, to repress 
expression by deleting an element that is essential for transcription. 
 
  1.  E. coli cells (e.g., DH5 a or any other suitable  E. coli strain). 
  2.  LB broth: 10.0 g of bacteriological tryptone (Difco), 5.0 g of 
yeast extract, 5.0 g of NaCl. Bring to 1 L with deionized water 
and adjust pH to 7.4 using 1 N NaOH. 
  3.  Transformation buffer I (TFB I): 100 mM RbCl, 50 mM 
MnCl 2 , 10 mM CaCl 2 , 30 mM potassium acetate, 15% glyc-
erol; adjust pH to 5.8 with saturated acetic acid. Do not auto-
clave, sterile  fi lter. Store at −20°C. 
  4.  Transformation buffer II (TFB II): 10 mM MOPS, 10 mM 
RbCl, 75 mM CaCl 2 , 15% glycerol; adjust pH to 7.0 with 1 N 
NaOH, sterile  fi lter. Store at −20°C. 
  5.  Plasmid vector DNA (pLPBLP), available from the Dicty 
Stock Center ( http://dictybase.org/StockCenter/StockCenter.
html )  ( 1 ) . 
  6.  PCR custom primers. 
  7.  Taq polymerase, 5 U/ m L (Roche). 
  8.  10× PCR buffer: 500 mM KCl, 100 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3. 
  9.  10× dNTPs 2 mM each dATP, dTTP, dGTP, and dCTP. 
  10.  Thermal cycler (VWR Doppio or other suitable). 
  11.  TE buffer: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA. 
  12.  DNA loading buffer: 40.0 g of sucrose, 0.5 g of SDS, 0.25 g 
of bromophenol blue. Bring to 100 mL with TE-buffer. 
  13.  Ethidium bromide (EtBr) solution, 10 mg/mL. 
  14.  10× Tris-phosphate buffer: 355 mM  Tris, 302 mM NaH2PO4, 
10 mM EDTA-disodium dihydrate. The pH of the 1× solution 
will self adjust to pH 7.8. 
  15.  Agarose in 1× Tris-phosphate buffer, pH 7.8. 
  16.  Agarose gel electrophoresis system (Biorad). 
  17.  Restriction nucleases. 
  18.  Gel extraction kit (Qiagen). 
 2  Materials
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  19.  PCR puri fi cation kit (Qiagen). 
  20.  Alkaline phosphatase, 1 U/ m L (Roche). 
  21.  T4 DNA ligase, 1 U/ m L (Roche). 
  22.  10× Ligation buffer: 660 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM 
MgCl 2 , 10 mM spermidine, 10 mM ATP, 20 mM DTT, 
1.5 mg/mL BSA. Commercially available 10× ligase buffers 
also work well. 
  23.  TCM solution: 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM CaCl 2 , 
100 mM MgCl 2 . 
  24.  Ampicillin stock solution (1,000×): 0.5 g of ampicillin; bring 
to 10 mL with deionized water, sterile  fi lter. Store at 4°C. 
  25.  LB-ampicillin-plates: 15.0 g of Bacto-agar (Difco); bring to 
1 L with LB broth, autoclave, cool in a water bath to 50°C, 
add 1 mL of ampicillin stock solution. 
  26.  Quiaprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). 
  27.  Plasmid DNA Maxi Kit (Qiagen). 
  1.  D. discoideum cells (e.g., Ax2 or Ax3; see  http://dictybase.
org/StockCenter/StockCenter.html )  ( 1 ) . 
  2.  Ax medium: 14.3 g of bacteriological peptone (L-34, Oxoid), 
7.15 g of yeast extract, 18.0 g of maltose, 0.616 g of 
Na 2 HPO 4 ·2H 2 O, 0.486 g of KH 2 PO 4 ; bring to 1 L with deion-
ized water and adjust pH to 6.7 with 1 N NaOH. Autoclave. 
Store at 4°C. Ax medium is also commercially available from 
Formedium. 
  3.  B12/folic acid mix: 5 mg of B12 (cyanocobalamine), 200 mg 
of folic acid; add 95 mL of deionized water, adjust pH to 6.5 
with 5 N NaOH, and bring to 100 mL. Filter sterilize and 
store at −20°C protected from light. 
  4.  HL5 medium: 17.8 g of bacteriological peptone (L-85, 
Oxoid), 7.2 g of yeast extract, 0.54 g of Na 2 HPO 4 , 0.4 g of 
KH 2 PO 4 , 130  m L of B12/folic acid mix; bring to 1 L with 
deionized water and adjust pH to 6.5. Autoclave and add 
20 mL of 50% (w/v) glucose. Store at 4°C. 
  5.  HL5-C medium with (or without glucose) is commercially 
available from Formedium. 
  6.  17 mM Na-K-phosphate buffer, pH 6.0: 0.356 g of Na 2 HPO 4 , 
1.99 g of KH 2 PO 4 . Bring to 1 L with deionized water, auto-
clave. Store at 4°C. 
  7.  Electroporation buffer: 10 mM K-PO 4 , pH 6.1, 50 mM glu-
cose, Filter sterilize, and store at 4°C. 
  8.  Electroporation cuvettes: 4-mm gap. 
  9.  Electroporator XCell (Biorad). 
 2.2  Transformation 
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  10.  Healing solution: 100 mM CaCl 2 , 100 mM MgCl 2 . 
  11.  1,000× Blasticidin S stock solution: 10 mg/mL in deionized 
water, sterile  fi ltered. Store at 4°C or freeze in aliquots. 
  12.  Klebsiella aerogenes . 
  13.  SM agar plates: 15.0 g of Bacto-agar (Difco), 10.0 g of bacte-
riological peptone (L-34, Oxoid), 1.0 g of yeast extract, 10.0 g 
of glucose, 1.0 g of MgSO 4 ·7H 2 O, 2.2 g of KH 2 PO 4 , 1.0 g of 
K 2 HPO 4 , bring to 1 L and autoclave. Store at 4°C. 
  14.  SM agar plates (Formedium): Suspend 41.7 g of powdered 
medium in deionized water, bring to 1 L, and autoclave. Store 
at 4°C. 
  15.  Sterile toothpicks. 
  16.  100× Ampicillin/streptomycin stock solution: 5 mg/mL of 
ampicillin, 4 mg/mL of streptomycin sulfate, sterile  fi ltered. 
Store at 4°C or freeze at −20°C. Commercially available 100× 
penicillin/streptomycin stock solutions also work well. 
  1.  High Pure PCR Template kit (Roche). 
  2.  Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). 
  1.  Plasmid vector DNA pDEX-NLS-Cre and pTX-NLS-Cre, 
available from the Dicty Stock Center ( http://dictybase.org/
StockCenter/StockCenter.html )  ( 1 ) . 
  2.  Phosphate agar plates: 15.0 g of Bacto-agar (Difco); bring to 1 L 
with 17 mM Na-K-phosphate buffer, autoclave. Store at 4°C. 
  3.  G418 stock solution: 10 mg/mL in deionized water, sterile 
 fi ltered. Store at 4°C or freeze in aliquots. 
 
  1.  Inoculate  E. coli strain DH5 a (or any other suitable  E. coli host 
used in your laboratory) in 10 mL of LB broth and allow to 
grow at 37°C overnight. 
  2.  Inoculate 5 mL of the overnight culture into 200 mL of fresh 
LB broth in a 1-L Erlenmeyer  fl ask. 
  3.  Grow the cells at 37°C at 220 rpm to an OD 600 of approxi-
mately 0.3–0.6. The best results are obtained when the cells 
are harvested during early log phase. 
  4.  Chill the cells in an ice/water bath for ~15 min. For all subse-
quent steps, keep the cells as close to 0°C as possible and chill 
all containers and centrifuges before adding cells. Transfer the 
cells to four sterile 50-mL centrifugation tubes and centrifuge 
at 4,000 ×  g for 15 min at 4°C. 
 2.3  Validation of 
Knock-out Mutants
 2.4  Removal of the 
Floxed-Bsr Cassette
 3  Methods
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and Transformation 
of Chemically 
Competent  E. coli Cells
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Competent  E. coli Cells
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  5.  Carefully pour off and discard supernatant and resuspend the 
pellets in 50 mL of ice cold TFB I buffer and keep cells on ice 
for 1 h. 
  6.  Centrifuge the cells at 4,000 ×  g for 15 min at 4°C. 
  7.  Carefully pour off and discard supernatant and resuspend the 
pellet in 8 mL of ice-cold TFB II buffer and keep cells on ice 
for 1 h. 
  8.  Prepare 200- m L aliquots of the cells in prechilled 1.5-mL 
microfuge tubes and immediately shock freeze in liquid 
nitrogen. 
  9.  Store competent cells at −80°C. 
 It is also possible to purchase  E. coli cells that are competent 
for transformation from various companies (e.g., Promega, Thermo 
Scienti fi c, Stratagene). 
  1.  Place frozen chemically competent  E. coli cells on ice and allow 
the cells to thaw slowly. 
  2.  Add 200  m L of the cells to a ligation mix ( see Subheading  3.2 , 
 step 14 ) and incubate on ice for 1 h. 
  3.  Heat shock cells for 1 min at 42°C. 
  4.  Chill cells for 5 min on ice. 
  5.  Add 800  m L of LB broth and incubate for 1 h at 37°C. 
  6.  Plate cells on LB agar plates containing 50  m g/mL ampicillin 
and incubate at 37°C overnight. 
  1.  Synthesize two primer pairs for the ampli fi cation of a 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ 
fragment of your gene of interest ( see  Note 1 ) that will gener-
ate PCR products of approximately 500 bp for each fragment. 
At their 5 ¢ ends the primers should carry recognition sites for 
restriction endonucleases to facilitate cloning in targeting vec-
tor pLPBLP ( see Fig.  1 ). The unique cloning sites of vector 
pLPBLP are  Kpn I- Sal I- Acc I- Cla I- Hin dIII- Sma I-( fl oxed- Bsr 
cassette)- Pst I- Sma I- Bam H- Spe I- Not I. 
  2.  Amplify the 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ fragments from genomic DNA or plas-
mid DNA by PCR. Set up a 100- m L reaction consisting of: 
0.01 up to 0.1  m g of plasmid DNA or genomic template, 
0.1  m M of each primer, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, and 10  m L of 
10× PCR buffer. Bring to 99  m L with deionized water, add 
1  m L of  Taq DNA polymerase ( see  Note 2 ), and mix. 
  3.  Con fi rm size and quantity of PCR products by analytical aga-
rose gel electrophoresis and staining with EtBr. 
  4.  Digest the PCR products with appropriate restriction enzymes 
overnight at 37°C in a  fi nal volume of 200  m L ( see  Note 3 ). 
  5.  Add 30  m L of DNA loading buffer and run the entire sample 
on preparative agarose gel for each fragment. 
 3.1.2  Transformation 
of  E. coli Cells
 3.2  Construction 
of Targeting Vectors 
for Gene Disruption
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  6.  Cut out the bands of interest with a razor blade and purify the 
appropriate DNA fragments using a gel extraction kit (Qiagen). 
  7.  Con fi rm quantity of puri fi ed PCR products by analytical aga-
rose gel electrophoresis and staining with EtBr. Store the frag-
ments at −20°C for later use. 
  8.  Digest 10  m g of vector pLPBLP with two restriction enzymes 
compatible for the insertion of the  fi rst PCR fragment for 2 h 
at 37°C in a  fi nal volume of 200  m L. Place the mix on ice and 
con fi rm completion of the digestion by running a small aliquot 
of the reaction in an agarose gel. 
Act15/Bsr/Act8KpnI-Sal I-AccI-ClaI-Hind III-SmaI - -Pst I-SmaI-BamH I-Spe I-Not I
floxed Bsr-cassette 
TTAATTAATTAA
AATTAATTAATT
3    2    1
1    2    3
ATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAAGTTAT
S P A C E R
loxP loxP
loxP Recombination Site
Orientation
1.35 Kb
Cre Recombination
Gene Disruption by 
Homologous Recombination
Targeting Vector
5’ 3’
WT Genomic Sequence
5’ 3’
TTAATTAATTAA
AATTAATTAATT
3    2    1
5’ 3’
1    2    3
GGGTTAATTAATTAACCATGGATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAAGTTATCATATGCCGCATGGTTAATTCCTGCAGCCC
5’ 3’1     2   3
loxP Recombination Site 
Targeted Genomic Locus
A.
B.
C.
D.
Act15/Bsr/Act8
 Fig. 1  The strategy for Cre- loxP recycling of the  Bsr selectable marker. ( a ) The  loxP recombination site includes 
a 13 bp inverted repeat ( Bold ), separated by a short spacer sequence. ( b ) The  fl oxed- Bsr cassette was con-
structed with  loxP sites in the same orientation  fl anking both sides of the Blasticidin-resistance ( Bsr ) expression 
cassette  ( 9,  10 ) ; the  Bsr gene is  fl anked by the  Act15 promoter and the  Act8 terminator. An oligonucleotide cas-
sette is added upstream, with translational stop codons in all six reading frames. Restriction enzyme sites out-
side of the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette permit the cloning of 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ gene sequences for targeted disruption. The entire 
 fl oxed- Bsr cassette is part of the pLPBLP vector (~4.5 kb), which additionally contains a bacterial origin of rep-
lication and the ampicillin resistance gene  ( 6– 8 ) . ( c ) The  fl oxed- Bsr cassette is inserted between 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ 
gene-targeting fragments (>500 bp). Wild-type cells are transformed for gene disruption by homologous recom-
bination, selected for resistance to Blasticidin S, and screened. Transient expression of Cre promotes recombi-
nation between the two  loxP sites, leaving only a short (<100 bp) sequence that includes the translational stop 
cassette and a single  loxP site. Since translational stops interrupt all six reading frames, the orientation of the 
 fl oxed- Bsr cassette within the targeting vector is generally not signi fi cant. ( d ) The resulting sequence organiza-
tion within the targeted gene is shown with the single  loxP site and in-frame stop codons indicated 
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  9.  Stop the reaction by addition of  fi vefold volume (1 mL) of PB 
buffer (included in the PCR puri fi cation kit) and purify the 
DNA fragments using the PCR puri fi cation kit. 
  10.  Dephosphorylate cleaved vector pLPBLP with 1  m L of alkaline 
phosphatase for 1 h at 37°C in a  fi nal volume of 200  m L. 
  11.  Stop the reaction by addition of 1 mL of PB buffer and purify 
the DNA fragments using the PCR puri fi cation kit. 
  12.  Ligate 50–100 ng of cleaved and dephosphorylated vector 
pLPBLP with approximately  fi vefold molar excess of the  fi rst 
PCR fragment with 1  m L of T4 DNA ligase in 1× ligation buf-
fer and a  fi nal volume of 20  m L overnight at 15°C. 
  13.  Add 30  m L of TCM solution to the ligation buffer and chill 
on ice. 
  14.  Transform ligation reaction as described in Subheading  3.1.2 . 
  15.  Inoculate colonies in 4 mL of LB broth containing 50  m g/mL 
of ampicillin and grow the cells to the stationary phase over-
night at 37°C. 
  16.  Prepare plasmid DNA with Qiaprep Spin Miniprep kit or other 
standard procedure and isolate derivatives of plasmid pLPBLP 
containing the  fi rst fragment. 
  17.  Con fi rm insertion of appropriate fragment by restriction digest. 
  18.  Digest con fi rmed plasmid with the second combination of 
restriction enzymes and perform treatment with alkaline phos-
phatase as described in  steps 8 – 11 . 
  19.  Ligate second PCR fragment into this vector as described in 
 step 12 and repeat  steps 13 – 17 in order to isolate gene disrup-
tion plasmid pLPBLP containing both fragments  fl anking the 
 Bsr cassette. 
  20.  Inoculate cells containing the  fi nal gene disruption plasmid in 
300 mL of LB broth containing 50  m g/mL ampicillin and 
incubate at 37°C overnight. 
  21.  Prepare plasmid DNA with Maxiprep kit. 
  22.  Digest approximately 100  m g (this amount of plasmid DNA 
will allow one to perform three  Dictyostelium transformations) 
of plasmid DNA for 2 h at 37°C in a  fi nal volume of 250  m L 
with a combination of restriction enzymes that liberates two 
DNA fragments: one plasmid fragment will contain the 
5 ¢ -genomic fragment- fl oxed- Bsr cassette-3 ¢ -genomic fragment 
and the other plasmid fragment will contain the remainder of 
the vector backbone (~2.7 kbp). 
  23.  Con fi rm completion of the digestion by running a small ali-
quot of the reaction in an agarose gel ( see  Note 4 ). 
  24.  Stop the reaction by addition of 1 mL of PB buffer and purify 
the DNA fragments using the PCR puri fi cation kit (Qiagen). 
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It is not necessary to isolate and separate the  Bsr cassette  fl anked 
by the 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ -fragments from the vector backbone. 
  25.  Elute the DNA fragments with 60  m L of 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 
8.0 ( see  Note 5 ). 
  26.  Run 1  m L of the sample on an analytical 0.7% agarose gel to 
validate quality and quantity of the DNA fragments. 
  27.  Store eluted DNA at −20°C for later use. 
 The strategy for targeted in-frame fusion of an epitope within a 
gene locus is conceptually similar to that described for gene disrup-
tion ( see Subheading  3.2 ). However, four fragment cloning aspects 
are fundamentally different (Fig.  2 ). First, the orientation of the 5 ¢ 
 3.3  Construction 
of Targeting Vectors 
for Epitope Tagging
Act15/Bsr/Act8KpnI-ApaI-SalI-ClaI-HindIII-SphI- -Pst I-Xma I-Sma I-BamH I-SpeI-Not I
TAP/floxed Bsr-cassette
ATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAAGTTAT
S P A C E R
loxP
loxP Recombination Site
Orientation
Cre Recombination
TAP knock-in by 
Homologous Recombination
Targeting Vector
5’ 3’
WT Genomic Sequence 5’ 3’
5’ 3’
ATGGAAAAGAGAAGA…..GCGGGGAAGTCAACCTGA…..loxP……Bsr…..loxP.....
5’ 3’
Targeted Genomic Locus
NcoI EcoRVXbaI
TAP-tag
Act15/Bsr/Act8
In-frame fusion
TGA
TGA
STOP
TAP-tag
TAP-tag
TAP-tag
In-frame fusion
ATG
A.
B.
C.
E.
D.
 Fig. 2  TAP-tag knock-in strategy. ( a ) Vector organization. The  loxP recombination site includes a 13 bp inverted 
repeat ( Bold ), separated by a short spacer sequence. ( b ) The TAP/ fl oxed- Bsr cassette was constructed by fusing 
a TAP construct  ( 13,  14 ) to the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette ( see Fig.  1 ). Restriction enzyme sites, upstream of the ATG 
translation start codon in the TAP-tag, are used to create C-terminal protein fusions. The entire TAP/ fl oxed- Bsr 
cassette is part of the pLPBLP-TAP vector (~5.0 kb), which additionally contains a bacterial origin of replication 
and the ampicillin resistance gene. ( c ) The TAP/ fl oxed- Bsr cassette is inserted between 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ gene-targeting 
fragments (>500 bp). The 5 ¢ targeting fragment, would encode the C-terminus of the protein to be “tagged”; the 
endogenous translational STOP must be removed and the fusion to TAP must create an in-frame read-through 
( see Fig.  3 ). Wild-type cells are transformed for gene disruption by homologous recombination, selected for 
resistance to Blasticidin S, and screened. ( d ) The resulting sequence organization within the targeted in-frame, 
gene fusion is shown with the entire  fl oxed- Bsr cassette still present. ( e ) Transient expression of Cre promotes 
recombination between the two  loxP sites, leaving only the TAP-tag and a single  loxP site 
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and 3 ¢ fragments is absolutely critical. The 5 ¢ fragment must be 
placed upstream of the epitope tag. Second, the 5 ¢ fragment must 
encode the C-terminal domain of the selected gene, with no addi-
tional genomic sequences. Third, the STOP codon must be 
removed from the C-terminal coding fragment. Lastly, the 
C-terminal coding fragment must have an in-frame read-through 
when fused to the epitope tag (Fig.  3 ). This may include amino 
acids that derive from the multi-cloning site. We also often place 
three glycines between the endogenous gene and the TAP-tag. All 
other aspects of DNA cloning, transfection into  Dictyostelium , 
selection, screening, etc., follow procedures outlined in 
Subheadings  3.1 ,  3.2 , and  3.4 ( see  Note 6 ). 
  1.  Inoculate  Dictyostelium cells at a concentration of 5–7 × 10 5 
cells/mL into 200 mL of fresh axenic growth medium (Ax, 
HL5, or HL5-C) in a 1,000-mL  fl ask. The cells may be washed 
off a plastic petri dish or transferred from liquid medium. The 
doubling time of  Dictyostelium in shaken suspension is approx-
imately 8–10 h at 21°C. 
  2.  Incubate the culture at 21°C for about 24 h with shaking at 
150 rpm and harvest the cells at a density of not more than 
5 × 10 6 cells/mL. 
  3.  Transfer 100 mL of the cells into two sterile, disposable 50 mL 
centrifugation tubes and incubate on ice for 15 min. 
  4.  Pellet the cells by centrifugation at 500 ×  g for 2 min at 4°C. 
  5.  Carefully pour off and discard the supernatant and place the 
centrifugation tubes with the cell pellets on ice. 
 3.4  Transformation 
of  Dictyostelium Cells 
by Electroporation
 3.4.1  Preparation 
of Electrocompetent 
 Dictyostelium Cells
GGTACCGGGCCCCCCCTCGAGGTCGACGGTATCGATAAGCTTGCATGCTCA
ATGGAAAAGAGAAGATGGAAAAAGAATTTCATAGCCGTCTCAGCAGCCAAC
CGCTTTAAGAAAATCTCATCCTCCGGGGCACTTGATTATGATATTCCAACT
ACTGCTAGCGAGAATTTGTATTTTCAGGGTGAGCTCAAAACCGCGGCTCTT
GCGCAACACGATGAAGCCGTGGACAACAAATTCAACAAAGAACAACAAAAC
GCGTTCTATGAGATCTTACATTTACCTAACTTAAACGAAGAACAACGAAAC
GCCTTCATCCAAAGTTTAAAAGATGACCCAAGCCAAAGCGCTAACCTTTTA
GCAGAAGCTAAAAAGCTAAATGATGCTCAGGCGCCGAAAGTAGACAACAAA
TTCAACAAAGAACAACAAAACGCGTTCTATGAGATCTTACATTTACCTAAC
TTAAACGAAGAACAACGAAACGCCTTCATCCAAAGTTTAAAAGATGACCCA
AGCCAAAGCGCTAACCTTTTAGCAGAAGCTAAAAAGCTAAATGGTGCTCAG
GCGCCGAGAGTAGACGCGAATTCCGCGGGGAAGTCAACCTGA
CCATGG
ATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAAGTTAT
KpnI ApaI SalI ClaI HindIII SphI
multi-cloning site
TAP-
tag
NcoI linker
loxP site
 Fig. 3  In-frame TAP sequence organization. The TAP-tag sequence is shown, including the translational start/
stop codons. Upstream cloning sites are indicated, as is downstream linkage with  loxP 
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  6.  Pool the pellets and resuspend in 50 mL of ice cold 17 mM 
Na-K-phosphate buffer, pH 6.0. 
  7.  Pellet the cells by centrifugation at 500 ×  g for 2 min at 4°C, 
again pour off and discard the supernatant and resuspend the 
pellet in 50 mL of ice cold electroporation buffer. 
  8.  Repeat  step 7 but resuspend the cells at a concentration of 
1 × 10 7 cells/mL in ice cold electroporation buffer. Keep the 
cells on ice and use as soon as possible for electroporation. 
  1.  Pipette the DNA samples to be electroporated (~35  m g) into 
sterile 4-mm electroporation cuvettes and place them on ice. 
  2.  Add 700  m L of the competent cells to each DNA sample, mix 
gently, and incubate on ice. 
  3.  Electroporate the cells using Biorad Xcell gene pulser preset 
protocol for  Dictyostelium (these conditions are square wave, 
 V = 1.0 kV, 10  m F, 1.0 ms pulse length, 2 pulses, and 5 s pulse 
interval). The time constant should be ~1 ms. The voltage 
should be ~1.0 kV. This setup routinely yields hundreds of 
transformants. 
  4.  Remove the cuvette from the chamber and plate the cells in the 
middle of a petri dish. Place the dish on a laboratory shaker 
and gently shake at ~40 rpm for 15 min at room temperature. 
  5.  Adjust the suspension to 2 mM CaCl 2 and 2 mM MgCl 2 with 
healing solution and continue shaking for another 15 min at 
room temperature. 
  6.  Add 12 mL of axenic growth medium and allow the cells to 
recover over night at 21°C. 
  7.  Add Blasticidin S at a  fi nal concentration of 10  m g/mL and 
incubate at 21°C. 
  8.  Gently change medium-containing Blasticidin S every 3 days 
and select the transformants for approximately 10–14 days at 
21°C until colonies with a diameter of approximately 1 mm are 
clearly visible. 
  9.  Isolate clonal  Dictyostelium cell lines by spreader dilution. For 
this prepare a dense suspension of  K. aerogenes that were grown 
on SM (or SM-Formedium) agar plates overnight at 37°C with 
sterile  fi ltered 17 mM Na-K-phosphate buffer, pH 6.0. 
  10.  Pre-dry approximately  fi ve SM agar plates per transformation 
in a laminar  fl ow bench for ~30 min at room temperature and 
add 250  m L of the  K. aerogenes suspension into the center of 
each agar plate. 
  11.  Wash off the transformants from the plastic surface by gently 
pipetting up and down the medium and bring one to three 
drops in a 1.5-mL microfuge tube  fi lled with 1 mL of medium. 
Brie fl y vortex the cells to disrupt cell aggregates. 
 3.4.2  Electroporation 
of  Dictyostelium Cells
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  12.  Add increasing amounts (1, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20  m L) of the cell 
suspension into the corresponding drop of  K. aerogenes and 
immediately spread the drop over the entire SM plate using a 
sterile Drygalski spatula. 
  13.  Allow the plates to dry and subsequently incubate at 21°C. 
  14.  After ~3 days individual plaque forming colonies will appear in 
the bacterial lawn. 
  15.  After the colonies have reached a diameter of 1–2 mm, pick 
individual clonal cell lines with sterile toothpicks and transfer 
them into sterile 24-well plates containing axenic medium sup-
plemented with 10  m g/mL Blasticidin S and ampicillin/strep-
tomycin solution to prevent bacterial growth. 
 Two PCRs are performed to rapidly validate targeted gene disrup-
tion. One PCR examines the presence of the wild-type or disrupted 
gene using primers that  fl ank the  fl oxed- Bsr insertion sites ( see 
Fig.  4 ;  Note 7 ). A second PCR design uses a primer from within the 
 Bsr cassette and another primer from outside of the targeting 
 3.5  Validation of 
Knock-out Mutants
 Fig. 4  Validation of targeted gene disruption. ( a ) Generation of a null cell line for a target gene. 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ speci fi c 
sequences of the target gene are cloned into pLPBLP. The linear-targeting vector is then used to disrupt the gene 
by homologous recombination. Dependent on the spacing between the 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ fragments, targeted integration 
may cause a small deletion in the gene. Upstream primer U1 is within the 5 ¢ targeting fragment, primer Bsr is 
within the  Bsr gene, and primer D1 is within the endogenous genomic sequence, but downstream of the 3 ¢ 
targeting fragment. ( b ) Schematic validation of targeted gene disruption by PCR. A wild type and a Blasticidin-
resistant KO mutant are examined by PCR ampli fi cation employing the two different sets of primers indicated. 
 Left Panel —The primer combination of U1 and D1 ampli fi es both the WT and homologously target gene; the 
target gene PCR product is approximately 1.3 kbp larger than that of WT.  Right Panel —The primer combination 
of Bsr and D1 speci fi cally ampli fi es only a fragment after the homologous recombination event and, hence, is 
seen only in the bona  fi de disrupted mutant. This  fi gure is reprinted from ref.  8 , with permission from Elsevier 
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 fragment. A number of reliable  Bsr -speci fi c primers used in different 
laboratories are listed (Table  1 ). A similar strategy is used to identify 
successful knock-in targeting. A different primer is required in the 
second PCR, replacing the primer from the  Bsr cassette with one 
from the TAP cassette ( see Figs.  2 and  3 ). A TAP in-frame knock-in 
should also be con fi rmed by immunoblot with an antibody to the 
TAP epitope ( see  Note 6 ). 
  1.  Inoculate 10-cm petri dish plates containing 12 mL of axenic 
medium supplemented with 10  m g/mL Blasticidin S with indi-
vidual clones from the 24-well plates and allow the cells to 
colonize the entire plate. 
  2.  Prepare genomic DNA using the High Pure PCR Template 
Preparation kit as described by the manufacturer following the 
protocol for cultured cells ( see  Note 8 ). 
  3.  Set up a 100- m L reaction consisting of 0.1  m g of genomic tem-
plate DNA, 0.1  m M of each primer, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, and 
10  m L of 10× PCR buffer. Bring to 99  m L with deionized water, 
add 1  m L of  Taq DNA polymerase, and mix ( see  Note 9 ). 
  4.  For a  fi nal product size of approximately 1 kbp perform the 
reaction using the following general protocol: 94°C for 30 s, 
49°C for 60 s, and 70°C for 90 s for 30 cycles. Allow a longer 
extension time in the last cycle. 
  5.  For a  fi nal product size of approximately about 2.5 kbp per-
form the reaction using the following general protocol: 94°C 
for 30 s, 49°C for 60 s, and 70°C for 160 s for 30 cycles. Allow 
a longer extension time in the last cycle. 
  6.  Validate targeted gene disruption by examination of aliquots of 
the two PCR reactions in a 0.7% analytical agarose gel and 
EtBr staining. 
 Table 1 
 Reliable  Bsr -speci fi c primers that are used in different laboratories 
 Primer sequence  Length (bp)  Orientation 
 Position in  Bsr 
cDNA (bp), 
relative to ATG  Laboratory 
 CAGTTACTCGTCCTATATACG  21  Antisense  152–172  Jan Faix 
 CATTGTAATCTTCTCTGTCG
CTACTTCTAC 
 30  Antisense  50–79  David 
Traynor 
 GTGTAGGGAGTTGATTTCAG
ACTATGCACC 
 30  Sense  306–335  David 
Traynor 
 AGTATTCGAGTGGTAAGTCCTTG  23  Sense  276–298  Alan Kimmel 
 GGTGCATAGTCTGAAATCAACTC  23  Antisense  313–335  Alan Kimmel 
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  7.  Store the knock-out mutants by slowly freezing the cells in 
growth medium supplemented with 7–10% DMSO. For this, 
harvest ~5 × 10 7 cells during exponential growth by pelleting at 
500 ×  g for 2 min at 4°C. Discard supernatant and resuspend 
the pellet in ice cold DMSO-containing growth medium and 
transfer the suspension to prechilled liquid nitrogen storage 
vials. Place the vials into the gaseous phase above the liquid 
nitrogen in a nitrogen tank for 2 h to allow for slow cooling 
(~1°C/min). Subsequently transfer vials to liquid nitrogen for 
long-term storage, and if liquid nitrogen is unavailable, storage 
frozen cells in a −80°C freezer. Alternatively prepare spores 
and store them at −80°C. 
  1.  Bsr knock-out cells are electroporated with 35  m g of either 
pDEX-NLS-Cre or the further developed extrachrosomally 
replicating pTX-NLS-Cre ( see Fig.  5 ) as described in 
Subheading  3.4 . 
  2.  After the 1–3 h recovery period, add G418 to a  fi nal concen-
tration of 10–20  m g/mL. 
  3.  Selection is continued for 3–10 days in case of pDEX-NLS-
Cre or up to 14 days or more in case of pTX-NLS-Cre ( see 
 Note 10 ). 
  4.  After appearing of colonies the cells are spreader diluted for 
clonal selection on SM agar plates containing  K. aerogenes as 
described in Subheading  3.4.2 ,  steps 9 – 14 . 
  5.  After the colonies have reached a diameter of 1–2 mm, pick 
individual clonal cell lines with sterile toothpicks and transfer 
them into a 24-well plate containing 1 mL axenic medium in 
the absence of G418 but supplemented with 50  m g/mL ampi-
cillin and 40  m g/mL streptomycin to prevent bacterial 
growth. 
  6.  Aspirate off the medium, replace with fresh medium every sec-
ond day to remove remaining bacteria, and allow the cells to 
reach cell densities of ~1 × 10 6 cells/mL. 
  7.  Transfer 400- m L aliquots of each well into two separate 24-well 
plates containing growth medium supplemented with either 
G418 or Blasticidin S at 15  m g/mL. Cell lines sensitive to 
G418 and Blasticidin S can be easily identi fi ed by comparing 
growth of the cells in the three tested conditions within 
approximately 3 days. 
  8.  Cells not growing in Blasticidin S- and G418-containing media 
are of potential interest. Usually, >95% of cells selected by these 
growth criteria will show appropriate Cre recombination. Take 
these cells from the  fi rst 24-well plate and inoculate fresh 
10-cm petri dishes containing 12 mL of axenic medium and 
allow the cells to colonize the entire plate. 
 3.6  Removal of the 
Floxed-Bsr Cassette 
by Transient 
Expression of Cre
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  9.  Isolate genomic DNA from the Blasticidin S- and G418-
sensitive cell lines and validate Cre-mediated recombination 
by PCR as described in Subheading  3.5 ,  steps 1 – 6 , using the 
same two primer pairs used to validate the knock-out event 
( see Fig.  6 ). 
  10.  The cells devoid of the  Bsr cassette can now be used for the 
next round of  Bsr -mediated targeted gene disruption. 
 Fig. 5  Screening of G418 and Blasticidin S sensitive null-mutants cells after transient expression of NLS-Cre. 
( a ) Schematic view of the extrachromosomal pTX-NLS-Cre-expression plasmid. The actin15 promotor drives 
expression of the Cre recombinase fused to an N-terminal signal peptide for nuclear localization (NLS-Cre). An 
ampicillin resistance cassette (Amp r ) enables selection in  E. coli and the neomycin resistance cassette (G418 r ) 
allows selection of transfected  D. discoideum cells. Extrachromosomal replication of the plasmid is conferred by 
the Ddp1 replicon. ( b ) After transfection (of any selected mutants containing a  fl oxed- Bsr cassette;  see Fig.  4 ) with 
a Cre-expression plasmid such as pDEX-NLS-Cre or pTX-NLS-Cre, the cells are selected with G418 in liquid 
medium in petri dish cultures for 5–14 days ( see  Note 10 ). G418 selection is then removed, and 3–7 days later, 
the cells are plated in low density with  K. aerogenes onto SM agar plates. Clonal cells are subsequently trans-
ferred into 24-well plates, replica plated, and separately screened for sensitivity towards both G418 and Blasticidin 
S. Growing cells are indicated by  ochre spots , whereas  black spots display clones that are unable to grow under 
selection. Clones that are unable to grow in both G418 and Blasticidin S are expanded in 24-well plates grown 
without either antibiotic and tested for excision of the  Bsr cassette by diagnostic PCR ( see Fig.  6 ) 
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  1.  The orientation of the  Bsr cassette relative to the 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ 
genomic fragments is generally not important for targeted 
gene disruption. However, the 5 ¢ and 3 ¢ fragments must be 
inserted in the same orientation in the targeting vector as they 
are in the genome. 
  2.  There are numerous thermostable polymerases currently avail-
able. This protocol has been adapted for  Taq polymerase, since 
this enzyme is reliable and relatively inexpensive; however sev-
eral other enzymes can be used as well. The “proofreading” 
activities of thermostable polymerases such as  Phusion ,  Vent 
and  Deep Vent (New England Biolabs),  Pfu (Stratagene), or 
 KOD (Novagene) are not required. 
  3.  Depending on the restriction nuclease used for cloning, the 
primers and the length of the primer overhang, it might be 
very important to digest the ampli fi ed DNA fragments over-
night. This procedure signi fi cantly increases the number of 
appropriately digested primer ends and hence the number of  E. 
coli transformants. Digestions of DNA fragments at 37°C 
overnight should contain between 0.1 and 0.25 mM EDTA to 
avoid degradation of DNA by nonspeci fi c nucleases. 
 4  Notes
 Fig. 6  Validation for removal of the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette by expression of the Cre recombinase. ( a ) Strategy for 
removal of the  Bsr cassette by transient expression of NLS-Cre. Deletion of the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette leaves a 
sequence of <100 bp ( see Fig.  1 ). Primer U1 is within the 5 ¢ targeting fragment, primer Bsr is within the  Bsr 
gene, and primer D1 is within the endogenous genomic sequence that is downstream of the 3 ¢ targeting frag-
ment. ( b ) PCR analysis of null cells following transient expression of NLS-Cre (*). Most of the clonal cell lines 
that are sensitive to both Blasticidin and G418 for growth also lack the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette 
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  4.  The restriction digest of the  fi nal gene-targeting vector must be 
complete. Otherwise the undigested gene-targeting vector might 
integrate by a single crossover event into the  Dictyostelium genome. 
This event may considerably complicate the interpretation of the 
PCR data and in most cases does not lead to disruption of the 
target gene. 
  5.  It is recommended not to use EDTA-containing buffers for 
this step. Millimolar concentrations of EDTA considerably 
inhibit the transformation ef fi ciency of  Dictyostelium cells. 
Thus, TE buffers should be avoided. Use instead 10 mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8.0, or deionized water for  fi nal elution of the DNA 
prior to transformation of  Dictyostelium cells. 
  6.  The targeting construct must be sequenced to ensure that the 
coding region is in-frame with the epitope tag and that no 
inadvertent mutations have been incorporated. Immunoblots 
with an antibody to the TAP epitope (Open Biosystems 
#CAB1001) must be used to con fi rm the successful incorpora-
tion of the epitope tag as a gene knock-in. The construct out-
lined ( see Fig.  2 ) uses a TAP-tag, but as designed many other 
epitope-coding sequences can be easily inserted, including 
FLAG, myc, GFP, etc. Since the 5 ¢ targeting fragment is derived 
from a very C-terminal coding region, the downstream 3 ¢ tar-
geting fragment is very likely to be comprised of A + T rich, 
intergenic elements, as well as sequences from the downstream 
gene. We have not observed deleterious effects in targeting 
ef fi ciency. N-terminal tagging is also possible with appropriate 
reengineering to make certain there is in-frame read through 
following removal of the  fl oxed- Bsr cassette. Finally, knock-in 
cell lines must be evaluated to ensure that the epitope tag does 
not cause a gain-of-function phenotype. 
  7.  Unless the knock-out is con fi rmed by immunoblot analysis 
using a speci fi c antibody, a control PCR for the WT allele is 
highly recommended. In some cases we observed the presence 
of the WT allele in addition to the disrupted locus. This might 
be due to local gene duplications or polyploidization in the 
chosen strain. In some instances, con fi rmation by Southern 
blot hybridization may be required. Integration of the  Bsr cas-
sette into a single-copy genomic locus is detected as a de fi ned 
restriction enzyme fragment length change by hybridization 
with a gene-speci fi c probe. 
  8.  In some instances, unpuri fi ed DNA in cell lysates can be used 
for PCR screening. ~10  m L of cells from con fl uent plates are 
added to 10  m L of freshly made lysis buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM 
Tris–HCl, pH 8.3, 2.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.45% Tween 20, and 
0.4 mg/mL proteinase K). The cell suspension is incubated at 
22°C for 5 min, and then at 95°C for 1–5 min, to inactivate pro-
teinase K. Use 1  m L for PCR screening (Subheading  3.5 ). 
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  9.  We have been able to detect gene targeting using Bsr/D1 
(and TAP/D1) primers pairs ( see Fig.  4 ) in mixed cell popu-
lations, at a sensitivity of 0.01%. Using this strategy, one can 
screen thousands of transformants in mixed pools of cells to 
identify those with the rare (e.g., poorly growing) positives. 
Cells in the appropriate pool are then aliquoted and 
rescreened. Generally only several rounds of such 
 pool-aliquot/dilution screening are required to select pure 
single colony positives. 
  10.  The duration of G418 selection is dependent upon a number 
of parameters, including the Cre-expression plasmid used, 
the concentration of G418 used in the selection, the 
medium, the temperature, and probably the strain or cell 
line used. The most important aspect of this step is the 
removal of background cells that had not been transfected 
with Cre recombinase expressing plasmids. This must be 
optimized for each laboratory. If selection with G418 is too 
short, knock-out cells will persist that still harbor the  Bsr cas-
sette; if selection is too long, cells may lack the  Bsr cassette, 
but now contain pDEX-NLS-Cre as a stably integrated plas-
mid into the genome. To avoid this, we developed the extra-
chromosomal replicating plasmid pTX-NLS-Cre  ( 8 ) . This 
type of vectors not only yield higher transformation 
ef fi ciencies when compared to integrating vectors, but most 
importantly, are known to be genetically unstable (cured) 
upon removal of positive selection. Thus, G418 selection 
can be considerably extended (>14 days) without the risk to 
encounter genomic integration. After longer selection peri-
ods, it is recommended to grow the cells for 5–7 days in the 
absence of G418 prior to PCR screening ( see Fig.  6 ) to pro-
mote curing of the pTX-NLS-Cre plasmid. 
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